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Thurston’s New Store

<

To Retain Base

Bermuda has tlie most even tem
perature in, the world.
4ft

-Town Meeting,” Thursday at
8 30 on the ABC network should be
of interest to parents as it is to be
a discussion on “Cleaner Movies.”

Coast Guard Base is to be discon
tinued, is discounted in the follow
ing letter from Representative Mar
garet Chase Smith to The CourierGazette:
‘Senator White and I have just
come from the Coast Guard where
we talked with the Commandant,
Admiral Farley, and the Operations
Officer, Admiral Parke, in our ef
fort to follow up earlier inquiries
concerning Coast Guard activities
in Maine.
“Postwar plans call for retaining
the base at Rockland and building
up to regular personnel after -the
Navy releases Coast Guard men at
sea, Sea Air Resuce plane based at
Brunswick to be used along Maine
coast and continuing the buoy base
at Portland and basing of the usual
number of Coast Guard ships in
eluding ice-breakers, patrol boats
etc.
“The Admiral stated that he
could not understand where any
rumor concerning changes in Rock
land might come from, that the
Coast Guard was well located and
if appropriations came through as
requested, would continue as is.
“Was delighted to hear that plans
are on the way that will make use
of the Rockland airport, have just
talked with the Navy because of the
request of Honorable E. C. Moran,
Jr., and learn that the naval per
mit may be expected during the
next 10 days.”
Lt. Russell D. Bartlett, 596 Old
County Road, Rockland, has been

discharged, after honorable serveie
in the Navy, at the personnel
separation center in San francis.o,
Calif.

Aldine’s Finer Store
fur Diamonds,
ff'ntches and Silver

For Over Fifty Years

Budget Terms Arranged
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A sizeable increase in appropria
tions was made, the current figure
reading $142,769. Considerable dis
cussion was occasioned over the
monies to the Community Hasp! tai
but a sum of $2,500 was finally agreed
upon. The principal expenditures
Without Debt
will be:
Incidentals, $9,000; Police De
No contests were run at the Cam partment, $1500; Fire Department,
den
town
meeting
yesterday, $6,000; hydrant rental, $5,600; lights,
$4800; insurance, $3,000; ambulance
where five selectmen, were elected: service, $1500; public dump, $1400;
John Felton, Clarence Thomas, Highways and bridges. Summer
John Kennedy, Rollo Gardner and maintenance, $17,000, Winter main
William Packard. Otner officers tenance, $5,000; State Aid road con
returning to their posts are: Treas struction, $2199; aid to dependent
urer, Mrs. Myrtle B. Sherman; tax children, $4,000; aid to blind, $200;
collector. Frank P. Alexander; clerk old age assistance, $600; care of
shade trees, $500; public library,
Jchn L Tewksbury.
A generous gesture was effected $2000; Mountain View cemetery,
in the School Department, a main $600; Oak Hill cemetery, $400; em
tenance fund of $45,300 providing ploye’s retirment fund. $1370; new
for an extra teacher, also for the plans for assessment, $500; adver
raising cf salaries of all teachers tising of natural resources, $700;
ar.d janitors; and the continuance public beach, $1500; sewers, $900:
of the machine shop at High School i district nurse, $500; sidewalks, $500
Camden has no Poor Account;
until March, 1947.
Camden
has no debt
'Improved lighting in the schools
will be allotted $6,000; school repairs,
$8,CC0; equipment, $l,C00; medical
ST. GEORGE
insoection, $400; physical, $1200,industrial and vocational education,
$5,000. A School Building Fund was Voters Raise Money Toward
granted $2,000, the overlay from the
New School Building At
excise tax to be used for equipment
fund.
Port Clyde
It was voted to sell the Kent house
on the Belfast road, $900 of the pro
After 30 years’ faithful service to
ceeds to be transferred to the Ceme
tery Fund and the remainder to the the town of St. George, Fred Smal
Winter Sports area.
It was also ley declined to run this year, and
voted to sell the Millville school his place as selectman was filled by
house.
The town will accept and lay out Maurice Simmons, a rising vote of
as a public way, the land between thanks was accorded Mr. Smalley
Bay View and Chestnut streets ad in appreciation of his long and de
career in the public interest.
jacent to the property of McDon voted
Other members of the Board of
ough, Cooper and Wilson. Land on
Washington street for the Mountain Selectmen are Howard Monaghan
View Cemetery was bought from and Harold Dowling. Moderator is
Whitney Wheeler; clerk, Mabel
Mis. Mary Buchanan.
Rose; treasurer and collector, J. T.
Simmons; school board, Pearl Wall;
road commissioner, Alliscn Morris;
fire commissioner, Henry Allen. All
PUBLIC SUPPER
officers were elected with no opposi! ticn, and the harmonious tone car
ried through the entire meeting.
St. Peter’s Undercroft
Major action of the day was the
raising of $2,000 toward a new school
SATURDAY, MARCH 16
to be built at Port Clyde. A like
5 to 7 O’clock
amount will be raised in each succeding year until the final payment
BAKED BEANS
SALAD
is made. On the other side of the
ledger, it was decided to sell the
HOT ROLLS, COFFEE,
school
buildings at Long Ccve.
DESSERT
Hart’s Neck and Martinsville. The
45 Cents
school at Willardiham will be re
21-23 tained by the town for the storage
(Continued on Page Five)

ROCKPORT HIGH'S

Indoor Carnival

Yes a fire is a very nice thing indeed when in your heating
system. But a fire when out of control is in my estimation next
to death and in many cases the results are death. Too much of
it, as is plainly seen by those who read the papers or listen to the
radio.
I am acting as representative for the two well known fire
extinguishers, Pyrene A Fyr-Fighter. I will have one quart, one

ROCKPORT TOWN HALL

and one-half quart, one gallon, one and one-half gallon, two and
two and one-half gallon. An extinguisher to meet every need.
Come in and look them over, a demonstration will gladly be ar
ranged for the asking.

THURS., FRI., SAT., March 21,22,23
AFTERNOON AND EVENING

SHELDON’S SUNOCO STATION,
Warren, Maine.

.

Gala Program of Entertainment Every Afternoon

and Evening.

Baby Show

Grand Carnival Ball

Four Big Prizes

An Invitation!

An Opportunity!

PRIZES EVERY NIGHT

LT. EDWARD ROWE SNOW
WASHING MACHINE
Explorer, Adventurer, Soldier, Sailor and

RADIO

✓

Famed Flier

Will Present His Lecture

FLATIRON

“The Drama of the New England Coast”

ELECTRIC MIXER
J

?

executed.

The Maine Air Cargo Express has
converted Army C-47 cargo l-lanes
to their uses and will have them
ready to operate by the time the
necessary papers on the field are
completed.
The transportation of lobsters,
fresh and frozen fish and blueberries
out of this area to the Soutn and
West will constitute the greater part
of their loads. The return trips
will consist of Southern and Western
products to New England markets
There is a possibility that there
will be some passenger space on the
planes on both the outbound and
return trips.
Inasmuch as no
schedule is contemplated, the mak
ing of reservations will be a matter
of being ready to go when toe
planes are loaded.
Other airlines have already con
tacted the group, seeking leases for
landing rights, principal of which
is Air Lanes Inc., of New York and
Rockland, which will fly its own
lobsters to New York and points be
yond, and which is constructing a
lobster pound and w.iarf at the
foot of Winter street new, as well
as pound facilities on Long Island
Bound.
Still other groups, wishing to
operate small planes for student
purposes and charter work, as well
as general plane services are also
in the field and ready to operate at
the airport when granted leases by
the Dodge group.

Taxicab Licenses
City Clerk Margeson Issues
25 To Drivers of 17 Cars

Licenses have been issued by City
Clerk Margeson to 25 taxicab driv
ers for the operation of the 17 cabs
which have been licensed under the
new ordinance governing them and
which became effecive last Satur
day. The fees set by ’ordinance are
$5 per cab per year and $2 for each
operator’s license.
Each cab is now clearly identi
fied as a taxicab with the word
“Taxi” painted on the doors, plus
the owners name and license num
ber. All operators now carry a li
cense card which bears their
physical description and name.
Operation of the cabs comes di
rectly under the Chief of Police
who has the right of inspection of
the vehicle at any time Of course,
they are subject in every respect to
the traffic laws effecting all motor
vehicles on the city streets as well.

RUMMAGE SALE

Stereopticon Slides

COME ALL!

A SEAL ISLAND MYSTERY

In a brief few minutes in the City
Council meeting last night, the city
leased for a five year period the
million dollar plant that is the
Rockland Municipal Airport, to
Maine Air »Cargo Express, for a
period of five years at a yearly figure
which will not be less than $4,100.
Broken down, it is $3,000 per year
as a deposit to insure resurfacing of
the runways each five years and a
minnimum of $1,100 per year or one
third of .the profits of operation of
the field .by the leasing company.
It is understood that the govern
ment will make the field available
to the city within 10-day period.
The order which was read, leas
ing the field, instructed the City
Manager to prepare and execute a
contract in accordance with speci
fications published by the Council
in asking for bids, all to hinge upon
approval of the federal government.
The leasing group is composed of
.look Dodze cf Spruce Head and
William OIDwyer of Hasbruck, N.
J., both recently discharged Army
flyers, and Alfred Oxton of Warren.
Operations are expected to start
as soon as the field is cleared from
Federal control and the leases are

WEDNESDAY NIGHT, MARCH 20

OPENS AT NOON
BETA SIGMA PHI, SPONSOR
__________________________ 21-22
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COMMUNITY BUILDING, ROCKLAND
AUSPICES ROCKLAND KIWANIS CLUB
Proceeds Toward Furnishing A Room At Knox Hospital

GILMORE W. SOULE, M. D.

MARCH 19—9 TO 12
Adm. 60c Tax Incl.
21-23

That he is Resuming the Practice of

Was In A Bad Way
(By The Roving Reporter)

And the Old Reliable Thetis Criehaven Fisherman Was
Fares Forth To Answer It
Brought To Knox Hospital
Referrring to signs and slogans;
At the sportsman’s rendezvous,
After Circular Saw
The Coast Guard 165 foot cutter,
Dougherty’s, in Camden, was placed
Thetis, under command of Lieut.
Accident
this placard, “If you Must swear

Commander Gordon, P. Hammond,
left the local base at 11.40 a. m.
yesterday in answer to a distress
call by the Gloucester dragger,
Caroline & Mary.
A Coast Guard PBM patrol plane
from the Saldm Air Station located
the craft, which is reported to be
out of fuel, at a position 30 miles
South of Seal Island, Nova Scotia.
The dragger is under command of
Captain Oscar Rose of Gloucester
and carries a crew of 12. She is
109 feet in length and is diesel
driven.
The Thetis was expected to reach
the drager about midnight last
night and was to take her in tow
for Gloucester.
Coast Guard, Rockland reported
this morning that the Thetis con
tacted the Caroline and Mary at
5.30 this morning, after a night of
searchmg for her in heavy fog, and
took her in tow for Gloucester.

Struck By Timber
Prominent Farmer Instantly
Killed In Lincolnville
Yesterday Morning
Winfield Albert Young, 69, of Lin
colnville was killed instantly yes
terday morning when he was struck
on the head by a heavy timber as
he, two sons and two neighbors were
moving a hen house.
The sons, Bradford of Lincoln
ville and Albert of Camden, said the
hen house was on skids and was be
ing dragged out of a field by a truck
when one of the skids twisted out
from under the structure, striking
their father on the side of the head.
Young is also survived by his
wife, Blanche May Hardy Young;
another son, Clyde of Lincolnville,
and two sisters, Mrs. Claude Heald
of Lincolnville and Mrs. Sadie
Hempel of Camden; and a grand
daughter.
Young was a member of Tran
quility Grange, Lincolnville, the
local Farm Bureau, and the Cam
den IGOF.
Funeral services will be held at
2.30 p. m Thursday from the resi
dence in Lincolnville with the Rev.
H. T. Holt of Camden, officiating.
Entombment will be in Mountain
View Cemetery, Camden, with burr
ial in the Spring in Youngtown
Cemetery, Lincolnville.

Oscar Simpson, 23, Criehaven
lobsterman is in Knox Hospital
following an accident on the Island
Saturday morning in which he
lacerated the fingers of his left
hand in a circular saw.
The accident took place w’hen
he was sawing out lobster trap
stock, the saw ripping three fingers
of the left hand, one of which was
later amputated at the hospital.
There being no doctor on the
Island, a call was put through to
the Coast Guard ih Rockland for a
cutter to bring him to the main
land.
Chief Pharmacists’ Mate Hutchms at the Base gave instructions
for the application of a tourniquet
and bandaging of the hand, over
the phone, directing each step of
the persons administering first aid
some 20 miles away.
The cutter, Argo, was dispatched
to bring Simpson to Rockland and
was scheduled to meet a small boat
with him aboard, at Five Mile
Buoy, as the larger vessel could
not get in close to the Island In the
fog.
The two craft missed each other
and after several hours of futile
searching for the Argo, Roy Simp
son, uncle of the injured man, who
was operating the small boat, laid a
course for Rockland, not daring to
wait longer as his nephew’s con
dition was becoming increasingly
worse.
As he passed the Breakw’ater
Light, he asked them to call the
base to have an ambulance ready.
As the boat docked, the Coast
Guard ambulance and pharmacists’
mates met it and rushed Simpson
to Knox Hospital where he was

Augusta, Me. —Payments total
ling $1880.58 have been made to the
U. S. Treasury by five Marne food
dealers charged with selling food
items at overceiling prices, George
C. West and Charles A Pomeroy,
Maine OPA Enforcement Attorneys
have announced. The paymets were
made in settlement of treble dam
age actions. Among the defendants
were N. Berliawsky and J. J.
Murphy, doing business at 585 Main
street, amount of fine $500*

BASKETBALL AT ITS BEST
ROCKLAND HIGH BOYS
vs.

GENERAL MEDICINE AND OBSTETRICS

DON! MISS THE BOAT!

Office At 463 Main Street

THIS IS THE LAST CALL!

TeL 1129

Every Penny To The P.T.A Light Fund
21-22

Office Hours, 1 to 4 P. M.

REGULAR $5.00 VALUE
PHOTOGRAPHER AT

(FORMAL OR INFORMAL)

11 ■ ■ ■ 1111 ■ a i ■ ■ ■ ii ■

ROOM 103
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TOMORROW NIGHT

TUES., WED., THURS., MARCH 12, 13, 14

I ■ 11 11 I 11 I I I ■ I I I I I

FLANNERY STUDIO, St Louis, Mo.

9 to 1—Dancing by Lennie Lizotte’s 14-piece Music.

♦

$25 DOOR PRIZE—TOP FLIGHT REFRESHMENTS

If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes ls a lose of happiness —Charles
Darwin.

Francis L. Dyer
man in Owl’s Head Town

8 O’clock—Entertainment Deluxe under chairmanship of Albert McCarty.

M-tf

One year ago: A special commit
tee recommended town manage
ment system for Thomaston—Sgt.
Charles Fernald died from wounds
received in action—Anson Glidden,
retired Maine Central conductor,
died in Sacramento, Calif.—Other
deaths:: Rockland, Mrs. Adolphus
Butler, 71; Rockland, Mrs. Arnold
H. Jones, 86; San Francisco, Mrs.
W. F. Mills, formerly of Thomaston.

Candidate for First Select

STUDIO HOURS 1 P. M. TO 7 P. M.
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

Auditorium, Study Hall Light Fund.

N. B. PLENTY OP EMPTY CASES

its benefactor.

THREE DAYS

The Greatest Entertainment Feature of the Year. Every Penny to the High School

TEL. ROCKLAND 673

Mrs. Audrey Teel, popular typist
at Moran’s insurance office, is a
loyal friend to the feathered crea
tures, animals, too, for that matter.
At her feeding station at the pres
ent moment, are four hen pheas
ants, five bluejays, one crow, plenty
of chickadees, sparrows and grackles; also three squirrels, two of
them gray, and one which matches

VOTE FOR

COMMUNITY BUILDING

SWIFT & CO.

A Rockland attorney who feared
troublesome effects from over
weight, stopped smoking At the
end of a week he had gained eight
pounds.

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

THORNDIKE HOTEL

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 13

NATIVE EGGS WANTED

PHOTO SPECIAL
ONLY 69c

T. A. LIGHT FUND BALL

21-22

Levi Leadbetter of Owl’s Head is
a spry chap, considering how he is
getting along in years—93 years, to
be exact. He goes fishing whenever
' the weather is fitting, and just to
keep hts hand in he has cut 20 cords
of wood this Winter. The other
day he walked four miles to hire
a horse to haul the wood out, and
then walked back home four miles.
"I expect Levi will be tired when
he gets home,” said Mrs. Leadbet
ter, who by the way is a daughter
of Mrs. Clara Maddocks, who has
seen 102 Summers and Winters.
They grow’ old down Owl’s Head
way, but they keep too busy to no
tice it.
i

THE REPUBLIC
Thou, too, saU on, O Ship of Statel
Sail on. O Union, strong and great!
Humanity wl'h all Its fears.
With all the hopes of future years.
Is hanging breathless on thy fate!
In spite of rock and tempest’s roar.
In spite of falsa lights on the shore,
Sail on, nor fear to breast the sea!
Our hearts, our hopes, are all with
thee.
Our hearts, our hopes, our prayers,
our tears,
Our faith triumphant o'er our fears,
Are all with thee—are all with thee!
—Henry W. Longfellow.

ONE 8x10 GOLD-TONE PORTRAIT

PHP TTTP

“Off again, on again Finnegan.”
That’s the story of the neon sign
which has just been placed on the
front of A. T. Thurston’s new
quarters on Limerock street. Origi
nally it was a Frigidaire sign on
the McLoon Sales & Service head
quarters at The Brook and followed
that concern when it removed to
Limerock street. A. T. Thurston
then bought it for his place of busi
ness at The Brook, where .t had
first seen light of day, and now it
goes back to its old quarters on
Limerock street.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

V
+
1
i

see a Notary ” Farther along the
street, at the former Cole Sand
wich Shop, were these words: ’If
all you have to spend is time, please
take your business elsewhere ”

In the cobbler’shop kept by Ab
ner Bills many years ago appeared
this legend:
If I rest I rust,
If I trust I bust,
placed under the care of Dr. Wesley
No rest, no rust.
N Wasgatt.
No trust, no bust.
Simpson is a veteran of Army
Matching this sentiment was the
service in the Pacific having only sign which appeared in front of a
recently returned home following Main street restaurant. It read:
discharge.
‘ No cash, no hash, Mike Nash.’’

AND A PRELIMINARY GAME
Time 7.30—Adm. 28c and 50c Tax Incl.

COMMUNITY BUILDING

ANNOUNCES

A Distress Call

Two Evenly Matched Teams

DANCE
21-22

area 10 miles around the island for
boats, persons or wreckage. This
order was carried out, but noth
ing found.
The island has been used during
the war as a Naval bombing range
and it was at first thought that
they had been bombing yesterday
and that the fire had arisen from
that activity. The Brunswick Na
val Air Station stated that no such
activity had been earned out yes
terday. One source suggested that
an unexploded bomb from past act.vities may have either exploded or
ignited and caused the blaze which
the Saddleback keepers spotted.

BAR HARBOR HIGH BOYS

S.S.S. RED JACKET

STARTING AT 8 O CLOCK

The lighthouse keepers at Saddle
back Ledge Light reported mysteri
ous fire on uninhabited Seal Island
in Eastern Penobscot Bay about 6
o’clock last night.
Shortly before 7 p. m., the cutter
Argo, was dispatched to search the
island, there being the possib.lity
that .some fisherman had made land
there after having broken down at
sea and was trying to signal for
help.
The cutter put a crew ashore and
searched the island thoroughly, but
found no trace of anyone Later,
Coast Guard headquarters in Bos
ton ordered the ship to sweep an

COMMUNITY BUILDING

SATURDAY, MARCH 16

The Black Cat

Coast Guard Couldn’t Learn

FRIDAY NIGHT, MARCH 15

G.A.R. HALL, ROCKLAND

Number 21

Volume 101

Use Of Municipal Airport
Goes To Maine Air Cargo
What Caused Strange Light Seen ThereExpress

Illustrated with Motion Pictures and

ADMISSION 50c AND 25c TAX INCL.

COME ONE!

A Five-Year Lease

TOWN MEETINGS IN ORDER

Yesterday’s Opening At 21 Admiral In Charge Of Coast
CAMDEN
Limerock Street Important
Guard Can’t Understand
Event In Long History
How Rumor Started
Voters Increase The Annual
---Nearing the end of his 39th year
Any notion that the Rockland
Budget, But Town Is

in business in, Rockland, A. T.
Thurston, electrical
contractor,
yesterday opened one of the most
modern electrical appliance stores
in the State at 21 Limerock street,
in the quarters occupied during the
war by the Captain of the Port of
fice.
He leased the property last Winpr and has completely remodeled
■the ground floor for the store, the
garage and the large basement area
to suit his needs.
The Westinghouse appliance line
will be carried, taking care of custo
mers as fast as the various items
are available.
The FairbanksMorse line of pumps, and soft and
hard coal stokers will be sold and
serviced. Oil burners will be avail” nble from the Gilbert -Barker line.
A complete electrical service with
an outstanding line of fixtures will
be maintained at all times.
The area, once known as Munsey’s
Gar&ge, is devoted to storgae and
shipping activities, as well as the
machine shop and electrical fabri
cating and repair department st* The
basement area will be taken with
storage of heavy equipment and
materials necessary in large con
tracts.
Well wishers sent a large number
of floral greetings throughout the
day while the store was packed with
persons eager to inspect Rock
land’s newest establishment.

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 12,1946

Meeting March 18

VETERAN OF WORLD WAR II

-
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THEY WORKED FOR PEACE

Editor, PRANK A. WINSLOW

sw

Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. PULLER

look Review

“Way, Way Down East?* Author,
Leah Ramsdell Puller. Published
by The Jchn W. (Luce Company,
Boston.
This is the second book by Mrs.
Fuller, and her many admirers will
Und great advancement in her pro
gress as a writer, as well as versatile
tn lines of thought.
This children’s story is of persons
living in a remote section of Maine.
It deals with the rich human
qualities in the hearts of those who
love their neighbors, and is written
for children mostly, although much
can be gleaned to give thought and
help to grown-ups.
The language is delightfully colloqual and one finds many forgotten
or unknown phrases and sayings
which adds to the picturesque in
thought. The locale is in the Quoddy
Lighthouse section of Maine which
ls at tlie easternmost end of Maine,
and about the Johnson’s Bay.
It really is a story of happy child
hood and the simple ways found for
enjoyment which made for charac
ter in children, possibly finer for
them than these days crowded with
movies and artificial entertainment
Each chapter Ls full up with the
events which come naturally in
seasons as they follow. A highly
delightful story dedicated to the
author’s brothers and sisters and
bespeaks a future of more delights
from the same pen.
Kathleen S. Puller.

Girl Scout Council
Plans An Observance of 34d
Birthday of Girl Scouting
In America
The Rockland Girl Scout Council
met Thursday night in the Sccut
Room at Community Building with
Commissioner Marguerite Perry pre
siding. Plans were discussed for
the observance of the 3lst birth
day cf Girl Scouting in America,
which will occur March IX
Friends of Girl Scouts are re
minded that the girls are selling
tickets to the Edward Rowe Snow
lecture March 30. Through the
generosity of the Kiwanis Club, 10

cents per ticket sold will go to the
troop funds and will aid them in
their work.
It was anncunced that the sum of
$71.70 was realized from the recent
card party and a rising vote of

thanks was given Mrs. Lawrence
Miller and her most afble committee.
The council members were pleased
to have Prank A. Winslow as guest
.speaker. He held their interest with
liis reminiscences of a trip to Ni
agara Palls some time ago.
Mrs. Helen Bray, Mrs. Phyllis
Grispi and Mrs. Ella Cates, the
membership committee, served re
freshments at the close of the busi
ness meeting.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s,
second floor, 18 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Purs. Pur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
lOtf
ASSESSOR’S NOTICE
CITY OP ROCKLAND
The subscribers. Assessors of Taxes,
of the City of Rockland, hereby give
notice to the Inhabitants of said City
and other persons having Taxable Prop
erty within said City, to make and
bring ln to said Assessors true and per
fect lists of their polls and all their
estates, real and personal, ln writing
including all property held ln trust
as Ouardlan, Executor. Administrator,
Trustee or otherwise (except as la by
law exempt from taxation) which they
were possessor of on the first day of
April, 1946. and to bj prepared to Make
Oath to the truth of the same.
And they are particularly requested
to notify the Assessors of the names
of all persons of whom they have
bought or to whom they have sold tax
able property since the first day of
April. 1945
And for the purpose of Receiving
said lists and making transfers of all
property bought or Bold, the under
signed will be ln session at the Asses
sor's Room. No. 7. city Building, from
nine to twelve o’clock ln the forenoon,
and from two to five o’clock In the
afternoon of each day.
MONDAY. TUESDAY. WEDNESDAY,
THURSDAY
APRIL 1. 2. 3. 4 1946
THURSDAY. April, 1. 2. 3, 4. 1949
Special Notice to Executors, Ad
ministrators. Trustees or Ouandlana
The statute provides that you
must bring into the Assessor a
true and perfect list of all taxable
property ln your possession to date of
April 1. 1946. otherwise lt will be taxed
as the statute provides, and any per
sonal examination of property by the
Assessors will not be considered aa a
waiver of neglect of any person ln
bringing In a true and perfect list as
required by law.
Any person who neglects to comply
with this notice will be doomed to a
tax according to the laws of the State
and be barred of the right to make ap
plication
either to
the Assessors
Board
of Assessment
Review, or
County Commissioners for any Abate
ment of Taxes, unless such person off
ers such list with his application and
satisfies the Assessors that hs was un
able to offer lt st the time appointed.
RICHARD E. THOMAS.
Assessor of Rockland.
Rockland. Maine, March 11, 1946
_______________________________
20®

Your Heating system Is No Bet
ter Thao It Is Engineered

THE PEERLESS
ENGINEERING OO.
ROCKLAND, MX.
TELS. 744. 415
PLUMBING AND HEATING
OIL BURNERS
15tf

- HIGHEST LEGAL

0. P. A. PRICES

Tiie Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1887.
Subscriptions $3.08 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
i

[EDITORIAL]

Plans for the Republican State Con
vention in Banger April 11 and 12 are
shaping up to the complete satisfaction cf
rtate Chai, man Lloyd B. Morton and the
State Committee, represented in Knox
County by Alan L. Bird of Rockland and Mrs. Hattie Lawry
cf Friendship. A ten-strike was made when the State com
mittee secured the services of ex-Gov. Harold Stassen of
Minnesota to deliver one of the major addresses. The eyes of
the nation are focused on Captain Stassen just now because
of the prominent mention he is receiving as a likely candidate
for the Repubican Presidential nomination two years hence.
Maine Republicans want to see this aggressive mid-Westerner
and to hear what he has to say. Captain Stassen is sure to
receive a most cordial greeting from the Pine Tree State G.OJ*.
Fortunate, also, was the State committee when it secured
its other major Mrs. Charles W. Weis, Jr., Republican national
committeewoman from New/York, who will be heard on the
afternoon of April 12. Mrs. Weis, who ls also a member of
the New York state Republican committee, began her poli
tical activity in 1936. She is a former president of the Na
tional Federation of Women's Republican clubs, and was cnc
of the leaders in perfecting the organization Ln 39 States.
TO ADDRESS
STATE
CONVENTION

BOCKLAND, ME.
95-tT
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Mr. and Mrs. Clifford F. Dennison
of South Thcmaston received a let
ter from their son. Clayton, saying
he had been promoted from sea
man, first class, to coxswain. He is
a Seabee in the Phil.ppines, and
expects to leave for the States the
latter part of the month. He lias
been overseas 17 months.
• * • •
Arrived at New York: Pfc. Har
old W. Greenlaw, Stonington.
Arrived at San Francisco: Pfc.
Edwon Kaura. Waldoboro ’

A poll of top-flight correspondents in
Washington has been made by the magazine Life, and, as might have been ex.pected, it shows a warm endorsement for
Senator Owen Brewster, who is seeking a
second term. Expressing the belief that he should be returned
to the Senate, this is what they say:
“Senator Brewster of Maine, Republican, of Bowdoin col
lege and: Harvard law school, has had a worthy career as
governor, representative and now as senator. He has fought
the Maine Republican organization, Samuel Insull atlti con
gressional lobbying. An airminded internationalist, he has
done good work on the Truman committee and Pearl Harbor
committee. Opinion: He should be returned to the Senate.”

♦

♦

♦

♦

Norma E. Monroe of South Thom
aston. storekeeper
(disbursing)
second class, has received an hon
orable discharge from the WAVES.
Miss Monroe who is a daughter of
Frederick Monroe, enlisted Feb. 10,
1944.
Relatives in the service include:
Richard Monroe, (brother, Pvt.
1st class; John, Monroe, brother,
Sergeant, Porto Rico; Fred Batty,
brother-in-law,
Sergeant;
Earl
Rackliff, 'cousin, Sergeant.

The 39th annual Farm and Home
Week at the University of Maine w-ill be
held next week, 25th to 28th, and bids fair
to be the most impressive gathering the
farmers have held in all of -the years since
the custom began. An attendance of more than 2,000 is ex
pected, and addressing them on every conceivable subject of
a timely nature will be 209 able speakers from far and near.
Scientific methods, as applied ito rural life, will be expounded
and demonstrated, so there will be ample opportunity for tlie
delegates to gain advanced ideas, besides having no end of a
"good time at Orono.
TWILL BE
FARMERS’
WEEK

B

B

B

B

E. L. Taylor, boatswains mate,
first class, Ingraham Hill, Rock
land, served aboard the USS Crosley. troop-carrying' destroyer on
patrol in the Pacific.
Veteran of the Okinawa inva
sion and the initial occupation of
Korea, the Crosley recently car
ried 62 tons of Chinese currency
for the Central Bank cf China to
Tsingtao.
B

B

B

B

Thirteenth Naval District Hdqrs.,
Seattle, Wash. — Discharged from
the Navy under the point system:
Lieut. Charles Edmund Bicknell, 20,
511 Main street, Rockland.

Last Tuesday a special commission of
twenty theologians reported to the session
CAUSES
RATHER THAN of the Federal Churches of Christ in
America that they considered the Ameri
EFFECTS
can use of the atomic bomb in the war
against Japan as “morally indefensible’’ and called fcr the
outlawry of the w-eapon. Dr. Arthur H. Compton, cne of the
scientists who helped develop the bomb, objected to this stand
and, apparently overlooking that portion of the theologians’
report which recognized “the probable futility, in practice, of
measures to outlaw atomic weapons while war itself con
tinues,’’ asserted that “it is not the atomic bomb but war that
needs to be outlawed.’’
This exchange expresses, most eloquently, thee terrible
moral dilemmas with which civilized men are confronted
through the development of modem instruments and modem
methods of mass slaughter. Or rather it establishes the fact
that dilemmas exist, instead of unmistakable Issues in w-hich
absolute evil is confronted by absolute good. The atomic
bomb is the ultimate in -war; war itself is an ultimate fusion, of
all those factors which cause man to rend his fellow. Neither
is basic, both are causes rather than effects. San either,
then, be separated from their context in human society and
uniquely condemned?
Tlie grim account of human suffering in the last decade
or more of war has not yet been fully rendered. The propor
tion which the 180.000 dead of Hiroshima and Nagasaki bear to
the whole has not yet been determined. But we know that six
million Jews were slaughtered on the Continent of Europe—
not killed in war, as the world usually considers war, but sacri
ficed to much the same elements of greed, fear, sadism and
ignorance of which war Itself is composed. It is said one mil
lion of Germany's slave laborers died of overwork, malnutri
tion and the diseases that spring from both. Was this an
essential concomitant of war, or of that mad pride of race and
wanton disragard cf human life and human dignity which
brought war on the world?
These offenses of the defeated are not brought forward to
palliate what offenses the victors may have committed, or to
attempt some purely arithmetical balance of the suffering
inflicted by each side. • But there is danger that, in the moral
confusions of these times, effects may be so inextricably
mingled with causes as to prevent diagnosis and treatment of
the basic ills of mankind.—Herald Tribune.

♦

B

B
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Virgin.a M. McMillan, yeoman,
3dc, of 8 Spruce street, Rockland;
has been honorably discharged
from the U. S. Naval service. She
enlisted Jan. 6. 1944 and saw 26
months of active duty. List Naw
billets in order and type of work
done in each: Family Allowance di
vision of Welfare, Dept. of Bu. Pers.
Authorizing monthly payment^ to
dependents of sailors.
Miss McMillan is a daughter of
Mrs. Florence McMillan, and has a
cousin, Herrick K. M. Thomas, who
is a Med.cal Corps captain in the
U. S. Army.
•

B

B

B

Arrived at New York: Sgt. Milton E. Dyer of Camden and Sgt.
Lloyd F. Capen of Deer Isle.
Arrived at Seattle: Chief Mate
Ambrose A. Peterson of Vinal ha
ven.
B

B

B

B

Arrived at New York: T-5 Edwin
S. Lermond and T-5 Edwin T.
Lofman of Rockland.
B

B

B

B

The address of Pvt. Blaine Jack,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Jack,
Hyler street. Thomaston is: inf.
Co. A. 2nd Plat. APO 21553, care
Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

B

B

B

B

To Fast Lightweights Booked
For Main Bout Friday
Night
The boxing matches at the Park
Street Arena Friday night will fea
ture Charlie Wooster of Rockland
and Babe Quiricn of Waterville.
These lads are reputed to be the
top lightweights in the State.
Wooster is out to even things up
a little as he lost a close decision
to Quirion at Waterville last week.
Kayo Reynolds cf Waterville and
Les Murray of Rockland will meet
in the semi-final. Murray took a
kayo over Kid Oliver, Waterville at
Waterville last Thursday night and
in Reynolds w-ill be facing a little
better man.
Last Friday, Murray failed to ap
pear on the Rockland card as ad
vertised due to the fact that the
man. Billy Strang of Bangor, w’hom
the Bangor promoter had repre
sented to be a good man, proved to
be a 15-year-old boy with little
experience and not licensed. Rather
than take advantage of the lad,
Murray withdrew from the match.
Second prelim will bring together
Arthur Wooster of Rockland and
Bob Turner of Waterville, both at
135.
Two other bouts will be provided
with promoter Leslie Murray prom
ising they will be good ones.
LIBERTY TOWN MEETING
At the town meeting In Liberty
March 4, these officers were chosen:
Arthur H. Boynton, moderator;
John P. Sanford, clerk; selectmen,
assessors and overseers of the poor,
Kervin Rogers. Raymon Banks and
W. R. Cole: school committee, Lola
Powell; collector of taxes, A. H.
Boynton; treasurer, Roy M. Trask;
collector of excise tax, Carol Banks;
toad commissioner, Herbert Moody.
Appropriation: Town officers and
miscellaneous expenses, $1300; poor,
$900; aid to dependent children,
$300; street lights, $180; patrol
man’s salary and maintenance of
Rt. 3, $850; maintenance of special
resolve road. $75; cutting bushes on
improved roads. $50 maintenance
of third class road, snow removal
and sanding, $d000; common schools,
H.gh School, books and supplies,
$4800; repairs and insurance on
school buildings, $5000; Memorial
Day, $50; public health nursing in
town, $35; State of Maine Publicity
Bureau, $25. It was also voted to
raise the valuation of property 10%.

ers like Teel and Holden intercepted
The First Blow/
passes.
This game marked another heavy
Lincoln Academy of Damaris notch in the Rockland boys’ favor.
Proved To Be Final Qne in a
cotta was handed a crushing de
Our Girls Won
feat here, Monday night by an The Rockland girls outpointed
Bout At the Park Street
aggressive Boothbay five, seeking Thomaston in a 26 to 20 victory.
this victory as an only means of en. For Rockland, Howard paced the
Arena
try into this year's class B tourna team
with
14
points.
Gardner
’
s
in

ment, to be played in Lewiston.
Spending the greater part of two
terceptions as usual were very good.
The score was Boothbay 41, Lin
Shirley Drinkwater returned to rounds either falling to the deck,
coln 16.
the squad after a brief absence due
The Lincoln boys did not shoot at to an injury received while in a car. lying there, or getting up at the
all throughout the first period, over She played in this game and played ccunt of nine, Coast Guardsman
Bobby Taylor lost the main bout at.
passing the ball throughout the commendably.
the Park Street Arena Friday night
game.
Rockland
• • • •
to Bill Green of Banger, via a
G.
F Pts. knockout
in the second. Although
Rockland High lost to Cobum Benner, rf ............ 12
4
Classical Institute Wednesday night Jackson. If .........
2
0
4 Taylor got in a few’ good lioks, he
by 39 to 27. The work of the Rock Connolly, cf .......... 2
0
4 just didn’t’ seem able to keep hu»
land beys In the first minutes of Howard, cf ........... 7
0
14 feet under him.
play, was more than enough to Gardner, eg .......... 0
Slasher Porter, more than a little
0
0
convince Rockland fans and friends McPhail, rg .......... 0
0
0 respectful cf the fistic ability of
that easily the Rockland boys could Prock. lg ............... 0
0
0 Dicky Egan of Bangor, who has
come out victors, if they played ball. Drinkwater, lg ..... 0
0
0 measured him in past bouts, finally
Foolish losses of the ball, mixed
tock the decision ln a four-round
with brilliant interceptions, and
26 match.
12
shots that rolled around but did not
I Julian McCasln made a quick
Thomaston
drop in tell the story of Rockland’s
affair of the first prelim when he
F.
loss.
|
clipped Young Green of Bangor in
Lynch ................... 2
A Rockland squad which clearly Joan Elliot ............ 2
the first blow of the bout and put
indicated superiority over the Porter .................. 5
him down for the count.
Coburn five and which three times Crie .................... 0
Percy Colscn kayced a lad by the
came from behind, had no earthly Smith ' ................... 0
name cf Worcester ,n the third
reason for losing as it did.
Jean Elliot .............. 0
round of the second prelim.
Rockland (27)
Risteen .......
o
The largest crowd yet to attend
O F P
the bouts which promoter Murray
Marsh, rf .................... 2
0
4
20 started a short time ago. seemed
9
Kelsey, If .................... 12
4
more than satisfied with the card
E. Bartlett, c ................. 2 16
offered.
Murgita, c ...................... 113
WIRING AND
McLellan, rg................. 4
19
Visit Clinton F Thomas, optome
Teel, rg ........................ 0
0
0
APPLIANCE SERVICE
trist,
for a pair of good glasses, 492
A. Bartlett, rg.............. 0 0
0
Old
County
Road, Rockland, Me.
“
EDDIE
”
BARNARD
(Holden, lg ,.................... 0 0
0
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m , Mon
TEL. 1102-M (New Number)
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Total ..... .................. 11
5 27
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland
10tl
3-tf Phone 590, City.
Coburn Classical (39)

Basketball Battles

F

P
13

0
4
7
0
0
0

2
0
1
3
0
0
0

16

7

39

Johnson, rf ....................

G
5

Rosenthal, rf .............
Malloy, If ..................
G. VZozlasky, c ..........
Reynolds, Tg ...............
Rideout, lg .................
Mahoney, lg.................

Total...

0
9
17
0
0
0

BOXING
PARK STREET ARENA

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

FRIDAY, MARCH 15

The Rockland 5-V's line up, con
tinually being changed and shifted
lost to Thomaston’s J-V’s 22-19.
In late moments when more or
less, a first team J-V outfit was on
the floor, lt locked as if the Rock
land boys might rally, but they Just
couldn’t quite make it.
Rockland (19)

O
0
0
5
0
3
0
0

F
0
0
1
0
0
0

Thompson, lg .............
Powell, lg ....................

0
0

Gamble, lg .......................

0

0
0
0

0
0

Total .............................

9

1

13

Lunt, rf ......................
Kaler, rf .... .................
Connellan, If .............
Heino, If....................
Magitz, c ......................
Chatto, c . ...................
Boardman, rg .............
Shapiro, rg ...................

V
10

room.

PIERCE’S RADIO SERVICE

B

B

SEMI-FINAL

FOUR OTHER GOOD BOUTS
Reserved Seats $1.50 plus tax—Regular Seats $1.00 plus tax
On Sale at Goodnow’s Drug Store
21*It

Edwin Lit
Thursday nil
not solicited

Rockland
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The Rockland Tigers met an all
OOOOOOO
k,b,b,b*b.(ibU,b.
star combination of Thomaston,
Waldoboro. Camden and Lincoln
WWWWWWWWW
X CL CL« CU (L CL CL. (L
players Friday night, and won the
ooooooooooo
o o ere o o
game, which Was played as a Red
Cross benefit, by a score of 64 to 30.
Pepsi-Cola Company. Lono Island City, N. Y.
6uch stars as McLellan, Kelsey,
kept this game paced, while play- FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF
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APPLETt

Good Taste for Any Occasion

CAMERA CLUB EXHIBIT
Combat photographs from all
theatres of war have been received
from the Coast Guard. Marme
Cdrps and Navy for exhibit by the
Knox County Camera Club at its
annual showing which will be held
at the Thorndike Hotel lobby April
8 to 13
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LIVE POULTRY WANTED

Paintir
Ceilings H
All W
Tel ;
75 Broad

ti

For Highest Prices On All Kinds of Poultry It Will Pay You
To Call or Write—

ty
'ey

HILLCREST POULTRY CO.

TEL. CAMDEN 404

For Finest Quality Radio Work

p. O. BOX 276, CAMDEN
17*26

D
EVERY
South Wa

60 DAY GUAR ANTED

PASCAL AVE. COR. WEST STREET, ROCKPORT

♦

WOODCC

Announcing The Opening Of

FRED M. KNIGHT’S

TELEPHONE CAMDEN 420
30‘23

STORE AND SERVICE STATION

Antiq
Marble
grape earn
pieces; La
shades; Ch

147 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
A variety of classic styles to give you

Formerly Known As Bird’s Service Station

TYDOL GAS AND PRODUCTS

SHINGLES. ROOFING. LADDERS
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A CARLOAD OF

SHINGLES AND ROOFING
BETTER BUY EARLY

ALSO HAVE SOME NEW LADDERS

Powca/CZ

”

that wonderful feeling of freedom.

Prompt, Courteous Efficient Service
Light Groceries, Cigars, Tobacco, Cigarettes,
Candy, Ice Cream, Soft Drinks

comfort and supreme smartness.

of boys am
leaf Table;
drawers;
Bureaus;
Secretaries;

Steeple-top
Music Box

Mr. Knight will welcome all old customers and new.

4-Poster

21-22

better.
RIP]
38 OLIVE I

BIRD’S THICK BUTT ASPHALT

PI

Income Tax LOANS
PAUGHT 6hort. with an lncome tax payment due March Representative will be in Rock15? Then, don't hesitate to call
241 Water St., Augrusta, Me.
on ‘Personal’ — the company
that likes to say “Yes” to loan
Mail application to
requests.
land Thursdays.
Loans made on signature, car
or furniture. Outsiders are not
Involved and the loan ls made T&i&onaf.
ln strict privacy. You get the
exact sum you borrow—no de
ductions ln advance.

FINANCE CO.

W. H. GLOVER GO.

A

This is tli
the Girl Sea
are invited
Girl Scout,
Crane”S.

LES MURRAY, Rockland. 139 pounds
K. O. REYNOLDS Waterville. 140 pounds

G
1
0
4
1
0
3

Total .......................... 10
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causee Hert
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teaching st:.
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while living
is also a mci
nell College
is 800. A
enrollment
returning se
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5000 in a rii
a national 1
east-west at
lines. Abot
students cor
States outsi
foreign terrl

be presen

CHARLIE WOOSTER, Rockland, 138 pounds
BABE QUIRRION, Waterville, 138 pounds

Thomaston (22)

K. Beattie, rf .............
Levan, rf......................
Shaw. If ...........
Jack, c ..........................
R. Beattie, rg...............
Watts, lg ......................

March 13Communlty
March 14
Caucus at th
March 15—1
meets ln tl
3 p m.
March 17—
March 18
March 18lng.
March 20
ward Bowe St
Ing, benefit
March 21-2
Carnival.
March 22
ventlon ln Pi
March 25Aprll 13—L
Orange.
me
Orange. Soutl
April 19 H
April 21—14
May 30—Mt

There v
of Beta (
7 o’clock

\

Time 8.30 Sharp—Rain or Shine
MAIN BOUT

P
0
0
11
0
6
0
0

TALK

There will
West Rockp
day at the
Rockville. Si

Edward Rowe Snow’s fascinating
lecture on the New England coast
Pfc. David E. Post was dis will be heard March 20 at Com
charged Feb. 38 at Fort Devens. He munity Building. Kiwanis Club aus
trained at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo., pices, Knox Hospital benefit.—adv.
B

♦

MILLER’S GARAGE
DE SOTO, PLYMOUTH

Camp Gordon Johnston, Fla., Fort
Jackson, S. C. and from there he
went of Panama where he served
two months.

Will.am Vinal, Jr., seaman, 1st
Pvt. Joseph T. (Baum, Jr., son of class, of 58 Broadway, Rockland,
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Baum. South has been discharged from the
Thomaston is at Fort McClellan, Navy-.
Ala. His address is: Pvt. Joseph T.
Baum. Jr., 11148383, Co., C. 27th Bn.
Park Street Arena
4th IRTC Reg D, Fort MoClellan,
Ala.

THEY
ENDOR8E
BREWSTER

PAID FOB

Clean Used Cars

James Cant and Charles Wall,
have recently been discharged from
the service and are receiving the
glad hand from the townspeople of
Tenant’s Harbor.

Tuesd;

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 12,1946

General Purpose Loans
$26 to $250 or more
- "YB'\

Mo. Charges 2>i% on balances
over $150; 3% on $150 or less. SmaU
Loans Statute License Mo. 1.

17-18
VIS

•V.

'

QUALITY SHOE SHOP
310 MAIN STREET,

Fun
TET

ROCKLAND, ME.

110-n:
RO

The Queen Quality Shoe Co., now has an

“In

Stock” department.

Yoti

may

Special Order your Style in Any Size for March or April delivery. Come in today.

Amb

uesday-Friday

First Blow,

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 12,1946

TALK OF THE TOWN

jBe Final Qne in a
the Park Street
lArena
|c greater part of two
falling to the deck,
ir getting up at the
| Coast Guardsman
liost the main bout at
It Arena Friday night
I of Banger, via a.
|he second. Although
a few good licks, he
lent able to keep his

rRer, more than a little
the fistic ability of
bf Bangor, who has
in past bouts, finally
pen in a four-round

^sln made a quick
Irst prelim when he
Green of Bangor tn
I the bout and put
|the count.
kayced a lad by the
Icester ,n the third!
jecond prelim,
crowd yet to attend
|h promoter Murray
time ago. .seemed
Isfied with the card
F Thomas, optomeof good glasses, 492
load, Rockland, Me.
Id 6 to 8 p. m , Monlay and Saturday.
lOtl

March 13—P.T.A Light Fund BaU at
Community Building. .
March 14 (7.30 p m.)- Republican
Caucus at the Court House.
March 15—Woman's Educational Club
meets In the Unlversailst vestry at
3 p. m.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March IS—Cushing town meeting
March 18—Owl’s Head Town meet
ing.
March 20—Illustrated lecture by Ed
ward Rowe Snow at Community Build
ing. benefit Knox Hospital
March 21-23—Rockport High School
Carnival.
March 22-23—Democratic State Con
vention ln Portland.
March 25—Thomaston town meeting.
April 13—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange.
meets with Wessaweskeag
Grange. South Thomaston.
April 19--Patriots’ Day..
April 21—Easter.
May 30—Memorial Day.

Grinnell College of Grinnell,
Iowa, is observing its centennial, a
fact which is of local interest becausee Herbert Prescott, formerly
of Rockland, is a member of the
teaching staff. He made his home
with Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stevens
wh.le living in Rockland. His wife
is also a member cf the staff. Grin
nell do liege’a normal enrollment
is 800. As the new year opened,
enrollment approximated 600, with
returning servicemen entering daily.
The college is situated in a city of
5000 in a rich agr.cultural area, on
a national highway and with both
east-west and north-south railway
lines. About 50 per cent of the
students come to Grinnell from 30
States outside Iowa and trom two
foreign territories.
There will be a meeting of the
West Rockport. Farm Bureau Fri
day at the home of Mrs. J. Keller.
Rockville. Subject, ”Buying Guides."
There will be a business meeting
of Beta Sigma Phi Wednesday at
7 o’clock at Thorndike Hotel Club
room. All members are urged to
be present.

pounds
pounds

This Ls the 34th anniversary of
the Girl Scout movement . Readers
are Invited to inspect the trappy
Girl Scout window at Senter
Crane "s.

>unds

[pounds
|l.00 plus tax
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Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday night. Supper at 6; those
not solicited take sweets.
Rockland Encampment. IOOF.
will meet Wednesday night to con
fer the Patriarchial degree on a
large class. Friday night, there will
be a drill session of Knox Lodge In
preparation for going to Bath Mon
day night to confer the Third
degree.

Spare Stamp No. 9 in Book 4 ifc
being validated for five pounds of
sugar. This stamp is to be used for
canning purposes. Its use was au
thorized in an announcement from
the National OPA in Washington.
Sugar Stamp No. 39 in Book 4 will
be good until May 1 for ordinary
usage and then another spare
stamp will be validated for the next
period.

ABOLISH SHORE PATROL

A dispatch this morning from
the District Coast Guard Office In
Boston, directed that the Shore
Patrol activities of the Rockland
Base be discontinued as of this
date.
The patrol was established in 1942
and has supplied men continually
for patrol of the city, exercising au
thority over military personnel in
the city and greatly assisting the
local police department in many
ways. The three men will be as
signed duties at the base.

The Coast Guard announced that
shortage of personnel was the only
reason for discontinuance of the
activity.

Miss Betty Beach, who has been
employed at tty? Miaine Central
ticket office the past two years, has
been transferred to the Waterville
office for an indefinite period.

Joseph Gerrish of Rockport was
fined $10 and costs in. Municipal
Court yesterday on charges of dis
turbing the peace in Rockport. The
arrest was made by State Police
Officer Roper, and arose from an
argument during which Windows
and doors of a neighbor’s residence
were damaged. The affair took place
about 10 p. m. Wednesday.

King Solomon Temple Chapter,
Local basketball fans listening to
R A M., will hold a special convocathe play by play description of the
(ion Thursday, conferring the Royal play-off
for State championship
Arch degree.
Supper will be
Saturday
night
were thrilled to hear
served at 6 30.
the announcer call on James Con
nellan, along with other basketball
Following the devotional meeting notables, to give his opinion on the
Sunday afternoon, members of the first half of the game. Introduc
Universalist Junior Youth Fellow ing James he said "We will now
ship elected the following officers hear from one of *the shrewdest
for the coming year: President, basketball men In the State of
Robert Payson; vice president, Billy Maine.’’ The play-off was held in
McLoon; secretary, Elizabeth Jane the Exposiion Building at Portland,
Payson: treasurer, Joan Talbot; and was officiated by our own
devotional committee, chairman, Charles Wotton.
Marion Talbot; Social Committee
Chairman, Richard Payson.
Rockland Council, Princes of
Jerusalem, will meet Friday night
BORN
with a banquet at 6.30 served by
Amnotte—At Knox Hospital. March
10, to Mr. and Mrs. Emile A. Amnotte, members of Golden Rod Chapter
with Mrs. Pauline E. Hutchinson.
Jr., a daughter—Jeanne Marie.
Broun—At Vinal Maternity Home. Worthy matron in charge. Ill. John
March 8. to Mr. and Mrs. Gardner J. Cyde Arnold, 33 deg., Active for
Brown of Union (formerly Shirley
Maine, will be present and all mem
Wentworth, a son,—Lee Steven.
Harriman—At Vinal Maternity Home, bers who desire their Patents en
March 9, to Mr and Mrs. Warren S. dorsed by Mr. Arnold are asked to
Harriman of Thomaston, a son—Alden leave them with the secretary be
Leroy.
fore 5 o’clock. At 7.50 the prologue
of the degrees will be delivered, by
MARRIED
Rnhhins-Gahrlellr—At Rockland. Feb Louis A. Walker, 32 deg., followed
2. Josephine M. Gabrielle and Henry by the conferring of the fifteenth
A. Robbins, both of Rockland.—by degree, in full ceremonial form.
Rev. John Smith Lowe.
The sixteenth degree will be com
Ross-Rhodes—At Bangor. Felj. 24.
1946. George Alfred Ross of Owl’s Head, municated by Hl. James A. Richan,
and Annie Mae Rhodes, of Rockland— 33 deg.
by Rev. Charles Marstaller.

DIED

The annual meeting and banquet
of the Rockland Chamber of Com
merce will be held at the Masonic
Temple hall tonight. Supper will
be served at 6.30 with Mrs. Pauline
Hutchinson of Golden Rod Chapter
in charge. Harold Schnurle of
Cape Elizabeth wlll be the princi
pal speaker. Officers recently elect
ed to serve for 1946-47 will take
office at the meeting.
<

Alexander—At Bangfor. March 10.
Elizabeth, widow of William Alexan
der. age 87 years. Funeral ^Thursday
at 10 o’clock from Gilbert C. Laite
funeral home. Camden. Interment ln
Ducktrap cemetery.
Edward Rowe Snow’s fascinating Young—At Camden. March 10. Grace,
lecture on the New England coast wife of Benjamin F Young of Lincoln
wlll be heard March 20 -a* Com ville. age 69 years. Funeral Wednes
at 2 o’clock from Gilbert C. Laite
munity Building, Kiwanis Club aus day
funeral home. Camden. Interment In
pices, Knox Hospital benefit—adv. Youngtown cemetery. Lincolnville.
Young—At Llncolnvtlle. March 11,
Winfield Albert Young, age 69 years.
Arrivals at the F. J. O’Hara plant
Funeral Thursday at 2 30 from resi
dence
Interment
ln
Youngtown over the week-end were: Major J.
cemetery.
Casey, Capt. Percy Spurling, 48,345;
Young—At Camden. Mrs. Benjamin Helen Mae 2d, Capt. Frank Ross,
F. Young of Lincolnville, aged 69 78,220; Dorothy M., Capt. Clarence
years. Services from the Laite funeral
Bennett, 11,015; Little Growler,
home Wednesday at 2 p. m.

DANIELS’
DIAMONDS

Famous For More Than
Fifty Years

n-tf

y.
ICO.

At the recent meeting of the
executive board of the McLain
P.T.A. it was unanimously voted to
buy the motion picture projector for
the use of the pupils of the McLain
school. Plans for a rummage sale
to ra.se the necessary funds for the
purchase of such a machine were
discussed. Mrs. Frederic Bird is to
be the chairman of the sale and
will choose her workers.
Mrs.
Sherman Daniels is to And a suit
able place in which to have^the sale.
Mrs. Helen Perry, principal will
send out notices to parents by the
children, explaining that the sale
will be held on Saturday April 6
and that the articles will be col
lected at the school building. The
place for the sale will be an
nounced April 25 is the date set
for the third district meeting
which will be held at the home of
Mrs. William Talbot.

OF AUBURN

DANCE
EVERY FRTDAY NIGHT

APPLETON GRANGE HALL
ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA

21*11

PENNY BEANO
THURSDAY NIGHT
MARCH 14. 8 O’clock

GOOD PRIZES

CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank the doctors and
nurses as I appreciate their kindness
to me while I was a patient at Knox
Hospital: also the Kings Daughters,
relatives and friends for gifts, cards,
flowers, fruit and Ice cream.
Florence Weaver,
Warren
•
CARD OF THANKS
I extend my sincere thanks to those
who sent fruit, flowers, reading mate
rial and cards: also to those who
called while I was a patient at Knox
Hospital
Their kindness was greatly
appreciated.
Frank M. Piper.

CARD OF THANKS
To our friends and neighbors we ex
press thanks for their kindness ln our
recent sorrow, also for the beautiful
flowers sent.
Floyd Benner and Family.

Capt. Walter Ross, 60,790; Sandra
Fay, Capt. Tom Egan, 10.196 and
the Mary A. out of Gloucester and
port for repairs, 36,000.

In Municipal Court

Richard C Jellison of Rockland
was found guilty of drunken driv
ing Saturday and was fined $100
and costs. He was also found guilty
on charges of operating without a
license, the fine being filed.
He entered a plea of “not guilty
and filed an appeal for the May
term of Superior Court through his
attorney, HaiTy E. Wilbur. Bail was
set at $200.
A companion. Carl Carlson of St.
George, was found guilty of intoxi
cation and was fined $10 and costs,
following a plea of guilty.
The charges in both cases arose
from an automobile accident Fri
day night when a Chevrolet sedan
owned by Carlson, and operated by
Jellison crashed into the rear of a
parked car, owned by Shirley Bar
bour, opposite the Rubenstein
apartments on Park street. The
collision drove the Barbour car
ahead, ovef snow piled at the curb
ing and into the building. Both
cars suffered considerable damage
while the front of the building belowj a show window was knocked in,
Charles Valenti of New York,
merchant seaman aboard a tanker
running into Rockland, was fined
$25, and costs of $5.40 for assault
and battery on the person of Rob
ert Kurr, yesterday.
Kurr testified that he attempted
to break up a fight which took place
in the Bay View Hotel Saturday
night, between Valenti, his com
panion, one Michael Plschak, also a
merchant seaman, and a group
from Thomaston. The outcome of
it was that Valenti pushed a broken
glass, according to Kurr’s testimony
into his face, severly cutting- his
face and nose, as he attempted to
pull Pischak away from the fight.
Jerome Burrows appeared for the
State.
Pischak testified that the fight
arose from the taking of their seats
by another party when they were
absent and a following uncompli
mentary reference to their race and
trade as well as the discharge but
tons they wore.

The Rockland Teachers’ Associa
tion held its fourth meeting on
March 7 in the Rcckland High
School auditorium. A music pro
gram consisting of piano solo, “May
Night,”’ and vocal solos ‘ My Task’
and “The Blind Ploughman" by
Walter Johnson cf Camden, was
presented by Mrs. Ruth Sanborn.
A pregram of reports and discus
sion followed. Charles Grant, Miss
Helen Cox and Miss Marie Tillcck
reporting on “Leaves of Absence.”
Mrs. Ivy Hart, Mrs. W.nifred Bar
bour, and Albert Adams cn "Salary
and Salary Schedules;” and Mrs.
Anna Paul it z, Miss Christine Nor
wood and Raymond Bowden on
“Teacher Tenure." A social hour
in the library followed with re
freshments served by a committee
consisting of Mrs. Nancy Lamb,
Miss Marion Ludwick, Mrs. Hazelteen Simonson and Mrs, Helen
Perry.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
meet Wednesday night. Installa
tion of officers. Supper at 6 o’clock
with Mrs. Mary Weeks as chairman.
Take prizes.

Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt-Post
Rockland
THURSDAY, MARCH 14
6.30,

followed by

WINSL0W-H0LBR00KMERBITT POST, NO. 1

Limerock St.,

Rockland

The Knox County get together of
American Legion posts will be held
Thursday night in, the WinslowHolbrook-Merritt hall. All Legion
naires are welcome and a large
representation from the various
Posts of the county is expected.
Supper will be served at 6.30, fol
lowed by speaking and an enter
tainment.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

The Quality Shoe Shop has been
designated by national headquarters
as an authorized agency for Legion
uniforms.
♦ ♦ • •

The American Legion observes' its
28th anniversary March 15 to 17
with the greatest expansion in
activities and membership in its
history. Membership at present ex«
ceeds 2600.000 from both wars, an
increase of 1,000.000 in the past
year. National headquarters is at
present receiving new membership
applications at the rate of 11,800
per day. New posts are being
charted at the rate of 12 per day.
♦ ♦ • *

World War 2 membership now
constitutes better than 60 percent
of the Legion ranks.
♦ ♦ ♦ •

A public relations division has
been established on a nationwide
basis in order to bring to the public
the information on the Legion’s
veterans ‘program and other allied
activities through .the press and
radio.
♦ * ♦ *

Indiana is about to erect ad
ditional buildings in Indianapolis to
house the rapidly growing staff of
national headquarters. The origi
nal buildings, built in 1SGS on the
Indiana Memorial Plaza cost $400,000. The new buildings, in the same
location, will require the $2.500„000
which the Indiana legislature ap
propriated last Spring. National
headquarters of the both the Ameri.
can Legion Auxiliary and the Forty
& Eight will be housed there.
♦ * ♦ ♦

A $1,000,000 building will be erect
ed in Washington to house the staff
in the national capital.
This
building will be devoted to- the na
tional rehabilitation, legislation and
employment divisions of the Legion.
Special convocation of King Solo
mon’s Temple Chapter will be held
Thursday night with work in Xhe

Golden Rod Chapter OES met
Friday night preceded by a supper
with Mrs. Matie Spaulding as
chairman. It was voted to invite
Harbor (Light chaper of Rockport
and Seaside Chapter of Camden to
be special guests March 22. There
will be degree work and supper will
be served at 6.30 with Mrs. Florence
Philbrook as chairman. Mrs. Ber
tha Borgerson will be in charge of
the dining room. At Friday night’s
meeting the ritualistic work was
exemplified with Mr. and Mrs. Mel
len Deshon acting as candidates.

entertainment and

speakers.
Veterans of the Women’s Military Services are

especially invited.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

Painting & Decorating

BOY'S camel hair coat, size 4. for
ale; also boy's all wool blue coat, size
3. boy's all wool suit, size 3; all ln
good condition. TEL. 1198 M.
21-22
POUR-ROOM house, hen house, bam.
75 Broad St,
Rockland
and small lot of land for sale. Call
___________________________21-22 after 6 p. m. TEL. 318 RK______ 21*22
OUTBOARD motor ln excellent con
dition for sale; 11 FREDERICK ST.
City
_______________________ 21-22
LARGE lot of standing pine timber
for sale in Warren Village. MAYNARD
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
C. WALTZ. 60 Russell St., Keene. N. H
_____ _____________________________ 2L22
South Warren Grange Hall
AN extension table for dining room
for sale
TEI.. 875-M or call at 196
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
Limerock St.. Rockland._____
21*22
21*22
LIGHT power-tools for woodworking
wanted.
Cash payment.
GORDON
REED. 169 Main St.. Thomaston. Tel
74.
21*24

SUITS FOR BOYS

fellings Washed and Whitened
All Work Guaranteed
Tel 323-R after 6 p. ni.

A

DANCE

Antiques Wanted
you
Icdom.

Marble iop furniture, rose or
grape carved: Hair Cloth covered
pieces; Lamps, with flowered
shades; China, Vases or Statues
of boys and girls in pairs; Dropleaf Tables, with one or two
drawers;
What-Not
Shelves;
Bureaus; Slant-top Desks or
Secretaries; China or wooden

Steeple-topped Clocks; Dishes;
Music Boxes; Prints; Dolls or
4-Poster Beds, the taller the
better.

RIPLEY & JORDAN

38 OLIVER ST..

ROCKLAND

PHONE 767-W

9-tf

St. Patrick s Beano
SAT.. MARCH 16 AT 8.15

TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
REFRESHMENTS, SUPER PRIZES
Ham, Chicken, Smoked Shoulders,
Roast Beef

Available Sizes 6 to 18 years incl.
Browns,

Tones.

Cheviots, Diagonals, Plaids,

Two

Mainly All-Wool Suits

Like A Song

Of Spring

$12.95 to $25.00

Our tic racks are begin

ning to lilt with the fresh

tune

SPORT COATS FOR BOYS
•••

of

Spring

as

gay

colors on distinctive pat
terns sprout gaily before

They’ll give you a lift

Sizes 8 to 18 years incl.

from the heavy tone

Blue and Tan Corduroys

winter

your

$9.95 to $14.95

of

TELS. 890—1174-M
119-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. MB.

Yotl may
le in today.

Ambulance Service

• CLAREMONT ST.
BOCKLAND, BIS.

PHARMACISTS

444 Main 5tkext

I^ockLAND,

WE SAY “THANK YOU”
We of the High-Junior High P.T.A. Light Fund Committee
are deeply grateful to the High School Basketball teams for their
generosity in staging their game in our behalf, to the High School
and Community Building authorities for cooperation, to Tracy
F. Howe of Nissens, to Leo Pomerleau of Pomerleau’s, to Willard
P. Gray of Swift’s, to Harold E. Jackson of Armours, and Earl C.
Perry for generous gifts, to Louis Benovitch for cooking hot dogs,
to Eddie Post. Willard Gray, Harold Payson, Earle Perry, Oliver
Holden, Jim Flanagan, W’alter Gay and Colby Wood for courtesies
as well as others wc are unable to list. We are grateful. Margue
rite Perry, Pauline McL Rogers, co-chairmen.

and

Wide Choice of Styles and Prices

WEDDING RING SET
Highly engraved, hand-

r

some Rings to match, as
monds
PER SET

1 A QC

$1 25 per week

SENTER CRANE CO.

DIAMOND WEDDING SET
ENSEMBLE

WE LL BUY

Truly
lovely,
Eight
Sparkling beautiful Dia-

16-RIB

1 25

monds, the set

UNBROKEN

■■■HmraaaramMBBVH

$125 per week

WE ARE PLEASED TO OFFER ALL THE CREDIT YOU NEED

UMBRELLA FRAMES

MANHATTAN JEWELERS

25c Each

Rockland’s Credit Jewelry Store
376 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND

13$ MAIN ST., BANGOR

originally

Foulards, disc and floral

patterns,

Odd Contrasting Trousers in Good Supply

WEDDING RING SETS

choice from these

created ties.

plain

colors,

And don’t forget our bow

GIBSON
REFRIGERATORS

GIBSON
ELECTRIC RANGES
HARDER-FREEZERS
SONORA RADIOS
WHIRL POOL WASHERS
NEW HOME SEWING MACHINES
QUAKER CABINET HEATERS
'

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED HOME AND FARM EQUIPMENT

ties, too.

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOV

LADY ASSISTANT

Tel. 701—703

Wednesday night, March 20, Miss
Katherine A. Veazie, District Dep
uty Grand Matron will install the
officers of Beach Chapter of Lin
colnville. She will be assisted by
Mrs. Gertrude Boody as Grand
Marshal and Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey
as Grand Chaplain. The installa
tion will be held at 8 o’clock and
refreshments will be served follow
ing the meeting.

when you make

brilliantly

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

LARGE SEA HERRING

and fire chief.

you.

stripes—rich in harmony.

BURPEE
Funeral Home

street was set forward to a public
hearing on the premises at 5.15 p.
m„ March 15, as required by ordi
nance.
Gasoline storage and sales per
mits were granted to Candage Serv
ice Station of Maverick Square,
Thurston Oil Company on Tillson
avenue and Carl O Borgerson of
Park street. All had been previously
approved by the building inspector

The Universalist Club will meet
in the vestry Thursday night. Sup
per by the ladies of Tonian Circle
at 6.30. Rev. J. Charles MacDon
ald will be the speaker for the
evening.

IN GOOD SUPPLY
Blues,

merly Employed By
Glovers

enlarge his apiary and to do some
farming, besides.
His son-in-law, Maynard Wiggin,
is a linotype operator at The
Castine contractor ^nd builder for Courier-Gazette office .
over 46 years, has retired from his
Cub Pack 204. Boy Scouts of
active contracting business and
plans to make a business of his hob America, will meet Thursday night
by for the past 20 years, bee keeping. at 7 30 in the Corner Building of
Mr. Clark was born in Castine on the First Baptist Church.
September 25, 1881. (He started to
learn the carpenters trade at the
The Dodge pumper and hose cart,
age of 19.
damaged ln a collision last Winter,
Mr. Clark was married in 1905 and is now back on duty at the fire sta
moved to Stonington, where he tion following extensive repairs.
worked on the Stonington high
school building under the W. H.
Glover Company of Rockland. He
remained in Stonington until 1900,
WANTED
working for the Ryan-Parker con
struction company, helping to build
several houses there. He then came
If you fish for large sea herring
to Rockland to work for the Glover
or will be in a position to
company.
freight large sea herring from
On the death of his father, John
the seines to a receiving wharf
J. Clark, in October, 1S>12, Mr. Clark
during the coming season,
returned to Castine and worked for
write stating name, address,
Frank Bowden for two years. In
phone number, area of opera
1915 he Went into business for him
tion, and how many bushels
self which he has carried on from
yod caught or freighted last
that time to the time of his retire
year, to Box B&B care of
ment Jan. 1. 1946.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Mr. Clark has made a real study
of bee keeping and now plans to

LONGIES

BEANO

PLENTY OF PRIZES

1946 is announced for Rockland;
Industrial: Quota. $440—Henry
Marsh, Oliver Holden,
Donald
TjC&ch
Main Street: Quota. $450—Sam
Savitt. Howard Crockett. Carl Ben
son, Carl Griffith, Wilbur Senter.
Special Gifts: Quota. $1500-Jerome Burrow’s, Mrs. Ruth Elling
wood, Lincoln McRae.
Theatre Quota: $200—Lawrence
Dandeneau. Meredith (Dondis.
Advertising—Sidney Cullen, The
Courier-Gazette.
Treasurer—Lendon Jackson, Jr.,
Knox County Trust Company.
Wards 1 and E. Mrs. Ethel Col
burn, chairman Ward 1: Quota.
$260. Captain, Mrs. Louis R. Cates;
Ward 2; Quota, $250. Captain, Mrs.
Ernest K. Crie.
Ward 3: Quota, $550—Captain,
Mrs. Putnam Bicknell.
Ward 4: Quota $300—Captain,
Mrs. (Basil Stinson.
Wards 5, 6 and 7, Mrs. W. Paul
Seavey, chairman; Ward 5: Quota
$300—Captain, Mrs. Nelson Glidden; Ward 6: Quota $250—Captain,
Mrs. Ardrey Orff; Ward 7: Quota
$210—Captain. Mrs. Oliver Holden
Owl’s Head and Ash Point: Quota
$60—'Mrs. Carl Reed, Mrs. Ellena
Fredette.
South Thomaston: Quota $50
Mrs. Carolyn Davis
Spruce Head: Quota $20—Mrs.
After 46 Years
Albert Davis, Jr.
The names of workers on the
William H. Clark Building House to House Canvass will be an
nounced.
Keryn ap Rice, Chairman.
Contractor Retires—For

One of the largest type of ocean
going tugs operated by the United
States Shipping Administration ar
rived in port March lst, and she
or a similar substitute will be sta
tioned at Halifax permanently, to
respond to emergency calls <tf
American ships in distress at sea off
this port, it was learned today,
The 1112-ton Montauk Point, pro
perty of the United States Shipping
Administration, arrived in port Feb.
28. The large tug will be In Hali
fax harbor for some two weeks,
when she will be replaced by an
other American tug. the Pigeon
Point, now on a long towing Job,
which will be stationed at this port
permanently.
Not only will the American tug
be available to go to the aid of
American, merchant vessels in dis
tress at sea off Halifax, but the ves
sel will also be at the beck and
call of the United States 'Navy, a
United States Shipping Administra
tion official said.—Halifax (N. S.)
Daily Star.
The chief engineer of the Mon
tauk Point is Kenneth R. Spear of
145 Talbot avenue.

acting as manager temporarily. Mr
Doherty announces that he has no
immediate plans for the future.

Blue, Brown, Tan Mixtures

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
At 2 O’clock
TEMPLE HALL

traffic amendments of the city
traffic code was shown at the public
hearing for that ordinance last
night before the City council.
With one lone exception, there
was no abuse or ill timed state
ments; father the exact opposite,
which produced some excellent ar
guments for the retention' of the
present plan with certain altera
tions to make it conform more
readily to our present traffic
conditions.
The general opinion seemed to be
that the Totary plan would cut the
tourist business considerably, es
pecially on Park and Main streets
and would tend to confuse those
local traders whose homes are in
surrounding communities and al
ready driven to desperation trying
to find a spot to park while they
shop in the city.
Many suggested additional city
parking areas supervised and main
tained by the city, for the con
venience of out of town and local
local persons. Another businessman
advocated courtesy traffic violation
tickets for out of town people, a
suggestion which was later read in
to the amendments and passed
with the original ordinance.
One Main street
merchant
brougnt a chuckle when he suggest
ed that the merchants park their
own cars, elsewhere than on Main
street during business hours; and a
moment later as a chuckle or two
started in the room, hastily admit
ted that he was also one of the of
fenders to whom he had directed
his suggestion. It is altogether pos
sible that others present, store own
ers and clerks alike, may have felt
his suggestion near home
The City Manager had previously
announced In this paper that addttloal parking areas were being
sought and that the City Council
had its members working on it.
The restriction of truck loading
and unloading brought only appro
val and the suggestion from one
merchant that local deliveries be
made with small pickup trucks
rather than the huge tractor-trail
er uhits now used.
Doubtless, both Councilman and
merchant benefited much from the
meeting; both learning that the
other Is more than Interested in
his welfare and willing to consider
suggestions for the betterment of
the city.
The main traffic code passed with
minor amendments while the ro
tary traffic amendment was held
up for consideration, at the sug
gestion. of the merchants present.
Building permits were granted in
'the City Council meeting last night
to Maine Sea Products Company,
whose plant is situated on the form
er lime company property at the
Northend, to erect an addition to
its boiler house and to build a stack.
This firm is engaged- in the reduc
tion of fish waste to fish meal and
other by-products. ’

Arthur W. Doherty, for the past
15 years manager of the Yinolwcrth
store, has resigned his position.
Paul A. Kingston of Portland is

E. F. WITTY
Inside and Outside

The Red Cross Fund

Emergency Calls

Royal Arch Mason degree. Sup
The petition of Air Lanes Inc. to
per at 6.30 with Mrs. Pauline
build a wharf 200 feet In length and
Hutchinson in charge.
30 feet in width at the toot of Winter

Beano. G.A.R. hall, Friday, March
15, 7.30 p. m.
31*lt

TEMPLE HALL

City Council Doings

Permits Granted Last Night To Be Answered, By ‘‘Mon Organizations For Rockland
—Public Hearing On Wharf
tauk Point” Stationed At
and Vicinity Is Announced
Proposal
Halifax — Rockland
The following organization of the
Red
Cross Fund Campaign for
Man
Chief
Marked opposition to the rotary

Richard Jellisons Appeals
From Conviction On Drun
ken Driving Charge

LEGION COUNTY GET-TOGETHER

Supper at

“por God and Country”

Page Three

$1.00 $1.50 $2.00 $2.50

OFFINS
M tNS ANL> BCv5
FURNISHINGS

ShOF'-

CLC'Thi

i v-

MAINST ROCKLAND
.i".

As Fast As Equipment Is Available, We’ll Fill Orders According To Date of Order
Headquarters For International Harvester Farm Sqnipment

nG

GREGORY’S
TOP TO TOE OU1TI1TBBB

416 MAIN ST.,
■ tt;:

TIL. 394

TRI ■ COUNTY FARM EQUIPMENT CO.
116 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

19-tf
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74 UBNT.C. San Diego, 33, Cai. will be necessary to supervise that
At Port Clyde
Mrs Jose is employed as telephone country’s affairs for some time. The
operator at theWestward Hotel in Germans were more or less para
UNION
Phoenix, Arizona, an on occasion, lyzed after the war’s end, during
z\
Bits Of Gossip Gathered Here
has seen several of the well known the Summer and Fall months. They
MRS CHARIXZTTE HAWES
moving picture actors and actresses had no isterest in anything beyond ,
and There—Town Re
at the hotel. Her daughter. Miss the currying of favor with their
Correspondent
✓X XX
ports Out
Freda Jose is a member of class of conquerors, and in denial they were
1946, at one of the Phoenix High Nazis
Telephone 2-21
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Schools. The family moved from | Lieut.-Col. Morrison served as
Portland to that city within the First Lieutenant in World War I,
The lashing gales, howling winds
past
year,
because
of
the
health
of
and
was
recalled
February.
’
42,
with
and
hurling snows are over twe
The Pleasantville Farm Bureau
Mrs. Russell Cooney went Tues
Class parts for graduation were
that commission, and received pro assigned at Union High School Fri hope) for this year. Whether it is
day to Georgia where she will visit voted to give the local Red Cross Mrs. Jose.
' drive $5 at a recent meeting. Miss The address of Joseph Chapman, motions to his present commission day. Those receiving the highest the ending of the war—leaving no
her son., Lt. James Cooney.
receiving boot training with during this war. He received train averages for the four years were: topic of conversation except the
Mrs Walter Verge of Melrose. Priscilla Moore, home demonstra- now
the Navy is, Co. 4416, Bks 421 U, ing and a refresher course with the Betty Wentworth 95.5, Vernon weather—or what, I dare not say.
Mass., is guest of Mr. and Mrs. ' tion agent, presented the subject, Bainbridge,
Military (Police in Arlington, Va., Ames 90.45. Eva Burgess 87.8 and but is appears to tie the concise
Md.
I ‘’Remodeling the Maine Home,” in
Henry Mason
was assigned to the 8th Air Force,
opinion of everyone that the climb
Parent-Teacher Association met w^ich she demonstrated the ad Mrs. Clara Grade of North War and later to the 9th Air Force, do Raymond Pinkham 84.6.
up
to “March Hill” this year has
vantages
of
certain
floor
plans,
in

ren
celebrated
her
85fii
birthday
Mr. and Mr.s. Franz Burkett and
Thursday with attendance of 35 sulation, and kitchen arrangement, Ftb. 21. Her grandsons, Stanley ing air transport Work for the 9th
been
a long, weary one.
Supt. Earl Spear was the speaker. i The next meeting of the Farm Bur Grade and Cecil Grade of Sedg Air Force, taking supplies in and daughter of Portland were week
Ralph
Simmons is having exten
Otis Ellis was a visitor Saturday eau will be April 9. at the home of wick, have visited at the Grade bringing the wounded out. He | end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis sive repairs made on his wharf.
moved with his unit into France in Payson.
in Rockland.
High tides and high winds worked
Mrs. Edith Wotton, acting food* home.
The fourth group on the store havoc all along the shore.
September,
after operating
Charter and ladies njght was ob leader, her subject "One Meal For
Pfc. Richard (Butler of Fort Dev frdm Englandl&t4.
for some time, and fund for the Methodist Church will
Some of the Summer visitors are
served Wednesday by the Lions All.” This meeting will open at ens, Mass , arrived home Monday
serve a chicken pie supper Thursday taking a Winter vacation. Dr. Har
went
into
Germany
in 1945.
Club at Meenahga Grange Hall, 115.
for a furlough, called by the fire at
night at 6 30.
ry Naumer and Mrs. Naumer are
with 50 members and guests present.
Vesper A. Rokes
Mrs Pauline Talbot of Rockland his home which occurred (Monday
Miss Geraldine Hannan ls spend here again, for a short visit, and
Charter members present were: S. presented an illustrated lecture morning.
The funeral of Vesper A. Rokes, ing her vacation with Mrs. Joseph Charles Collins of Belmont spent
H. Weston. Harold Flanders, Law Thursday, at an open meeting of
The
pulpit
of
the
Baptist
Church
72,
farmer, native of this town, who Grant and Mrs. Donald Robinson, the holiday at his home here prior
rence Weston and Ernest Boggs. : the Woman's Club, her lecture and
at both services was filled died Peb. 21 in Bangor, were held both of Portland.
to his trip West.
The speaker was Merton Gribben of slides on gardens of the South as Sunday
by a candidate, Robert Decker of the following Sunday afternoon at
Several from this community took
Augusta, representing the U. S. contrasted with the North. She was Milo,
A
St.
Patrick
’
s
Day
dance
is
a student at Gordon Thelogi- the Simmons Funeral Home in this
their final degrees in Ocean View
Employment
Service
Lawrence assisted with the slides by her hus- cal College,
scheduled
for
next
Saturday
night,
Boston. Mr. Decker town, with Rev. Lynn, V. Farns
Grange Monday night. Harvest
Muzroll and Philip Weston were ad band, William D. Talbot, also of| passed the weekend
at the home ol worth officiating. The body was at the Town hall, auspices O.E.S. supper was served to 50.
mitted to membership.
Circle. There will be prize dances, a
Rockland.
At the short business Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wyllie.
Sydney Davis, George Davis. Le
at Fairview for interment confetti dance and grab bag. Tiie
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hilton have meeting, which preceeded Mrs.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings entombed
vi
Hupper Russell Cook and Frank
in
the
Spring
at
Riverview
ceme

committee consists of Mrs. Linnibel
bought the farm of Mr. and Mrs. Talbot’s lecture, it was voted to give Daughters met Tuesday afternoon
Dowling are home from the Serv
tery.
Sprowi,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nathan
Pease,
John Johannison at Winslows Mills. $10 to the Red Cross.,
at the home of Mrs. William H.
Mr. Rokes had been in failing Mr and Mrs. J. C. Creighton and ice with honorable discharges
Mrs. Stella Watts, 54, widow of
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Vinal and Robinson.
tucked under their arms It is
health for several months, though Mr. and Mrs. Merton Payson.
John D. Watts, died Friday at Miles 1 daughter are occupying the apart
Announcements are being re
to see them in “civies” again.
Memorial Hospital. She was the ment on Georges River Terrace, ceived of the recent birth of a he had bravely tried to carry on his
Lt. Col. Edric Plumer of Rye grand
Spring
must be here. Town re
work
as
usual,
until
stricken
with
daughter ol Fred and Dora Benner which was recently vacated by Mr. daughter in Portland, to Mr. and
N. H. arrived Thursday night ports are out.
a
bad heart attack For the past Beach,
Alma Heal.
Eugley and a lifelong resident of and Mrs. Sidney Oxton
to
spend
two
days
with
his
mother
Mrs. Arthur Adams, formerly Con several Summers, with the shortage
Port
Clyde,
March
6.
this community. A nephew, Fred
Alice Plumer. He has served
Mr.s. E. V. Oxton visited her stance Jenkins of this town
of help, he had carried on his work Mrs.
Keizer, survives
Services were son, Alfred Oxton, in Both, recently.
one
year
in the South Pacific, four
Heavy Fire Loss
as usual, even to haying, with what months in Burma and eight months Visited “Montpelier”
held from Flanders Funeral Home,
Mrs. Perry Greene, who has been
Fire, the origin of which is un help Mrs. Rokes could give him. A in India. He went to Burma by
Rev J. C. Collind officiating, in a patient at Knox Hospital, re
known,
destroyed the barn and ell, man held in high esteem by his plane across the Atlantic making
terment was in Comery Cemetery. turned home Thursday and left
F.verett Achorn. returned Sunday Saturday for Danville, Pa., where at the home of Mrs. Fred M. Butler, many friends, Mr. Rokes was al the trip in five days. On the journey Dr. Hanna and President
ways hard working, too much so for
to Shrewsbury. Mass.
she will enter the Geisinger Hos at 8 o'clock Monday morning, Mrs. his own welfare, and a substantial homeward he came by boat across
Butler and Mrs. Robert Wotton,
Miss Edna Young stepped into a pital.
the Pacific, that trip taking five Holt of Rollins College Were
citizen of the town. His home was
hole in the road Thursday, suffer
Mrs. Inez Mathews, president of who lived with her, were preparing paramount always in his thoughts. weeks, both trips having taken, hint
Much Impressed
ing a broken wrist and nose and the Red 'Cross branch, announces io do the family wash, when warned
He was born in this town, son of around the world
multiple bruises.
the quota as $530, and has named of the fire by their neighbor, Earl Alden and Mary Davis Rokes. He
Miss Norma Fossett left Sunday
Thus is interesting news which
Thomas Stenger and Thomas her corps of solicitors: Mrs. Hazel L. Griffin The flames, which ap
to return to Baltimore, Maryland.
was
a
member
of
Warren
Lodge,
comes to the North from Dr. A. J.
parently
started
in
the
barn,
spreda
Brown were Rockland visitors Fri Gammon. Mrs, Madeline Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Williams, Hanna of Rollins College, Florida.
I. G. O. F.
day.
Miss Sylvia Hill, Mr.s. Emma Kal rapidly through that (building, and
Joan
Hall, Linwood Williams, L. C. Dr Hanna has collected all the
Surviving
are
his
widow,
Mrs
Ma

into
the
adjoining
shed
and
ell.
Floyd Hilton is driving a poultry loch Mrs, Olive Boggs, Mrs. Pearl
The fire department laid nearly hala Ladd Rokes. a step-daughter, Sallis, Philip Morton, Halvar Hart, bocks written about that State and
truck to New York for Isadore Boggs, Mrs. Flora Kalloch, Mrs.
and two grandsons, all of Keene, Jr., William T. Gleason and Rich has also compiled one of his own.
Poust of Rockland.
Ruth Wilson, Miss Lucille Perry, a quarter of a mile of hose, from the
ard Gleason went to Conway, New He says "If you can’t visit Florida
The Boardman Bros, have had Miss Laverne Young, Mrs. Ida hydrant near the Mary Kalloch N. H.
Hampshire
for a week-end of skiing. during the, cold Winter months
house,
up
the
steep
hill,
to
the
But

their contract renewed by Roland Mallet, Miss Elizabeth Robinson,
Miss Susan W. Stevens
Mrs.
Waldo
Hoyt of Portland read about the sunshine and fruit
Employees from the
Gen,timer and may be heard every Mrs. Olive Faies, Mrs. Ina Over ler house.
Services for Miss Susan W. Ste
Friday at 1 15 p. m. over Wiua,, lock, Mrs. Gertrude Rowe, Mrs. Georges River Mills and students vens, native of this town, who died spent the week-end visiting her and flowers; that will g.ve you
hope.”
Augusta.
Carrie Butler, Mrs Janet Wade, and from the High School aided neigh Feb. 18, aged 76, at a hospital in sister Mrs. Clifford Rowell.
bors and others in the removal of
Mrs Myrtle Young has been Mrs. Madeline Somes.
Dr. Hanna, with President Holt
Misses Norma and Priscilla Hawes
Washington,
D.
C„
were
held
the
spending a few days in Boston.
are spending their vacation with of Rollins College, came into Maine
This committee from the Congre all 'furniture from the house.
following
Thursday
afternoon.
Feb.
The lass was estimated at $3,000 21 at the Simmons Funeral Home, Mr and Mrs. C. G. Brackett, Med one Summer just before the war
gational Ladies’ Circle, will serve and
included, besides the barn and with Rev Lynn. V. Farnsworth offi ford, Mass., and Mr, and Mrs. Wil to visit Montpel.er. They came
public supper Thursday. Mrs. Silas ell, $400
SPRUCE HEAD
worth of carpenter Tools ciating. The body was placed in liam Hawes. Watertown, Mass.
after their visit to the mansion to
Watts,
Mrs.
Albert
White,
Mrs.
Inez
Stanley Simmons met with a
stored
in
the barn by Robert Wot-\
call on me. and were full of en
Mathews,
Mrs.
Fred
Campbell,
Mrs.
Earl
Lermond,
son
Carl
Lermond
the
tomb
for
burial
in
the
Spring
at
painful accident Saturday when he
ton, and 10 tons of hay, and an au
thusiasm over its beauty and his
Alice
MacDougall,
‘
Mrs.
Lillian
the
Newcombe
cemetery.
and
Maynard
Lermond
of
Swamp

fell in. his son’s barn. He is now
tomobile. There was some water
toric value as an example of this
Shaw
and
Mrs.
Fred
Starrett.
Miss
Stevens
had
been
ill
with
a
scott,
Mass.,
spent
the
week-end
resting comfortably, however.
damage to the main, house.
early
mansion in our State, and
Miss
Florence
Weaver
has
re

heart
ailment
at
a
hospital
in
that
with
Mrs.
Euda
Lermond.
Elbert Burton, Jr., who was in
Mr. and Mrs. Wotton and son
both
felt
there should be much
turned
home
from
Knox
Hospital,
city
for
several
weeks,
almost
since
Mr. and Mrs. John Kennedy of
ducted in the Army in February, is
Bernard are with his parents, Mr.
more
publicity
given to it, and what
where
she
was
a
patient
two
weeks,
the
death
of
her
older
sister,
which
Camden,
Mrs.
Grace
Kennedy,
taking basic training at Camp Lee,
and Mrs. Leon Wotton. at Pleasant occurred Dec. 11. It is believed the
it
means
to
the
State and country.
because
of
an
infected
forefinger
on
Va.
ville, and Mrs. Butler and daugh tie between the two sisters was so Arlene and Ronald Kennedy of It is a pleasure to find that Dudley
Waldoboro,
were
visitors
Sunday
at
Mrs. Clara Snow visited recently her right hand.
ter, Joyce, are with her parents,
Holman cf Quincy, Mass., and
Mr, and Mrs. Howard Norwood, Mr
Miss Beulah Snowdeal and Mrs.
and IMrs, Fred Wyllie, until the close as to hasten the death of the the home of Mr and Mrs. Nelson M.
Owl
”s Head has taken on his broad
accompanied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs
Leroy
latter,
who
was
left.
Residents
Calderwood.
Another
caller
the
Minnie Tolman at Miss Snowdeal’s
house can be arranged and cleaned
Norwood,
and
Mrs.
Emma
Norwood,
shoulders
the task of bringing be
here
will
greatly
miss
both
sisters,
same day at the Calderwood home
home in Waterman’s Beach.
for occupancy. Pfc. Butler, life son,
David Post has been honorably attended the Class B basketball stationed at Fort Devens, Mass., for they opened their Hilltop home was Sam Wall of Lewiston, a buddy fore the people this country, espe
tournament held Thursday in Lewi home ion furlough, is engaged in each Summer, for two months, and of Donald Calderwood while in cially New England, what a fine
discharged from the Army.
historic example Montpelier is for
Mrs. Granville Batchelder who ston, in which Adelbert Norwood, making the house suitable for occu participated in the activities of the India.
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Nor

town,
in
a
lively,
and
co-operative
future generations, and to keep
spent the Winter with her sister in
pancy, having arrived Monday
Mrs. Zena Nelson spent Tuesday alve in the hearts and minds
manner. Their interest in all do visiting
Dorchester Center. Mass., has been wood, student at Gould academy, night.
Mrs. Alice Robbins, house
ings of various circles, and their
of the younger generations the true
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John McKen participated.
guest
of
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rob value of our energetic and brilliant
Engagement
Announced
Earl
Moore,
Jr„
of
Fryeburg
hearty
support
of
all
they
deemed
zie for several days. Mrs Batchel
Mr and Mrs, Donald K. Farris worthy kept them young in heart bins in Appleton.
i men of force and ideals of earlier
der took up nursing duties Wednes academy, passed the week-end with
and
ways.
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Honor
Roll,
U.
H.
S.
days. Gen. Henry Knox was a
announce
the
engagement
of
their
day at Knox Hospital.
Miss Susan Stevens, quiet and
oldest daughter, Mary Louise Farris,
All As, Marion Watmough, George master buJder all through his short
Herbert Coffin, who was recently Moore, Sr.
The Finnish people of Cushing to Norman E. Smith, S 1-c, (GM), unassuming, filled her place in the Thomas and Betty Wentworth.
life and Maine and New England
discharged from the Marines, is
B honor roll Freshmen: Everett owe much to his energy. K. S. F.
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. and Friendship are sponsoring a USN, foster son of Mr. and Mrs. home, both her own and that of her
nephew. Joseph Lockie, for whom Wbitn.ey; Vera Wentworth, Marilyn
Edward Coffin on Spruce Head Is dance at Glover Hall, next Satur John Lilja of Union.
Miss Farris, student at Gates she had kept house many years, Payson, Ralph Jones, Robert Day,
land, accompanied by Mrs. Coffin. day, for the benefit of the needy in
EAST FRIENDSHIP
with calm and tranquility, for that Gerald Clark and Phyllis Brooks.
They will make their home in South Finland. Prizes will be awarded, in Business College, in Augusta, was was
Mr
.and Mrs. Emery Philbrook
her
disposition.
cluding
nylons.
The
Finnish
coffee
graduated
from
Warren
Hign
Sophomores:
Charlotte
Young,
Thomaston, having bought the Al
service inculding fresh coffee bread, School with the class of 1945. She
She was the youngest daughter Christine Williams, Norma Hawes, and daughter Emily of Matinicus
Graves property.
of Deacon John L. and Hannah Jean Knight, Richard Knight, Ruth returned home last Tuesday after
Richard Waldron has bought will be part of the evening affair. is a member of the Baptist Church Spear
Stevens. When a young McKinley, Betty Tenney and Lucy spending a week with Mrs Philof Warren, and of the Kappa Gama
two of the Sadler cottages on Music will be by Bates orchestra.
Miscellaneous
articles
are
re

woman,
she had worked in, the mill Watmough Juniors: Milton Pea brook's ‘parents.
Sorority
at
Gates
College.
Spruce Head Island.
Charles E. Jameson is employed
quested
for
the
beano
game,
which
at
one
time,
was clerk at the post body, Lyndon Mink, Donald Grin
Norman E. Smith, USN, gradu
Elmer Barnes who is employed in
at Carter’s Boat Shop in Friendship.
will
follow
the
business
meeting
of
office,
during
part
of
the
time
that
ated
from
Union
High
School
with
Newagen, spent several days re
nell, Eleanor Boynton, Arlene Burn)
Mrs Dorothy Russell returned to
the Parent-Teacher Association, the class of 1943, and previous to the late William Lawry was post and Wendell Butler. Seniors: Eva
cently with his family.
her
in Vermont last Thursday
tonight,
at
the
new
school
building.
master,
and
for
a
number
of
years,
entering the Navy,, Nov. 8, 1944, was
Burgess. Vernon Ames and Ray afterhome
Mr.s. Elbert Burton called Weda Visit with her son.
Obligation
night
will
be
observed
was
companion
for
the
late
Miss
a
member
of
the
Coast
Guard
Re

mond Pinkham.
nesdav on Miss Violet Carr at her Friday at the stated meeting of Ivy
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Stanley of
serve. He received his boot train M. Grace Walker During the time
The Seniors left Monday morning
new home in Thomaston.
Chapter, OES., and will be followed ing at Sampson, N. Y.. and trained the Hill Top' House was run as Hill on their class trip to New York City, Monhegan were guests Monday at
by a Scotch auction, each member for gunner’s mate at Detroit, Mien. Top Inn. she worked side by side where they will spend five days Frank Miller’s.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Everett Russell visited relatives in
reminded to take an article. Re Lately returned from the Pacific with her older sister, in the project. sightseeing. The party included
She leaves nephews, Joseph Aurie Willis, Marjorie Blake, Alice Harpswell recently.
freshment committee Includes, Wil area, he is now at sea on the U.S.S.
Harry Moore was a business visi
Lockie of Washington, D. C., Rob Miller, Eva Burgess, Betty Went
liam H. Robinson, Elbert Starrett, Haynesworth.
^Does Distress sf 'PERIODIC' Maurice Lermond and Marcellus
tor
Wednesday in Portland.
ert
Stevens
of
Charlestown,
Mass.,
No date has been set for the
worth, Mary Davis, Iva Howard,
nieces, Mrs. Rodney Schroyer of Raymond Pinkham, Charlie Burns,
Orne
wedding.
Delmonico Baravoise
Alexandria. Va., Mrs. Henry Rice, Vernon Ames, Principal and Mrs.
A Republican Caucus to choose
A Colonel’s Views
One tablespoon plain gelatin, ’4
Jr. of New Brunswick, Ct„ John Winifred Kennoyer.
a new town committee, and dele
cup milk, 1 egg, Vi cup sugar, dash
Honor guests at a family supper Stevens of Friendship, Mrs. Benja
Make you feel
gates and alternates to the State
Union played Rockport at Union
“A Wreck” on such days?
and District Convention, will be party held Saturday at the home min Starrett of this town, and Mrs. Friday night. Union girls 43, Rock of salt, 1 cup heavy cream, tt cup
held Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. at the of Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Over Maurice Ginn of Rockland, also port girls 24; Union boys 32, Rcck- chopped glaced or candied fruits,
If you suffer monthly cramps with
lock, were Lieut.-Col. William H. several grandnieces and nephews. port boys 10; Union Legion 44, %cup broken pecans, sherry.
accompanying tired, nervous,
Town House.
Soften gelatin in cold milk.
cranky feelings—due to functional
Roland Hose, son of Mrs. Marie Morrison, US.A-AF., and Mrs. Mor
Rockport Legion 42.
School News Grades 7 and 8
periodic disturbances —— try Lydia
Beat egg, sugar and salt until light,
rison, both of Portland. Lieut.-Col.
Kenniston
Jose,
formerly
of
this
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
A new pupil, Bernice Bettis, has
add to the milk and gelatin; cook
town, now of Phoeniz, Ariz., has en Morrison, on terminal leave, recent
Raspberry Sauce
to relieve such symptoms. Taken
entered the Eighth grade, bringing
in,
top of double boiler until creamy.
ly
arrived
home
from
Germany,
listed
in
the
Navy
for
two
years,
and
thruout the month — Pinkham’s
One cup raspberry jelly or seed Stir constantly while cooking. Chill.
total enrollment of the room to
is receiving boot training at San after 37 months overseas service. the
Compound helps butld up resis
less jam, I teaspoon lemon juice, Fold in whipped cream, fruits and
tance ucalnst such distress I
Diego, Cal. His address is Co. 46- Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. 48 pupils.
The reading skills of our group dash of salt, 2 tablespoons water. nuts and flavor to taste with
Edwin Boggs, Sr., Mr and Mrs. Wil
Put jelly in a saucepap, add lem sherry, or with vanilla. Turn in
lard Boggs, and Mr, and Mrs. Har have improved.
The life and works of Ralph Wal on juice, salt and water; stir over to a mold; chill until firm, unold Boggs.
In a short interview, Lieut.-Col. do Emerson constitute a part of our low heat until jelly is melted and mold and serve with Raspberry
sauce blended. Chill before serving. Sauce. Serves 4.
Morrison, who has been, busy with work in literature this month.
Serves
4 to 6.
The
art
work
for
March
is
de

the air-disarmament of Germany,
signing
floral
all-over
patterns.
When George Washington mar
pointed out that the big problem
JOHN H. MILLER, Owner
A campaign for beter writing is Rockland, has returned to her home ried Martha, Mt. Vernon was en
now is to maintain prestige with
larged from eight to 19 rooms.
the other nations. He could have being carried on, for which, there at North Warren.
Mr.s. Herbert Weaver, Sr„ Is con
been returned to this country soon is a definite need.
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN
Mrs. Anna Leino Wolf, teacher fined to her home by illness.
The battleship Missouri displaces
er, but felt there was much need
for troops to remain in Europe, ana of the 7th and 8th Grades may now
enough water to flood 933 city build
much work in withdrawal in an or be reached at her home by tele
ing lots.
SALES AND SERVICE
“I lost 52 Lbs.!
derly manner from occupied terri phone, Thomaston 191-2.
Miss Ruth Starrett, daughter of WEAR SIZE 14 AOAIM”
tory. In his observation, it will be
A CAR FOR EVERY NEED,
FT. WORTH
better for occupational troops to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Starrett, MRS. C- D. WELLS.
As Pictured Hsrs ->
member
of
class
1946,
Gorham
jtnove out of Germany, but that it
FOR EVERY POCKETBOOK,
You may lose pounds and have al
more slender graceful figure. No"
Teachers College, has been chosen exercise.
No drugs. No laxatives.
FOR EVERY DESIRE!
to relieve stuffiness, invite
as a representative from Gorham to Eat meat potatoes gravy, butter.
The experience of Mrs. Wells may
Service! Style! Beauty! Smart! Safe! Dependable!
attend a State Teachers’ Confer or mav not be different than yours,
why not try the AYDS Vitamin
ence which will be held in New York but
Candv Plan? Look at these results.
—ALSO—
starting Wednesday. Miss Starrett
In clinical te»t» conducted by
and party, which includes two
medical doctor, more than IM
prrifloi lost 14 to 15 pound,
FORD 100H.P. TRUCKS
other Gorham Teachers College
if nose fills up
average in a few week, with
I FEW DROPS
the AYDS Vitamin Candy
I students, and Miss Andrews, faculty
Maks
Keducing
Plan.
DESIGNED FOR EVERY TYPE OF USE AND REQUIREMENT
*21 uiiffi
member, will leave Portland by
Bmthloc
With thia Ayda Plan you don't cut
plane Wednesday at 11 a. m. to fly out anv meal, etarrhe., ootatoea.
Eatitr
yufUAze
meat, or butter youaimplycut them
to New York City.
PICKUPS
TONNERS
DUMP TRUCKS
down, it's aimple and easier when
The March meeting of the Con you enjoy delicious (vitamin fortiLONG WHEELBASE UNITS _ SCHOOL BUSES
y^uo.
It’s wonderful how a little Va-tro-nol
I AYDS before each meal. Abso
gregational Missionary Society, will fied
lutely harmless. 30 days supply of
up each nostril relieves stuffy transient
Ayds
only
*2.25.
If
not
delighted
with
results,
10 WHEEL—HEAVY DUTY UNITS—10 WHEEL
be held at the Chapel Thursday MONEY BACK on the very first box. Phone
congestion. Also relieves distress of
afternoon at 2.30. The Circle will
RHEUMATISM
head colds! Follow directions ln folder.
WE CAN FURNISH YOUR REQUIREMENTS
•CARROLL CUT RATE
continue the study of Africa. This
104 Main Street, Rockland
PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY
Now for the first time ”MY FORMU
Leading Drug Counters Everywhere
VICKS VA-IRO-NOL
meeting will be followed at 4 by the
LA 21” ls available to the general
public For 15 years I have success
business meeting of the Congrega
PARTS
ACCESSORIES
OIL
fully used MY FORMULA’’ in my
tional Ladies Circle
private practice asd lt was sold only
A son was born Feb. 26, at the
by prescription at a much higher
ALL SIZES OF TIRES AND TUBES
price Now I want sufferers every
Besse Maternity Home, at Freedom,
where to benefit and I am offering
Just Received a shipment of Oil. Phil, and City Gas Combi
to Mr. and Mrs. William Ring of
lt direct without prescription.
nations, Coal and Wood, Combinations, with either Phil or City
South China, formerly of Warren.
“MY FORMULA” ls applied exter
Gas, Kitchen Ranges for wood or coal, Cabinet Phil or City Gas
Mrs Arne Laukka, who has been
nally and helps relieve all kinds of
muscular aches and pains. It ls ab
Stoves, Cabinet Electric Stoves. White Sinks Porcelain Tops,
a surgical patient at Knox Hospital,
zs

xs

z\
XX

Female Weakness

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

Great Mfay
Sleep

BARGAINS FOR YOU

solutely guaranteed to give you re
lief and lf the first bottle doesn't
help, return the empty bottle and
I will refund your money prompt
ly, A 2 oz bottle of ”MY FORMU
LA 21” costs only $1.00 prepaid di
rect to your door.

TO-NIGHT
TOMORROW AlRIOMf

Mail your dollar MU today, . right
now and get relief. No C. O D. or
ders.

l-T-tf

My Formula Laboratory, Ine.
Box 532G,
Lewiston, Maine

4//-VIGKTAMLS
LAXATIVI

GET A 25' BOX

with the water spray, Norge Pot Burning Oil Heaters, large and
medium sizes. Plenty of Chromium or N'ickle Stove Pipe, Collars,
and Elbors. New Fluorescent Lamps and new Four-Cover Camp
Stoves. Repulse Electric Oil Pumps, place your oil barrel
anywhere, and the pump does the rest, and plenty of those Etna
Oil Burners for your Kitchen Ranges for $205, sent anywhere
wi receipt of check.
16-tf

H. B. KALER
WASHINGTON. MAINE. TEL. 5-25. HOME SUNDAYS

USE
OUR

CLASSIFIED

Tuesday-Friday
VINALHA’

ADS
MRS EMMA WINSIl
Correspondent

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE

for Selling-Buying-Renting-Services
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called i. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional

TO LET

WANTED

CEILINGS washed, and other odd
FURNISHED two-room kitchenette
jobs wanted. HERBERT WILLIAMS apartment to let. V. F. STUDLEY. 77
30 Prescott St. Tel. 509-W
21*22 I Park street_________________________ 21tf

SAILING sloop. 25 to 30’. wanted.
Write J G., care The Courier Gazet e.
21*22

FOUR-ROOM apartment with flush
to let. Adults preferred; 172 Camden
St
TEL 758 J. City.
21 22

SMALL adding machine wanted AL
MOND C HALL. St. George
21*22

ROOMS
90 5 M

TRAILER wanted for or rear en* if
car. suitable to make into trailer.
TEL 371 2
21-22

ROOMS to let at
Webber's Inn,
Thomaston, also two rooms for light
houseWeeplng,
TEL.THOMASTON.
8060
19*22

Wish to board two boys, 5 and 4
years. LILUAN LAMERS. 6 Lisle St..
City____________________________ 20*21

HOUSEKEEPER for small family
wanted In Camden; must be expert enced
cook.
Apply
ADVERTISER.
Box 14(7, Camden
20*21
MOTORCYCLE wanted ln good con
dition.
Write FRANK REYNOLDS,
C.G.C. Le Gare, Coast Guard. ,
20*23
WOMAN wanted to open and clean
six room house at 5 Chestnut Hill.
Camden.
Write giving price, to K.
MCDONALD. The Courler-Oazettc.
20*21
EX-SERVICEMAN, wife and child
need three or four-room furnished apt.
TEL 1018 MK_____________________ 20 21
HOUSE wanted 5 or 6 rooms. with
bath, garage; vicinity of Roeklnad
TEL. BATH 363 W.________________ 20 22
WILL swap for hay, stock, either
Guernsey or Guernsey-Jersey heifers 3
to 12 months old. A Guernsey bull 6
to 10 months! Hereford heifers 3 to
10 months old or Hereford bull, 6 to
10 months old.
Some good young
Hampshire sheep ROSE HILI, FARM.
Owl’s Head. Tel. 292-R
20 23

to

let with

bath.

TEL
20 23

RATION Books No. 4 lost.
MRS
BERNARD KALER. BERNARD KALER.
BERNARD KALER. JR , ADDIE F
LURVEY, 56 Pleasant St.
21 23
GREEN billfold lost between Union
and Sea street and Rockland Coal Co.
office. Tillson avenue. Reward. WTLIJS
BOGGS, RFD. 3, Warren or TEI.
72. City.
21*lt

TAN leather billfold lost ln or
vicinity of Fox Lunch. Wednesday
night.
Reward.
RONALD LUFKIN.
34 Crescent St.. City.
20*21

FOR SALE
1932 PONTIAC sedan ln good run
ning condition for sale. TEL. 538-W
__________________________________ _2L23
FARM for sale, 50 acres on black
road House, barn, two brooder houses,
electricity; water ln the house and
barn. JAMES E KINNEY. Thomaston.
R D. J. TeL Warren 40 4.
21 22
HOUSE Tratlor, 16-ft, for sale, all
equipped
VA1JSEY
GARAGE.
St.
George Rd.. Thomaston.
21*22
HOUSE of six rooms and bath for
sale at 17 Gurdy St., extra lot, FRANK
HARPER. 15 Gurdy St.
21*lt
PONTIAC (1930) for sale, good tires,
new battery, $35
ALFRED RAWLEY,
West Warren.
21*lt

j

j

7tf
MAN or woman wanted to supply
customers with famous Watkins prod
ucts ln city of Rockland. No Invest
ment.
Earnings average $40 weekly,
start immediately. Write J R. WAT
KINS COMPANY. Dept C. Newark.N J.
_________________________________ 21*T*25
FURNITURE wanted to upholi ter.
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch Bt Tel 212W
10-Ttf
EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY for
aggressive man with car to supply
farmers with Watkins Mineral Feeds.
DDT Insecticides and other products
recognized for 80 years. No slack sea
son or lay-offs
No investment. Write
DEPT EG-D, Box 367, Newark 1, N. J.
19‘T-25
WIU, buy refrigerators needing re
pairs: any kind ln any condition. Call
or write MR COLLINS. Central Trade
School. 86-88 Middle St.. Lewiston.
Tel 5440 ____________18-21
OLD marble top furniture wanted,
antiques of all kinds ln any quantity.
Write or phone W J. FRENCH, 10 High
St., Camden.________________________ lOtf
ANTIQUES wanted will pay highest
prices.
RIPLEY and JORDAN. 38
Oliver St. Tel. 767-W.
104tf

I PAY CASH
for real exlate no matter where
located or in what condition.
If priced right will make ca»h
bid and p»u paper* at once.

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
10 GRACE ST.. ROCKLAND
TEL 603-W

7tf
WILL buy antiques, marble top
tables and stands, haircloth furniture,
plain or with grapes and roses, old pic
ture frames. old Lamps of all kinds,
odd bases and shades, old glass and
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FIVE-ROOM
house,
girl’s
coat,
dijpsses, men’s shoes, rubbers, child’s
chair, doll sets, clothes, books, sets,
card table bed, other articles. G. A.
GALLOP. 1 Fish street. Thomaston
_________
amt
GOOD hay for sale. 15 tons. F G
SUKEFORTH, Burkettville.
Tel. 926.
____________________ ________21*X3
BLACK combination oil and gas
range for sale.
Price right
Oood
condition
Tel. 66 W.
TED. LAW
RENCE. 106 Beech St.
21*22
OFFICE safe for sale, ln good con
dition, 29!ix42x27” outside; 24x19x13
Inside.
MAINE COAST SEAFOOD
CORP , Rockport. Tel. Camden 496
21-23
____ _________
NO doubt celling prices will be ad
vanced on farm equipment and there
will be the smallest supply ln many
years, lt is good business to buy what
you need for this season now, lf you
can get It. We have In stock for sale:
Wilson milk coolers; DeLaval milkers
and separators; lighting plants; three
kinds cattle water bowls $3.10 up; steel
and wood stanchions; steel stalls; roof
ventilators; bull staffs; hammer mills;
electric and engine water pumps; 22
h. p. engines; manure loaders; tractor
weeders; concrete mixers; hand and
sulky plows; one-horse cultivators;
double harpon and grapple hay forks;
grindstones, drag heads; steel and
garden wheelbarrows; team harness;
double reins; collars; horse and cow
halters; martingales; and harness fit
tings. W S PILLSBURY & SON. Wa
terville, Maine.
21 22

Your II<mI

TEN tons hay. dry soft wood Junks.

PETEk W

EDWARDS Tel. 806-J
________________________ 27 23
SEVEN lambs and a buck, 5 new
milch cows, 10 heifers, ready to freshen
PETER EDWARDS Tel 806 J.
21-23
BABY carriage for sale in good con
dition, 15 Washington St., or TEI.
83-M_____________
- ________ 21 It
POWER PLANTS
Serviceable, easy and economical to
operate CATERPILLAR Diesel power
plants
for
mils— factories—logging
operations,
etc.
Exclusive Main*
Distributors
SOUTHWORTH. Maine’s
Finest Machine Shop. 30 Warren Ave .
Portland. Maine. TeL 4-1424
(E)
ENGLISH Shepherd pups for sale,
good cow dogs E O LUDWIG. Hope
TeL Lincolnville, 12-3
20*21
CEDAR chest, small radio, vlctroia
floor model, also car trailer. 900 lbs.
cap TEL 319____________________ 20*21
SELL or trade Bulek Coupe TEL 570
or call Owl Club, ask for NATE SAUN
DERS__________
17-22
BRUNER air compressor for sale;
used very little. EARL McCLAINE Te!
Rockland, 44 12.
20*22

ff.

POTATOES at Howard Gerald’s farm.

Union, $1.75 bu.; hay. and '35 Chevro
let coupe. TEL UNION, 14 5.
20*22

McCRAY refrigerator for sale, suit
able for restaurant or store. DUNN Ac
ELLIOT. Thomaston. Me Tel. 5. 20 tf

china, old books, old postage stamps,
ONE pure bred Cocker Spaniel, seven
old bureaus and commodes.
Almost months old. with papers, for sale,
anything old. Get my prices before WALTER POWERS, Cushing. Tele
you sell. CARL SIMMONS, Rockland. phone 189-12.
19*28
Maine. Tel. Ree. 1240 Tel Shop 1403.
BOAT for sale. 36 ft. long and 9 ft.
53tf
wide, with a Chrysler engine, with 2
USED Furniture and Stove* wanted. to 1 reduction gear All equipped for
We will pay cash or trade for new. lobsterlng
Will sell April 1.
HAR
Call 1154. V. F. STUDLEY. INC., 283 OLD BUNKER Matinicus.
19-24
Main St.. Rockland
53tf
RANGE oil burners Just arrived. Ex
pert Installation and service. New fur
naces available, tailored to your home
needs by a trained heating engineer.
H E OSBORNE, phone 574, P O Box
596, Rockland.
10tf
PRIVATE readings given by appoint
BARRED Rock chicks for sale, U. S.
ment
TEL 165 W
20-21
nullorum
cleaned
and
approved.
ALTER this date I will be respon straight run, 15 cents each. TEL 263-5.
sible only for those bills which I con
18*19 21
tract personally. ELMER JOHNSON.
SWISS
stop
watch
ln
good
condition
Feb 6. 1946
20*22
for sale Price $15 00. TEL 793-W.
FREE! U excess acid causes you ______________________________________ 7tf
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion.
Heartburn. Belching. Bloating. Nausea, GRANITE PRODUCTS LIVE FOREVER
Granite For
Gas Pains, get free sample Ulga, at
Walks. Curbing
Paving, Out-Door
CORNER DRUG STORE
16*30
Fireplaces. Colored Flagging. Prop-Tty
FIREWOOD may be had for Its cut markers. Boat Mooring Culvert Stone,
ting
ALBERT TOLMAN, West Rock Brook Covers, Honor Rolls, Steps,
port.
15*26 Monumental Stone and Bases, Crushed
IF you want to make an appoint Stone for Dock
ment for Tuesdays or Saturdays, tele Fill and Driveway Filling and Surf trine
JOHN MEEHAN tt SON
phone ln advance during noon hour

"Look down, look do
gayly singing thosi
spiritual—but sadder
corner and crash liea
the inadequately ligchance to add anothe
fatalities.
Flay saft
lighted. Play safe—<

MISCELLANEOUS

or after 5 p m
My specialty ls plate
work
DR J. H. DAMON, dentist. 153
Limerock St. TeL 1357.
Star

Clark Island. Me ..............Rockland 21-13
Alfred C. Hocking Tenant's Harbor 56-13
____ ________________________________ 103tf

OFFICE Equipment—We handle a
LOUIS A WALKER Life Insurance
and Annuities; 79 Summer street. TEL. complete line of office equipment and
577. Rockland Me
fi*24 supplies, steel fireproof safes, all size*.
Corona Portable typewriters.
L. O.
Smith Standard Business typewriter.
Drop us a card or phone Eelfast 130
and our representative will call nn vou.
JOURNAL
PUBLISHING CO . Journal
----------Building, Belfast, Me.______________ 85tf
MY ANTIQUE glass for sale, at bom*
Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Saturday*.
1.30 to 6 p m. and evenings. Appropri
ate gifts for showers, wedding* etc. No
dealerr* X. C NXWMAN, 48 Ma*onlo

ttSL

SAVINGSBONOS

>0*

I*

delight in leisurely
private solarium,
who demand the be

PALM
PAL

JAMES J FARRELL, Mgr

*

Tuls3ay-Fri3aV'

’ue$3ay-Fri3ay

RocKlanci Courler-GazeRe, Tuesday, Marc1! T2,15^05

Ganders Win, At Last

IED

VINALHAVEN

ADS

a« «a

MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

:ctive

:ng-Service»

COSTS
•xceed three lines in50 cents. Additional
for two times. Five
ailed I. e. advertisepnt to The Courier-

Iditional.

TO LET
HED two-room kitchenette
to let. V. F. STUDLEY, 77
t _______________________ 21tt
_ JM apartment with Hush
Suits preferred; 172 Camden
758 J. City.
2122
to

let

with

bath.

TEL
20 23
to let at Webber's Inn,
also two rooms for light
Ing
THL
THOMASTON,
19*22

AND FOUND
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Mrs. Tena Christie was hostess
tn the Noneaters Wednesday. Din
ner was served and a pleasant ko
i'al afternoon enjoyed.
\lr. and Mrs. Kenneth Black who
have been guests of Mr. Black’s
mother, Mrs. Annie Black, left
Thursday for a visit with relatives
in Detroit, Mich.
ito E Huse of Kent’s Hill, W. R.
Roane ol Portland, J. B. Brown of
Bangor and Roy Guptill of Auburn
were guests last week at the home
of Capt and Mrs. A. M. M.ller.
The Atlantic Street Bridge Club
mei Friday night at the home of
Mrs Frank Thomas, with Mrs. Ha
zel Dyer as hostess. Mrs. Mary
Peterson of Boston and Mrs. Eve
lyn Patrick of Rockland, were spec.al guests. First prize at cards was
wen by Mrs. Mona Thomas, second
bv Mrs. Carrie Bennett; guest
prizes. Mrs Peterson and Mrs. Patr.ck.
A handsomely decorated
b rthday cake made by Mrs. Dyer
was served at lunch, honoring the
birthday of Mrs. Margie Chilles.
James Roberts, SSML2c, USN,
who has recently returned to this
gantry after 20 months’ duty in
Pacific area, arrived Friday
from San Francisco and Ls passing
terminal leave with his parents
Mr and Mrs. Owen Roberts.
Mrs Dorothy Bennett entertained
the "Niianeats” Friday night at
her home on East Boston road.
Lunch was served and sewing was
the feature of the evening.
Mrs. Herbert Patrick, who has
been visitinbg her mother, Mrs.
Margie Chilles, returned Saturday
to her home at Rockland.
Mrs Dora Boman was hostess to
the Br.dge 8” Thurday at her
home on Atlant.c street. Lunch
was served. First honors at cards
nent to Mr. Beulah Drew, second
io Mrs. Gertrude Hall.
A surprise shower was given Mrs.
Fabian Rosen Thursday by Miss
iteuth Kittredge, Mrs. Astrid Rosen
Lnd Miss Mary Chilles ai the home
of her grandmother. Fifty guests

Y,.

All’s Well With the World
and the Goose Hangs
I
High

OUR PRIDE AND JOY
Today’s Cherubs of Knox County, Tomorrow’s

Men and Women.
NUMBER 10

Song For Cap’n Grimes

If I had my way there never would
be
A Skipper as good a bowler as me,
I'd win every string and I'd win
every game,
Every team mate would win and
then I d do the same,
If I had my way Tliey would pay
every time
At supper They’d get tail and neck.
The Skippers would be, far far out
to sea,
If I had my way,—By Heck.—
After having suffered five straight
friendly enemies, the Ganders
defeats at the hands of their
finally got around to a victory last
^Monday night, and the tenseness in
j rhe atmosphere of the Cascade
Alleys relaxed quite a bit as a re
sult. Not that the winning team
did anything noteworthy in the way
of good bowling or made any par
ticularly high strings. On the con
trary it was the utterly wretched
showing made by the Skippers that
handed the game on a platter to the
winners.
Tlie Ganders had tak**n tho
two strings and for awhile it looked

all sections of the town will call
for the membership contribut.ons.
At Union Church vestry two oneact plays will be presented Thurs
day nigiit under the auspices of
the Church choir.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Snowman,
who have been residing in Springfield, Mass., for several years, re
turned Saturday to their home
here They were accompanied by
Mrs. Snowman’s’ mother, Mrs. Belle
Dyer, whoi spent the Winter in
Spr ngfield.
Mr. and Mrs. James Hamilton are
guests of Mr Hamilton’s mother
Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton.
Moses Webster Lodge F A.M. will
meet tonight at the Masonic
First row, left to right: Jacqueline, (laughter of Albert Harjula,
rooms.
Thomaston; Sheran, daughter of Gerald Grant, Rockland; Marsha, daugh
Weary Club met Saturday at the
home of Mrs. Eva Billings. Supper ter of Henry Kobs, Owl’s Head.
Second row, left to right: Verna, daughter of Vernon Studley, Rock
was served and cards enjoyed.
were present
Refreshments were
Murray Hopkins who recently re land; Ruthie Gene, daughter of I.eroy Stickney, Rockland; IJonnaleen,
served and Mrs. Rosen received a ceived discharge for the Navy after daughter of Ernest Quint, Rockland.
Third row, left to right:
Patricia, daughter of Thomas Vosmus,
large number of fine gifts.
two years in the Pacific area, ar
The Eastern Star C.rcle was en rived Saturday from California Friendship; Norma, daughter of Leo Conary. Rockland; Janice, daugh
tertained Friday by Mrs. Blanche and is at the home of his mother, ter of Lewis Phillips, Rockland.
Fourth row, left to right: Gretchen Lee, daughter of Robert Russell.
Kittredge.
Dinner was served, Mrs. Valois Young.
Rockland;
Rcse Mary, daughter of Robert Saunders, Port Clyde; Carolyn,
folcwed by the usual business meet
News has been received here of daughter of Forbes Taylor, St. George.
ing and the afternoon was passed the death of Miss Rebecca Doug
with sewing.
las, R. N„ March 4 at Bar Harbor
Norman Johnson, AMMlc, USN, where she spent the Winter. Miss
Was Parent’s Night
Lady Knox Chapter
Is passing a short leave with his Douglas is well known and has
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn many friends here, where she has
The Sea Scout Ship Red Jacket
Johnson.
served the town several years as
held
Parents’ Night Wednesday at
An
Interesting
Message
From
Frank Hamilton, who recently Public Health Nurse, and as as as
their
quarters in the General Berry
received his d.scharge from the sistant at the Dental Clinics under
State Regent. — The
Navy, has returned to his home the auspices of the Seacast MisEngine House. John M. Richard
here with his mother, Mrs. Eliza sin. Funeral services were held at
State Conference
son delivered a highly interesting
beth Hamilton.
the Mission at Bar Harbor and in
The February meeting of Lady talk on steamboat days to the
The local drive for the Red Cross terment will be at Chester, S C.,
k now in progress and workers in her horn? town.
Knox Chapter. D.A.R.. was heid in members and parents, wh.ch was
received.
the Universalist vestry, it being an well
A special investiture ceremony
annual guest day.
The State Regent, Mrs. Leroy was conducted on the deck to open
Hussey, was a special guest. She the even ng. Skipper Southard,
was accompanied by the State Cor together with Mates Milton Roresponding Secretary, Mrs Alton barts, John Perry, Maurice McYour lied Cross Must Carry On
Kusick and Sam Smith leading
Littlefield, both from Augusta.
•Mrs. Hussey brought a message the crew.
Guests were Commissioner Ho
from the board meeting held in
Washington, D. C„ in February, ratio Cowan, Cleveland Sleeper,
telling of many worthwhile things Charles Whittemore and Hcratio
which had been accomplished. One Cowan Jr., the two latter being
was $61,COO worth of radio equip former members who are new in
military service.
ment installed in hospitals.
A grouj^ from Camden, led by
An education for a peacetime pro
gram is being carried on, and $25,000 Willis Morse, and comprised of
was appropriated to the Tamassee Robert B.shop, Edwin Stanley and
school in South Carolina and $25,- Dwight French, was present. This
003 to the Kate Duncan Smith group is soon to start a Sea Scout
school in Alabama. These are D Ship in Camden, having already
A. R. approved schools The same obtained quarters on the harbor
was appropriated for the F.B.I. front and near the amphitheatre.
ft
Much work is being done by the
committee on Indian affairs. There played in the museum in Washing
are now about 20,000 children ot ton, D. C.
school age who are out of school
A history of the (Maine D.AJR.
because of lack of facilities due to from the time of its orgna’zation to
the fact that the Treaty has never the present is being compiled by
been fulfilled.
w
Mrs. Leon Fellows of IFarmington
The money left from the Blood and will be published in the Spring.
Plasma Fund is to be used for the
In the Maine Society’s Christmas
education of both negro and Indian plans have been the presentation, of
children.
buddy bags to the hospitalized men
A Mobile P. X. is to be installed at the Veterans Administration Hosat Togus Veterans’ Hospital so that pial at Togus and the IU. S Marine
the supplies from the Post Exchange Hospital in Portland.
can be wheeled to the bedside of
A iarge gain in membership has
the veterans
been noted, with 'an increase of 57
At the new Memorial Tower in the last year, bringing the total
erected at Valley Forge, honoring to 2,026.
our ancestors, a section is being re
Money has been donated to Op
served for State Chapters.
portunity Farm for boys in New
Thirty-three movie projector ma Gloucester and 44 dining room
chines are being placed in veterans’ chairs have been given to the Farm.
hospitals, of which Maine is to have Outstanding Red Cross work has
one.
been done including collecting fur
Antique quilts are now being dis for seamen’s vests. Maine has con
tributed generously to the D.A.R.
like a clean sweeD for them, but work at Ellis Island. Over 2,000
the Skipmen braced in the last pages of geneological records have
stanza and managed to collect one been compiled during the last two
Look down, look down, that lonesome road! . . .”—they’re
point for the effort they made in years in Maine and there are 317
gayly singing those sadly beautiful lyrics to a favorite
Junior American Citizenship clubs
the last string.
spiritual—but sadder still if they turn that dark, unlighted
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Jones with a total membership of 9,857 as
corner and crash head-on with another car! Death lurks on
Adams was the worst offender in of 1945 in this State
The 48th Maine State Conference
he inadequately lighted street and highway, waiting his
the 'slip up.’’ for instead of slip
ping up Franklin slipped down, way of the D.A.R. will be opened next
chance to add another victim to his mounting toll of traffic
down 'to a total of absolutely the Tuesday night in the House of
fatalities. Flay safe—see that your streets are brightly
lowest score ever reached by mortal Representatives at the State House.
lighted. Play safe—or you’ll play a harp!
man, 217 and will decorate the An informal reception will be held
bench this coming week as a result, at the home of Mrs. Hussey, 20 Ban
while bigger and better men than gor street, following the Tuesday
he try and regain the lost ground. evening session.
The Wednesday morning meeting
But almost in the same class of
“spareless wonders” was Don Poole will begin at L0 o’clock and will be
who touched a season’s low with in the House of Representatives. At
241, and took a good trimming from that time there will be the drawing
the Goose along with it. And now for the $100 Victory Bond to be pre
that his team has won a game the sented to the State Society's Citi
Goose is old Mr. Fullerpep, himself, zenship Pilgrimage Candida e. The
and says that from now on. things girls who have been, named by the
37 chapters of the State, selected
will be different with a big D.
The night following this match from the 90 D.A.R sponsored
the Goose teamed up with Eiflyn schools have been invited to attend
Roberts to take over Don Poole and the drawing and also have leen in
Bill Wahlman in a foursome, the vited by Mrs. Horace A Hildreth to
Goose bowling 537 for five strings be her guests at a coffee at the
Blaine House following the drawing.
and a little bit of heaven.
The Maine Society members have
On a return match a few days la
ter however the tables were turned been invited to tea at Blaine House
and Poole and Wahlman were re Wednesday afternoon on. adjourn
turned the winners. The town ment of the conference.
For the third consecutive year
waits in suspense until the tie is
Dr. John Smith Lowe was the guest
broken.
Ganders—'MacDonald 262, Bick speaker. He reviewed the book,
ford 235, Sanborn 261. Mills 245. “The Townsman” by John. Sedges.
The meeting was preceeded by a
The Goose 265, Total 1268.
Skippers— Young 266, xx Adams luncheon at the Copper Kettle
217, Peterson 273 Anderson 247, where 18 members and guests were
Poole 241 Total 1244. Scorers Mills present.
Katharyn St. Clair.
& Mitchell.
Secretary.
xx The talk of the town.
i

Give Now!

TOWN MEETINGS
(Continued from Page One)
of show plow and other municipal
equipment
A sports minded citizenry will
spend $200 for a baseball field. As
a War Memorial Fund and recrea
tion building, $500 was raised.
Funds will be expended for these
general purposes: Officers' salaries,
$4100; contingencies. $1500; Fire
Depaitment, $125; water hose, $5-0;
lights, $1,000; nurse, $162; reads and
bridges, $1500 plus excise tax; snow
removal, $803; cutting bashes, $403;
State Aid road. $1183; board and
care of children, $1,000; dependent I
children, $1200; support of poor,
$1,000; schools. $12,000; tarring
roads, $1,000; repair public landing.
Total appropriations we.e $136
under those of last year.

.rPagg

FlvT

of the larger apportionments will
be: Tarring of roads, $3000; enlarg
ing the High School playground and
surfacing upper half, $500; support
of poor. $1500; roads and bridges.
$1800; fire department, $1000; State
Aid road construction, $799.50;
street lights, $1490; water, $2000;
doctor's subsidy, $1500.
The White School will be closed.
The municipal officers may use
their own judgment in regard to
selling the stone crusher; also in
the matter of letting the Town Hall.
For the benefit of public health,
the Sea Coast Mission nurse will he
granted $200; and the health officer
and school physician, $25.
Favorable action and approval
were exercised in all the routine ■
items.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
AND THE

KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU
Agricultural Notes

In order to instruct blueberry
growers in control of insects and
disease a series of four meetings will
be held in the county during March.
Tlie schedule of meetings follows;
Tuesday afternoon, March 12. at
Engine Hall. West Rockport.
Wednesdayy evening, March 13, at
Waldoboro High School.

WALDOBORO

Close Contest For First Se
lectman Was Won By
Five Ballots Were Necessary
Glenwood Creamer
In the Road Commission
Weighty problems, and many of
Contest
them, stretched the Waldoboro town

UNION

meeting into more than ordinary
Nip and tuck through four ballength.
lotin.gs caused a fifth voting for
A three-part provision for treat
Road Commissioner in Union town
ment of property acquired through
meeting—the liveliest contest of
tax deeds will subject sales of such
the day, which ended in a narrow property to these conditions, the
margin for James Moody over his selectmen to have Jurisdiction:
opponent, Gilbert Doughty.
A
That former owners who have
three-cornered race for tax collec lost title to their property be given
tor gave the post to Mrs. Doris Pay- an opportunity to redeem itj by
son who had a comfortable lead paying the accumulated taxes and
over the runners-up. Burleigh. costs; that property which in the
Esancy and Leroy Burns.
opinion of the Selectmen best servei
James Dornan was the moderator the interest of the town by remain
for the well-attended session. Men ing town owned property, need not
and women turned out in equal j be sold; any other piece of property
numbers for a calm, well-conducted on which a bid has been obtained,
study of the town's affairs. Select must be advertised in at least two
men elected were: H. A. Hawes, R consecutive issues of the Waldoboro
E. Thurston, and Curtis Payson, the Press and then sold to the person
latter a newcomer; treasurer, Cla submitting the highest bid at the
rence Leonard; clerk, Edith Pay- time and place designated. If the
son F^re Wards were re-elected: highest bid is not equal to the
Wilbur C. Abbott, Charles H. Smith amount of accumulated taxes and
and Bliss Fuller; as was also James costs, the Selectmen be permitted
L. Dornan as member of the school to reserve the right to reject any
committee.
and all bids.
A sizeable boost was given to
Although on its face, it appeared
school appropriations, running to a minor item with involvement of
the figure $12,000 which Ls $3,000 only $400. the question of main
more than the customary amount. taining the town, dump gave rise to
These extra funds were voted in heated argument, meeting first with
anticipation
of
higher-salaried acceptance and then opposition.
teachers. Children of this town Its eventual fate was ’’passed over.”
were also given, a thought as to Another occasion for extended dis
safety, for a fund of $300 was raised cussion was a technical article per
to provide a Winter .sports field for taining to extension of power lines,
their use and thus eliminate dan the article receiving approval bu’
gers of playing or coasting on high with mipor changes of wordng.
ways.
A full time police officer, to be a
The principal sums raised were Veteran of World War 2, will be
for: Roads and bridges, $3,000; snow hired and paid $2000 a year. Various
removal, $2000; support of poor, improvements will be made such as
S1.C03; patrolling State roads, $1100; repairing the side road leading
fire protection, $500; school house from State road to top of hill be
repairs, $1000. The total appropria yond L. M. Newbert's, continuing
tion was about $31,078.
improvement of the road from
It was voted to construct a bridge Orff’s Corner toward the Jefferson
to replace the present True's Bridge Town line and hydrants at Kalers
and $1,000 was allocated for that Corner and Marble avenue.
purpose.
In a contest for selectman, Glen
wood Creamer won. by 214 votes
over Alton G. Winchenbach with
VINALHAVEN
210. William H. Brooks, Jr., re
ceived 279 votes for clerk, and Mil
dred Damon, 146. Terms of the
Voters Were In Generous other
selectmen have not expired.
Mood — Session Marked Assessors and their votes are; LaForest I. Mank, 317; Ernes L. Burns,
By One Contest
260; Maurice M. Hilton. 253; Road
Commissioners, Dennis G. Feyler
What attendance lacked in num Clarence J. Lee and Elder Soule
bers yesterday at Vinalhaven’s fire wards, Wendell Blanchard,
town, meeting, was amply offset by Joseph Brooks, Jr., and William A.
the liberal and progresive spirit of Freeman; school committee, John
the voters. In a warrant contain Burgess.
ing 64 articles, the citizens accepted
It was voted to co-operate with
and in five cases increased, the other towns of Lincoln County in
recommendations of the Budget establishing a Service Center to
Committee.
furnish assistance and advice to
Two men wanted to be constable Veterans of World War 2. $1,000 ap
—Bernard Warren who received 50 propriated for this purpose.
votes, and Charles Polk. 15; but in
Progressive steps with an eye to
no other office appeared a trace of industrial growth, were seen in the
opposition or competition AU pro articles sanctioning a survey of the
ceeded calmly to the election of the type and amount of help that would
selectmen, Harland ,A. Townsend, be available for an industry desir
Clinton L. Calderwood, and Sidney ing to locate in town; and by the
L. Winslow; treasurer, Leon W. San raising of $400 for installing fish
born; collector of taxes Leo W. Lane ways for alewives.
road commissioner, Ivan Calder
The Community Garden Club will
wood chief of fire department, Er be requested to reconvey the form
nest J Clayter.
er North Primary School and lot
Oil heat will be used in the school to the town for school purposes,
buildings, this cost increasing the $300 raised.
suggested $300 to the figure $1300.
Total appropriations, $52,637, were
Support of common schools was in excess of those of last year by
upper $250 to a total of $13,250. A $1808.
lively discussion resulted in another
boost in monies, namely lArticle 40
APPLETON
in which it was voted to repair Tow
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William Carter and
road, starting at the junction of the
Granite Island road through the children of Jefferson and Mr. and
land of James Hassen on City Point. Mrs. Egbert House and children of
The committee had recommended Newcastle were guests at F. S. Me
$500 'but double that amount was servey’s Sunday.
raised.. Another doubling of appro
Friends and relatives of Mrs. Al
priation was in the clearing of side ton Pease gave her a stork shower
walks on Main street; for an extra Sunday.
$100 it was decided to extend clear
Dances are being held at the
ance of snow farther than the busi Grange Hall every Friday night
ness section.
with good attendance. Music by
Taking no chance on, a firemen's Robbins’ Orchestra.
strike, the town has voted 75 cents
an hour for their pay, as against a
previous 65 cents. Officers’ salaries
was placed at $3300, or $300 more
than last year, in spirit with the
general trend of the times.
Important improvements and pur
chases will include a new single
blade snowplow with attachments
for $700; installation of three street
lights on Sands road, one on side
road branching off from East Main
street to Ivan. Calderwood’s resi
dence. and one at the head of Car
ver street where it turns toward
Leon Sanborn s residence. A neigh
borly act of good fellowship was ef
fected in the appropriation of $200
for celebration of Centennial at
North Haven.
,
In a generous, future-looking
budget, $38,321 was raised, more
than last year's by $2,383 50. Some

.A4S

Thursday afternoon, March 21, at
Court House. Rockland.
Friday afternoon, March 22. at
Erskine Hall, Aina.
Dr. Frank Lathrop of the Maine
Experiment Station will be speaker
at the West Rockport meeiing
There will be two soil conserva
tion meetings in Knox and Lincoln
Counties March 19 and 20. The first
meeiing will be held in the Willow
Grange Hall, Tuesday night, March
19. The other meeting will be in
the afternoon of March 20 at War
ren. A movie on good farm prac
tices will be shown by the Waldo
County Soil Conservation Associa
tion. All farmers are invited.
There wil also be a discussion on
pasture improvement and new hay
ing methods
With The Homes

US.

WINSLOW S
POTATO CHIPS ^sticks

TOASTED NUT ICE CREAM
SeaitciL

PINT PACKAGE

Toasted out meats blended and frozen
with golden Sealtest Cream! It’s yours to
enjoy as our Sealtest Flavor-of-the-Month.
Take some home in the handy Pint
Package. Remember: Sno/fnsf is fhn
AUowrn of Quality in len Croom.
Look for tho Soaltort tign on tho door

• T THI MAKIRS OF

CAIN'S MAYONNAISE

one of the assistant leaders .Mrs.

Helen Van Deman’s, Mrs. Wintie
Russell is leader and Mrs. Mina
Little are other assistant leaders.
Charles Dolham, secretary of the
Georges Valley 4-H of Warren re
ports that Earl Gammon and Earle
Moore, Jr., have won 100 baby
chicks and 100 pounds of starting
feed They discussed getting thej
pens ready and starting brooder
stoves, at the last meeting. Earle
Moore, Sr , is leader.
Amateur Farmers of West Rcokport have collected to date 25
pounds of waste fat.
Coggan’s Hill 4-H Club of North
Union, Miss Margie Blake, leader,
took up Table Setting at their sixth
meeting. Tlie next meeting is Sat
urday at the home of Mrs. Doris
Miller.
Diamond Rock Boys’ Club of
Vinalhaven had charge of the joint
meeting of the Vinalhaven clubs
March 6 at Andy Gilchrists. Hollis
Burgess is leader.
Virginia Cromwell, secretary of
Twin Rivers club of Westport re
ports that first year cooking girls
made cocoa and cinnamon toast
and served it as refreshments under
the direction of the local leader
Mrs Greenleaf.

The Farm Bureau group at Dres
den met Feb. 19 at the home of
Mrs. Marion Hall. The subject of
the meeiing was "One Meal For
All,” led by Mrs. June Sargent, foods
leader. The menus and how to pre
pare one meal for all the members
of a family regardless of age was
dtscussed by Mrs. Sargent How to
use frozen foods was also discussed.
Dinner was served by Mrs. Hall,
Mrs. Winnifred Houdletie and Mrs.
Agnes Gilpatrick. Thirteen mem
Field Laboratories
bers were present. The next meet
ing was March 5 at the vestry, the
subject “Table Service and Square
Meal Refresher."
Rep. Margaret Chase Smith
The Hope Farm Bureau met Feb.
Is Interesting Herself In
27 at the home of Mrs. Helen Went
worth. The subject of the meeting
Forest Development
was “One Meal For All.” Mrs Anna
Hardy spoke on the food outlook
Washington, D. C., March 4.—
for the coming year. She also dem Hon. Margaret Chase Smith is one
onstrated how to make a shell bean of the Congressional leaders in a
salad and showed frozen peaches. strongly sponsored movement to
Recipes and menus were discussed. hasten rehabilitation of the Na
Dinner was prepared by the mem tion's war-depleted timber resources
bers under the direction of [Mrs. through the establishment of a sys
Hardy and Mrs. Mabel Wright. tem of forestry research centers
Nine members were present The strategically located throughout the
chairman. Mrs. Mabel Wright, is country—one for each major forest
going to attend Farm and Home type.
Week.
The proposed research program
‘‘One Meal For All” was the sub stems
from a movement started last
ject of the meeting held by the year by
the Forest Farmers Asso
Huntoon Hill group Feb. 26, at the
general headquarters Val
Grange Hall. Mrs Jessie Colby, ciation,
foods leader, was in charge. Mrs. dosta. Georgia, which resulted in an
appropriation of $300,000 for
Colby, assisted by Mrs. MacLaren, I initial
11
field
research laboratories in the
led a discussion of the baegkround
for meal plannittg with emphasis South. Congressman John S. Gib
on menus that could be adjusted son of Georgia, who headed the
to fit the needs of a family of va I successful drive last year, has as
ried ages. The menu for the day sumed leadership In the campaign
was discussed for its adaptability for a National program This pro
gram is backed by the Forest
and then all of the members assist Farmers
Association, representing
ed in the final preparation. Mrs.
the
timberland
of twelve
Colby discussed the using of home Southern States, owners
and other timber
canned foods in new ways and dem
onstrated a salad made from home interests throughout the country,
canned shell beans, which was j Gibson, Mrs. Smith, and som»
tasted and approved by those pres 50 Congressmen from other sections
ent. Eight members were present. appeared before the House Approj priations Subcommittee Feb. 13, to
4-H Club Notes
request $3,600,000 for 76 research
Miss Constance Burgess, Exten | centers. These field laboratories
sion home management specialist, are to be administered by the U. S,
attended a meeting of the Singing Forest Service "in cooperation with
Sewing Girls, the Amateur Fanners local forestry agencies and timberand, Simonton's Comer boys March land owners.
5, at the home of Mrs. Philip Davis
Of the total amount requested
<n West Rockport. “It’s Fun to $300,000 is to be earmarked for 7
Build Something” was the topic stations in Maine, Vermont, New
Miss Burgess took up with these Hampshire, Connecticut. Rhode Is
boys and girls. She told them the land, New York. Pennsylvania, New
kind of tools to use in simple build ' Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and
ing and showed some articles, a shoe Massachusetts.
rack, cupboard step shelf and
home-made closet which are easy
INVEST IN
to build. Mrs. Philip Davis is
ieader of the Amateur Farmers,
Mrs Mary Andrews of Singing
Sewing and Wiliam Annis of Sim
onton’s Comer boys.
SAVINGS BONDS
At the eleventh meeting of the

IN THE

HORSE RADISH

Help ng Hand Club of Jefferson
muffins were made by the club
agent Loana Shibles.
Accurate
measurements of cups and spoons
were stressed as well as the proper
method of mixing muffins.
The Seahsore Toilers or New Har
bor planned a supper for their
meeting March 4 at the home of

GENERAL ICE CREAM CORPORATION . Dimin
__..

ID.,r,Pr*/«tidrfr-nn

Tuac ia «k« SmIum Viliam Star*. Marti** Jack Ualar. Thuradar*. 9:30 P. M.. NBC
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pointed by Ch.ef Edwin Anderson
10 years ago Whitney said the
THOMASTON
resignation would be effective April
1. He has been a member of theTl.
H. Counce Engine and Hose Com
pany volunteer firemen for 30 years.
GLADYS O CONDON
He is up for re-election as select
Correspondent
A. A A
man and he is chief clerk of the
Ra lway Express at Rockland.
Tel. 113-3
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Day, who have
been visiting his parents. Mr. and
Mipshipman Russell Kelley, of Mrs Ferd nand ay on Hyler street,
the Maine Maritime Academy at have gene to Bath.
Cast.ne Is at his home on Main
Among those students home for
street.
the mid-term holiday is Robert
MLss Jeannette Waldo is visiting James Davis, son of Mrs. Leah
her 'brother, Ralph D. Waldo in Davis Brooks, 22 Knox street, who ls
matriculated at Tilton School, Til
Boston for a few days.
Theodore Konelick is employed as ton, N. H.
Mrs. Charlotte Fuller, who has
cook at the Maine State Prison.
The housekeepers at the Baptist been visiting Mrs. Garfield Dolliver
Ladies’ Circle supper Wednesday for a week, went Friday to Boston
were Mrs. N. F Andrews. Mrs. and Springvale.
Annie Mank Mrs. Pearlie Hall and
Roy Swanholm, S2c, who is sta
M.ss Nellie Tibbetts. After supper tioned in Qu.ncy, Mass, spent the
a most enjoyable and instructive week-end with his parents, Mr. and
program was given, arranged by Mrs. Carl Swanholm.
Mrs. Grace M. Strout: "Miianwy”’
Weymouth Grange will have a
(Forster) Miss Margaret Simmons, dinner Thursday noon at K. of P.
soprano; ‘'Arioso” (Bach) and La hfll.
Media Neche (Stoessel) Miss Anna
Mrs. Charles Simpson has re
Bullard, pianist; “Ave Maria” turned home from Knox Hospital.
(Schubert) Mrs. Marianne Bullard,
Democratic Caucus will be held
contralto, Miss Bullard, accom at Watts Hall Friday night at 7.30.
panist. Shew,ng of colored pictures
The owners of surgical dressings
by Raymond Cross, aerial photogra gowns left in the Red Cross rooms,
pher of 14th Air Force and taken are requested to remove them Wed
by him over China and India. nesday or Thursday afternoon of
Richard Paulsen, Bruce Strong and th.s week.
Douglas Daggett passed the collec
Pvt. J. E McChesney, who, is sta
tion plates.
tioned in Washington, is spending
Richard Feyler, sen tf Mr. and a few days’ leave with his family
Mrs. Richard Feyler, Thatcher at their home on Hyler street.
•street, celebrated his eighth birth
Mabelle Brown, who is employed
day Monday by entertaining a in Portsmouth, N. H., spent the
group of fr.ends at dinner. Those week-end with her father, Capt.
invited were: Jack Marks, David 1 John Brown, and sister, Mrs.
Stone, John Eliict, Jack Sprowl 1 Charles S.nger at their home on
and Michael Mayo.
| Gleason street.
Maurice Miller of Rockpcrt, who
Mrs. Vernon Achorn returned
has been discharged from the home Sunday after being a patient
Army, has resumed his position as at Knox Hospital.
assistant director cf the Davis Fu
Mary Luce, a student at Colby
neral Home, Knox street.
College, spent the week-end at her
Peter Barton S2c, who is sta- home cn Main street.
t.oned at Bainbridge, Md., is spend
Mrs Harriette Forsblom and
ing a n ne-day furlough “with his granddaughter, Elaine Boutelle,
mother, Mrs. Mildred Barton.
went Friday to Hartford, Conn.
A house-to-house canvass will be
Ralph Young, suffered injuries
conducted th s month to obtain to his head, requiring stitches
the $1(XX> quota for the annual Red Thursday, while at h.s work at the
Cross Drive.
Richard O. Elliot is Union quarry.
chairman assisted by Mrs. Eliza
Malflower Temple, P. S., will
Walker, M.ss Christine Moore, Miss meet Friday night at which time
Jessie Stewart, and Edward Dor- degrees will be conferred upon two
nan. Contributions may be passed candidates. Officers and degree
to any member of this ccmmittee. staff are to wear white. Supper
or left at the Thomastonn National at 6 30. The committee is Mrs. Ora
Bank.
Mrs. Susie Newbert and
Richard Elliot was given a sur- Woodcock,
Mrs. Ina Keizer.
priss party Friday at his office on
Grace Chapter O E,S. meets Wed
Main street by members of the nesday
at 7.S0. Following the meet
Democratic party. Mr. Elliot has ing a penny surprise social will be
served 30 years as moderator at held, and each member is requested
town meet.ng, and has declined to take a box lunch
the office for the coming election.
A number ct inmates of tho Maine
He lias served as moderator on State Prison have contributed hand
beth the Democratic and Republi made articles to be sold for the
can ticket.
benefit of the Red Cross drive. The
Mrs. Obadiah Kallcch .s ill at her sale will be from the Red Cross
home on Main street.
rooms above the Thomaston Na
Donald Eck has returned from tional Bank on Wednesday and
Boston where he received honor Thursday cf this week. There are
able discharge from the Navy.
many attractive toys antd useful
Donald P. Whitney has resigned articles in this sale.
as deputy f re chief He was ap
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Whitehill

' • v

celebrated their 43d wedding anni
versary Thursday night by giving
a card party at thetT home on West
Main street. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitehill. Mr.
and Mrs Chester Hunt, Clifton
Hunt and Mr. and Mrs. H. Elmo
Crozier all of Rockland, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Whitehill, Mrs. Mar
tha Wilson, Miss Florence White
hill, Miss Joyce Whitehill, Miss
Martha Jones, Corydon Adams,
Irving Sawyer and Bernard Whitten,
all cf this town. Refreshments were
served. Mr. and Mis. Whitehill were
presented with a purse of money
and a gift from the group.
These members of the Baptist
Junicr Choir conducted a symposi
um on ‘‘Life and Works of Handel”
in Sunday School Session, Sunday
morning: Misses Charlene Spauld
ing, Joyce Collins, Audrey Young.
Rae Clark; Sumner Ward, Robert
Spaulding and Arthur Strout.
Arcana Lodge R. P. will work the
rank of esquire Wednesday at 7.30.
Bryant -Burnham

M.ss Florine Burnham and Arn
old Marsh Bryant were united in
marriage Sunday noon at the home
of the bride’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Burnham, 6 Green street.
Dr. H. W. Flagg officiated.
Tfle bride wore an aqua street
length dress with a corsage of yel
low rosebuds. Her attendants were,
Miss Pauline Burnham, sister of
the bride and Miss Elizabeth Bry
ant. sister of the groom. They wore
powder blue street length dresses
with corsages of pink rosebuds.
The best man was Richard E.
Skillins of Portland.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Bryant cf 19 Alba
street, Portland. He is employed
at Loring, Short & Harmon. Mr.
and Mrs. Bryant will make their
home in Portland.
Edgar C. Crawford

One of this community’s oldest
citizens. Edgar C. Crawford, died
Thursday afternoon, at the Murray
Nursing Home, Camden, where he
had been a patient for a week, after
having fallen and broken his hip,
Mr. Crawford was born in Warren,
May 6. 1856. son of Joseph and
Amanda (Frost) Crawford and the
greater part of his life was spent in
that town where he was employed
for 25 years at the Rice & Hutchins
Shoe Shop and later as pressman
at the Georges River Mill until age
forced him to retire.
In early life he married Nettie
Lawrence who died June 12, 1924,
shortly after thpy had moved here.
Since her death he has resided with
his daughters, Mrs. Blanche Vose
and Mrs. Lilia Ames.
Mr. Crawford was very much in
terested in Masonry and several
years ago was presented the 50-year
membership medal. He was a mem
ber of St. George Lodge of Masons
and Ivy Knox Chapter of Thomas
ton and King Hiram Council of
Rockland, having recently been
made an honorary member of the
Council. He loved his home and
was a very devoted father.
Besides his two daughters he is
survived by a son, Ralph of Thom-
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Never Over

War is

for the Red Cross. The
Battle

of

Humanity

Goes on!

“Tin Pedler’s C»rt”

CAMDEN
An Institution Still Well Re*
membered By Older
Citizens
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Some 50 odd years ago, and I
don't know how much longer, with
the advent of early Spring, the
tin pedlers cart made its annual
rounds. The frugal housewives of
that day and age all treasured a
bag of some description, known as
a paper ‘ rag-bag.” The use of pa
per was rather limited at that time
and the use of rags entered very
largely into the making of the pro
duct. The price per pound paid was
very small and occasionally a few
pennies one way or the other was
sometimes needed ,to complete the
transaction. *
In case no money changed hands,
a big black book was produced and
the proper entry of debt or credit
usually was transcribed therein.
This bookkeeping system was most
necessary aS“ the majority of the
transaction required the use of
fractions, the amounts in many
cases being one and one half cents
of two and three fourth cents.
The following year, the records
were examined carefully and per
haps the half cent was needed to
make up a deficit or added to a
credit making a more complicated
fractional amount.
The cart itself was large and
black. Flat on the top to hold ithe
burlap bags filled with rags. Oc
casionally a few pairs of rubbers or
zinc from a discarded washboard or
other source would be produced.
These always were saved until the
paper rag transaction was complet
ed. The price paid for these latter
items was a little higher.
When the doors were opened up
displaying the shining contents of
the interior the housewife was busy
deciding what she needed most.
The articles were mostly biscuit and
doughnut cutters, mixing spoons,
two-quart and long nandled dip
pers, baking tins and the funda
mental items of kitchen hardware.
I remember once my mother pur
chased a measuring cup. I think
the materials must have been oi
fairly good quality for she used the
cup for many years. Aluminum was
unknown, to me at the early trad
ing time.
The cart and its mild mannered
owner was well known all over
Knox County and throughout the
mild months of the year visited
every home on both the mainland
and islands. Through the owner’s
courtesy and faithfulness, a large
circle of friends mourned the pass
ing of this Christian gentleman and
the institution known, as the ‘Tin
Pedler's Cart.”
Mabel (Trainer) Hoar.

High School Notes

“Reader” Tells How It Can
Be Done If Room Is
Compiled and edited by the
Enveloped

A A
MISS HBLEJN M RICH
Correspondent
ft ft ft S.
Tel. 2214

E.

Escaping A Fire

1.

ROCKPORT
A CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

x-v

Typewriting Department.

Tel. 2220

Rockland. March 2, 1946.
The financial results of the an
You
have
probably noticed bv
nual Kippy Karnivai. held in, Feb
reading
the
papers, an unusual
ruary. have been posted by Principal Blaisdell. The net profits of the amOunt of deaths from fire this
classes are Seniors: Ball, $107.74; Winter. Did you ever plan what
hamburgers. $26.01; grabs. $45.90;
... Hth th-avtn_
soda. $22; Rfng Toss. $42.47 Knock 5’°u could do with the things avail
‘em Off. $28 79; total $250 91; Jun- j able in your sleeping room, to save
lors. Baseball. $56.17; Swing ball, ■ your life, if your escape through tlie
$33.26; Roll 'em. $35 11; NaU Driv- ' <Joor w-aS cut off, and the window*
ing. $32.39: class play, $352 - total.
»J
tke’a
or blanket

Fred A. Norwood, W R.C. will
The Parent-Teachers Association
meet
Friday with Mrs. Nellie Ott.
will meet at the St. Thomas Parish
Walter
E. Carroll announces that
House Monday night, with Harry
Gilson, State Director of Education, he will.be a candidate for tax col
as the speaker. Part of the enter lector and treasurer at the town
tainment •will be furnished by mem meeting n^xt Monday.
bers of The Little Theatre Group
Joseph Marshall of Bath spent the
under the direction of Mrs. Ruth week-end in town.
Kluge. The title of the one-act
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miller have
comedy is ‘‘Polly Put The Kettle moved here from California and will
On” and deals with the superstitions make their future heme in this
from the bed, tie a single knot in
of the darky maid, “Folly ", which town.
$34.60; Pep Corn, $6; total. $104.05; I one comer, raise the window a few
part is taken by Barbara Harding
Lois Bums, daughter of Mr. and Freshmen, Tea Room. $53 08- For inches and stick the knot out and
Others In the play are Shirley Ful Mrs.
Orris Burns, who recently tune Telling, $3 55; Kitchen Kup- put the window down hard just in
ler, Virginia Harvey, Doris Mae
board. $57; Bean Bags, $25 54; total
Hopkins, Judy Hardy, Jeannette graduated from Harvard Medical $139.17; Junior High, check room. side of the knot. Then take a chair
or anything I could get hold of and
School, courses for graduates left
Dyment and Lucile Talbot.
Side Show, $22.85; total, break the glass and middle sash out ,
last week for Jackson. Miss., where $32.25;
The play presented last Friday she will be employed at the Polio $55.10; whole school entertainment, then take up the sheet or blanket
evening in the Opera House by the Hospital for children as IPhysio $16451. Grand total, $1242.86, less
t IRISH
Little Theater Group was a very Therapist
successful affair and more than $60
Mrs. Jennie Ingraham who has
was realized for the Skating Rink
You want to begin now to practice
been
spending the Winter in Cam
Fund. Mrs. Kluge has received many
The Senior High assembly pro tieing knots as you might need two
den
has
returned
home
and
opened
requests for a return engagement of
gram, Tuesday, was a panel dis sheets to hold you and they are
house on Camden street.
this fine demonstration of the work her
cussion, of the Biographies of Fa net so easy to tie. You can pass
The
G.
W.
Club
will
meet
Thurs

she is doing with her young people day with Mrs. Mary Whitman.
mous People, given by Mrs. Pitt's this along in The Courier-Gazette
Friday night was the first appear
divisions of Sophomore Eng if you wish.
A Reader.
Linda Marie Ames, 4-year-old three
ance of the High School Orchestra
lish.
At the end of the period. __ __________
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leonard
since the return from the service [
written ballots were taken to find|
. _
.
•
of its instructor, Roger Calderwood. Ames, celebrated her birthday out what books had most interested! nesday, was given b.v
7 with a party. Those present the audience. Seated at the long room. Mrs William D Talbot gaveT
The orchestra is composed of 30 March
w
’
ere
Beverly
Clough Brenda Spear. table were 16 sophomores, with Jean hpr
illustrated
tr.
g
pieces and gave an excellent per Charles Crockett,
Reginald Grant, Young
Vn,,™ -as= lpndnr
nf
,hn nnnpi
The
! “Soutliern Gardens. She was asformance.
leader
of
the
panel.
The
Cynthia Tracy, and the mothers of
sisted by Mr. Talbot. Mrs. Talbot
Albert F. Means, secretary of the the children. A pink and white books discussed were as follows: had an excellent commentary to ac
local YJM.CjA. was the speaker last birthday cake and ice cream also Jean Young. “The Life of Elizabeth company each slide
B. Brownir.g;” Diane Cameron,
Sunday evening at a union meeting favors were enjoyed.
• • * •
Ariel, The Life of Shelley;’’ Alfred
of the Universalist, Methodist and
Mr. and Mrs Charles Dwinal of “Rawley,
Social
Sciences
classes have seen
Joan Proctor, and Robert
Congregational Churches held in the Camden are occupying the Dwinal
two
films
this
week:
“China,'' a
Chatto,
"The
Man
From
Maine.
Methodist Church at Rockland. A house on Beauchamp avenue while
March
of
Time
picture,
and “The
Life
of
Cyrus
H.
K.
Curtis;
”
Eliza

number of Camden people attended Judge and Mrs. Dwinal are in
Territorial
Expansion
of
the
United
beth
Brewster.
“
The
Americaniza

the service.
Florida.
tion of Edward Bok;” Cynthia States,” an historical film.
The young people of the Chestnut
Ralph Murray of Dark Harbor was Knowlton, “My Garden of Memory,
• * • •
Street Baptist Church held a party the guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. | Life
of
Kate
Douglas
Wiggin;
”
The
Junior
Towm Meeting speak
at the YM.C.A Friday night. On Ralph Wilson.
Dorothy Pettee, "Up From Slavery, ers from the senior Problems of
Friday afternoon the Jr. Hi-Y boys
Miss Lillian Carver of Norfolk, Booker T. Washington;” Leonard
classes are preparing a
had their regular meeting, with Va., Hanson Everett and Edgar Galiano, “Life of Theodore Roose- ! Democracy
program
on
U.N.O. which they
Carver of Monmouth, Me., and Miss velt;” Barbara Fuller, “Life of will present the
President Freddie Hale presiding.
before
Belfast Ro
Miss Harriet Gill received first Agnes Pitts of Lynn, Mass , were Eleanor Roosevelt;” Peter Sulides, tary Club March 13.theThe
prize at the Grange card party cn recent guests cf Mrs. Hazel Mc “Yankee From Olympus, Life of will be Ray Bowden, Jr.,speakers
Robert
Saturday night. Mrs. Lillian Lin Farland.
Oliver Wendell Holmes;’’ Amy Margeson. Fiances Snow and Eliza
coln received the second affd Everett
Rackliffe. “The IStory of a Pioneer, beth MacPhail. They will go to the—
Canning Chicken
Hobbs of Hope, the consolation.
of Anna Howard Shaw;” Greta Belfast meeting as the guests of Mr*
The thicken should be prepared Life
Another party next Saturday eve
Nelson, "The Soong Sisters, Life of, H. P Blodgett of this city.
as
for
roasting
or
cooking,
that
is,
:
ning, as usual.
Madame Chiang Kai-'Chek and Her !
The Ladies of the G.A.R. will hold picked and drawn, cleaned and Sisters;” Lynne Rogers, “Life of
their regular meeting at the Grange trimmed. The chicken may be Pearl Buck;" Gayle Rogers, “My
TODAY and WEDNESDAY’
Hall on Friday evening, March 15th cooSed in a pressure cooker, or in a Story, Life of Mary Roberts Rine
i
DON’T MISS IT
A picnic supper will be served at kettle.
” Katherine Snow, “Life of
1. Place the prepared chicken in a hart;
six o’clock.
Marv
Roberts
Rinehart.
”
There will be a Masonic Assembly kettle with 2 to 3 pints of water,
All told interesting and amusing
this Thursday night at the Masonic or in pressure cooker with 3 or 4 incidents from the books they had
Hall. Those on the entertaining cups of water. Cook until tender., read. The voting brought four
committee are Mr. and Mrs. Austin (An onion and a stalk of celery may votes for Theodore Roosevelt, four
Rankin, Mr. and Mrs. John Felton be added if that flavor is liked).
for Marie Antoinette, two
2. Remove chicken to a platter or votes
and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ames.
votes for Booker T. Washington,
shallow
pan
'and
remove
skin.
Dis

The Ladies Guild of the First
and one each for Elizabeth Barrett
Congregational Church is holding its joint legs, thighs, wings and care Browning, Yankee From Olympus,
fully
remove
bones,
leaving
the
Silver Tea at the home of Mrs.
Ariel. The Life of Pearl Buck, and
Frank Wiley tomorrow (Wednesday) pieces of chicken as large as pcssi- j The Soong Sisters. The voting was
Remove
white
meat
from
bones
ble.
afternoon.
in charge of Albert MacPhail. The
The Knox-Waldo Men Teachers and pick off all small bits of meat literary nature of this program
aston and a grandson Edgar Ames
Club held a meeting in the Camden on carcass.
of South Warren.
made it particularly desirable for
3. Pack clean, hot jars with the Senior
. YU)
Services held at the Davis Funer High School auditorium last eve
high students. Morning
VO'"'"
al Home Sunday afternoon were ning. Supper was prepared by the chicken mea', using equal amounts devotions were led by Charles Perry.
of
white
and
dark
meat
m
each
Home
Economics
Department
largely attended and the profusion
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Peter McGrath have jar. Pack jars moderately tight.
of beautiful flowers was a silent
Sgt.
Virginia
Barlow of tiie Wacs
testimony of the esteem in which returned to Hartford, Conn., after Add % teaspoon salt to each pint visited school Monday, having been
THlfRS.-FRI.-SAT.
he was held by those who knew a short visit with Mr. McGrath’s jar. Skim off excess fat in chicken honorably discharged from the
NEW AND DIFFERENT
stock
and
use
the
stock
to
fill
the
him. The bearers were Oscar Star mother, Mrs. C. Windvand.
She has been, in 'Hawaii 18
There will be a meeting of the jars to within, >4 inch of the top, 1 service.
rett and William Robinson of War.
months
with
the Air Corps.
i
inch
if
jars
with
self-sealing
flat
ren and Edgar Libby and Aaron Directors of the YM.C.A. on Wed
• • * •
metal
lids
are
used
Clark of Thomaston. Interment nesday evening, March 13.
The Junior High assembly, Wed4 Wipe off sealing surface of
will be in the Newcomb Cemetery,
McGrath-Kopp
jars,
adjust
lids
and
seal
according
Warren in the‘Spring.
Miss Virginia Ruth Kopp, daugh to type of jar used. On all Jars
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Kopp with rubber rings us a partial seal.
In 1937 Rinehart & Company pub of
Colchester, Conn., was married to
5. Process pints in 'the pressure
lished The Anointed by Clyde Brion Peter
Paul McGrath? son of Mrs cooker at 10 pounds pressure for 90
■ ROCKLAND ■ >
Davis. Written by a new author, Christian,
Windvand and the late
the unheralded novel received ac Peter Paul McGrath of Camden, minutes, in the hot water bath for
i 'hours, counting the time when
claim and was chosen by the Book Feb. 27 at 41 o’clock at St. Andrew’s 3'
the water boils.
TUES.-WED.-THURS.
of the Month Club. Now it appears rectory. Rev. Francis A. Murphy
6. Remove jars from canner and
as Adventure starring Clark Gable performed the double ring ceremony complete
Double Feature Program
seal if jars ’with rubber
and Greer Garson. An MGM pic in the presence of the immediate rings are used. Cool thoroughly,
ture, it is Major Gable’s f.rst film families.
then label and store.
since his discharge from the Army
The bride, who was given in mar
Chicken maybe roasted as for tlie
Air Corps. The world premier* riage by her father, wore a blue table, then, canned (without stuff
took place on Feb. 7 at Radio City suit with faun colored accessories ing) using the pan juices for liquid,
Music Hall.
and a white orchid.
or may be fried, then packed in jars
Miss Catherine Ligonis of Provi and a thin gravy made by adding
A tart lemon filling is delicious dence was bridesmaid and she water to the fryig pan used for
between two baked layers of yellow, wore a combination black and liquid.
white or sp.ee cake. Here’s a good , white suit and a corsage of red
recipe: Mix 3 tablespoons butter, roses and sweet peas. The best
APPLETON
2 tablespoons lemon juice, ’4 tea man was the bridegroom’s step
T5 Johnson C. Fenwick of South
spoon grated lemon rind, a speck of father, Christian. Windvand oi
salt and 1*4 cups confectioner’s Camden. The bride’s mother wore Portland has been promoted to the
sugar. Beat until creamy.
a grey and white gown and the Provost Marshal”s office at Camp
bridegroom's mother wore black. Kilmer, N. J. as an investigator. He
is a grandson of Mrs. Grace John
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette Each had a corsage ol gardenias.
After the ceremony a reception son of Appleton.
43.00 a year
Mrs. Orace Johnson leaves the
and dinner were held at Chejtn.ut
lodge. The bride cut a cake made first of the week for a few days’
by her mother and decorated by visit with her daughter, Mrs. Florice
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
her father. Guests were present Fenwick m South Portand.
with
from Camden. Boston, New York,
ZANE GREY’S
BRENDA JOYCE
JACQUELINE de WIT
Providence, New London. Hartford,
ELENA
VERDUGO
MARY GORDON
Durham and Colchester.
“WANDER OF THE
5Mr.
and
Mrs.
McGrath
left
later
GEORGE CLEVELAND
ALL THRU THI YIARS on a wedding trip and spent several
WASTELAND”
“MARCH OF TIME”
days in New York city and some
time in Camden. Mrs. McGrath is
a graduate of Bacon academy and
rely on th/e treat rub tor
Serial
Morse Business College in Hartford
and is employed at the Connecticut
‘PHANTOM RIDER”
Mutual Life Insurance Co. in
SAVINGS
BONDS
To Relieve Coughs—Aching Muscles • Hartford. Before entering the Na
TEL. 892
A wise mother will certainly buy vy, Mr. McGrath attended Boston
Musteroie for her child. It’s always College. While in service he took
rubbed on the Quintuplets' chests,
FARM BUREAU MUTUAL AUTOMO
throats and backs whenever they catch officers’ training at Dartmouth Col
BILE INSURANCE COMPANY
lege. N. H.—from New London.,
cold!
Concord. New Hampshire
' Musteroie instantly begins to relieve Conn., paper.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1945

PARK

OIONNE'QUINTS'

STRAM

CHEST COLDS

PAW

for

your

Red Cross.

The thousands of

wounded

veterans in hospitals still need its comfort and cheer
. . . our returning servicemen look to the'Red Cross

for a helping hand . . . and when disaster strikes at

coughing and aching muscles. It actually
helps break up painful local congestion.
Makes breathing easier. Wonderful for
grown-ups, too! In 3 strengths!

MUSTEROLE

The American Revolution was
fought with cannon having a range
of one mile.
There are approximately 250 com
mercial airports in the United
States.
.

CAM DEN

I r/M1

•

Human misery is never won.

The war against

The Red Cross depends

on you for its existence—so give as much as you can

—and give it today!

2519

TUES.-WED.. MARCH 12. 13

THURS.-FRI., MARCH 14, 15

A Chili a Minute in this Double
Horror Show.

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Lon CHANEY* Martha O’DRISCOLl

Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings

John CARRADINE • Lionel ATWILI
IOnslow Stevens
Jane Adams

Group Photos of Clubs and Schools

Also

A completely equipped Photographic Service

that guarantees every job.

TEL. 907-W OR 770, THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Have You Visited the Candy
Bar Lately?
FRESH CANDY
POPCORN
* NOYTLT1FS

Mr and Mrs. WilliarJ
arrived home Sunday a I
ing a week at the honj
daughter, Mrs. WilliarJ
in Augusta.

EJFA. Club meets
Chorls Jenkins, Wednt
noon
The Odds and Ends C
with Mildred Edward .
night.

Miss Mabel Spring t
to the Shapespeare Sor I
home last night.

Tonian Circle of the
Church will meet Wedr.
at the home of Mrs. 1;
saler
Mr. and Mrs. Sidnc
and Miss Marion Wa
Portsmouth. N. H, wen
v'sitors at the home o:|
cliffe’s parents. Mr an
ter G. Dimick.
Supt cf Schools Robtl
and principal of High St|
E. Blaisdell have return']
tendance at th© four-ci
meeting of the Amerii
tion of School Administl
at the Hotel New Yorl|
York City.

DANIEL?
DIAMOND
Famous For Mori
Fifty Year!

Lewis B. Cue
PIANO Technid
42 MAIN ST., CAM]
DIAL

CAMDEnI

S. 0. s.

Gross Assets,

Admitted.

Glenn Strong?
Ludwig Stosse

One

This i:
and
ALIV
Life SI
Victii

$38,624.64
701.527.00
66.753.53
19.389.55
3.80168
38228.71

$868,323.11

782 93
$867,540 18

liabilities. t»BC 31. 1945
Net Unpaid Losses.
$183,689 Sad
Unearned Premiums.
327. ifT
All other Liabilities.
11.070.78
Surplus over all Liabilities. 672,452.41

Total Liabilities and Surplus. $867.540.13
___________ _____________________ El-T-25

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES

SIDNEY L CULLEN

Real Estate.
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash ln Office and Bank.
Agents' Balances,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets.

Deduct items not admitted.

photographed whenever and wherever you wish.

KNOX COUNTY CHAPTER
AMERICAN RED CROSS

PH ONE

WEDNESDAY MATINEK AT 3.45; SUNDAY AT 3.00
OTHER DAYS AT 2.00. EVENINGS FROM 6.30

home—fire, flood, tornado—your Red Cross must be

ready with aid for the victims.

•

(Leroy Goss returned
Hay from Stonington
spent three weeks w.th l|

G

Little

One war is over but another war has just begun

Tuesday-Friday

TRANSCONTINENTAL INSURANCE
COMPANY
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEJC 31. 1945
! Stocks and Bonds.
$4 296.089 39
Cash In Office and Bank.
814.981.16
Agents' Balances,
332 200.37
Bills R<yo(v->hlei
3.441.68
Interest and Rents,
7.475.40
All other Assets,
142.755.45
Gross Assets.
5.596 925 85
DeduiA items not admitted.
36 981.68

Admitted.
$5,569,044 17
LIABILITIES^ DBC 31, 1 945
Net Unpaid Losses*.
$187,428 17
Unearned Premiums.
857.985.49
All other Liabilities.
447 085.37
Cash Capital.
1 OOO 000.00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 3.077,444.14
Total Liabilities and Curplus,
$5.569 944 17

'Si

Tuesday-Friday

lesday-Friday

Questions for discussion at the
It’s Tomorrow Night
Educational Club meeting Fr.day
J will be,” What is your reaction to
Winston Churchill’s Speech? What
I can we do about strikes in our P.T.A. Light Fund Ball Is
j country? Shall O.P.A. be contin
Great Event—Formal Or
ued after June? Gentlemen guests
Informal
will be welcomed at the evening
meeting when Senator Edward
Rubinstein Club will hold guest Denny of Damariscotta will be the
The P.T A. L.ght Fund Ball to
night Friday at the Universalist speaker.
morrow
night will be formal or in
vestry. The Schuman Club of Ban
formal
at
the will of the dancer, so
gor will present the program. The
Opportunity Class met Thursday none need stay away. Lennie Limeeting is open to the public with
! at the home of Mrs. Bernice Leach,
all welcome to attend.
with 19 members and one guest zottes’ 14-plece orchestra general
present. ^Sixty-six calls were made ly acknowledged to be Maine’s best
during
the month. Mrs. Catherine dance band will provide music, 9 to
?*isses Mary and Martha Hall
i
Collins
•
presented this program: 1 fcr dancing.
have moved to Orono where their
I Grcup singing, games; readings,
address is 24 Crosby street.
A highly attractive feature to
j Mrs. Clara Emery, Mrs. Fannie
dancers
and non-dancers will be the
j Pinkham and Mrs. Leach. Re
snappy
one-hour
program. 8 to 9, of
freshments
were
served
by
Mrs.
?'rs. George Block of Knott
street has returned home from Elizabeth Williamson. Mrs. Evelyn high class local vaudeville under
Kno>Q Hospital where she was a Smith and Mrs. Beulah Wotton. the direction of Albert McCarty.
j The next meeing will be Apr J 4 at There will be many special attrac
' surgical patient.
I the home of Mrs. Marion Lindsey, tions including a $25 bond for door
I Laurel street. Members are re prize and a “dinner prize’’ which in
Mrs. Is.dor Gordon entertained quested to meet Thursday after cludes all the fixings, among them
at tea and bridge Wednesday aft noon at the home of Mrs. Leach for butter and sugar. Tne refreshment
ernoon at her home on Limerock white cross work.
booth will have many super-taste
street, in honor of Miss Charlotte
thrills ;n charge of Mrs. Jack PasOransky of Portland, whose en
son.
Every penny of the proceeds
Mrs. Oliver Hamlin who has been
gagement was recently announced , receiving treatment at Knox Hos will go to the P. T. A. High School
to Edward M. Gordon. Cut Spring pital. has returned to her home at auditorium-study hall light fund.
flowers were used throughout the 672
Main street.
house for decorations, a very dainty
MRS ANDERSON’S PUPILS
luncheon was served from a beauti
Mrs.
Walter Anderson presented
Richard Hamlin, who was called
ful table. The centerpiece was roses
her
dramatic
pupils in an informal
banked with sweet peas. Mrs. Keith heme by the serious illness of h.s recital Sunday afternoon at the
mother,
has
returned
to
New
York,
Goldsmith and Miss Dorothy Gor
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
don poured ass.sted by Mrs. Harold where he has employment.
Lcuis Fickett on Rankin street. A
Mason and Mrs. Ralph Stickney
The Nurses' Alumnae Association, select audience of parents and
Bridge prizes were won by Mrs.
friends enjoyed the fine program
Ralph Stickney, Miss Evelyn Segal; has postponed its meetings this which follows:
Mrs. Benjamin Goldberg, Portland, month.
A monologue, “Madam Interviews
Mrs. A. Alan Grossman and Mrs.
the
Janior,” and the poem "Weath
Jack Green, with guest prizes pre
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Gardius
” Arlene Miller.
sented to Miss Oransky and her spent the week-end in Portland er,The
one-act play “Who's Afraid ”
mother, Mrs. Morris Oransky. Miss with Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Harris and the poem "A Mortifying Mis
Oransky is the daughter of Mr. of Red'bank Village.
take,”’ jane Pendeton.
and Mrs. Morris Oransky of Port
A monologue “Jonny Goes to the
land, graduated from Deer.ng High
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Blood of Circus,” and the poem “School
School and the Maine School of Rockland announce the engage Sickness,”’ John Chisholm.
Commerce and has been employed ment cf their daughter, Phyllis
A monologue “A Financial Prob
by U S. Navy Department Mr. Theresa, to Dcnald E. Porter of lem.
and an original poem "Why
Gordon is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Grindstone, Me. Miss Blood is em I Am” Late,
” Irene Brooks of Thom
Isidor Gordon, graduated from the ployed by the Knox Woolen Mill of
aston;
a
monologue.
“A Lady Takes
Rckland High School, Maine Cen Camden. Mr. Pcrter, son of TaA
Lesson
”
and
the
story
of “Laura’s
tral Institute, Hebron Academy and I bana Pcrter of Grindstone, has
Boston University, where he re made his home at the residence of Composition on the Cow,” Viola
of West Rockport.
ceived a Bachelor of Arts degree. Mr. arid Mrs. Oscar Porter of Starr
The One- Act Play “The Man Who
He is ,n business in the city. The Grindstone. He was recently dis Thought
of Evelything,” 'and the
wedding will take place March 31 charged from the U. S. Army after poem “Service
” Maureen Hamaat the Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston., serving 33 months and is now em
lainen.
ployed by the Bangor & Aroostook
Sandwiches, punch and fancy
Railroad. The wedding will take cookies were served by Mrs. Ander
place in the near future.
EXPERT
son and the girls. John Chisholm
acted
as usher.
PIANO TUNING
Edward Rowe Snow's fascinating
Regulating, Repairing, Voicing
Edwin T. Hamlin has enlisted in
lecture on the New England coast
Will be heard March 20 at Com the Air Corps for three years, and
Satisfactory Work Guaranteed
munity Building, Kiwanis Club aus is now in Texas training for Euro
17-T-tf
pices, Knox Hospital benefit.—adv. pean service.

1

ing A Fire
ells How It Can

Social Matters

e If Room Is
veloped

Leroy Goss returned last Satur
day from Stonington where he
spent three weeks with his wife.

land, March 2, 1946.
irobably noticed bv
papers, an unusual
iths from fire this
you ever plan what
ith the things avail
eeping room, to save
r escape through tlie
iff. and the window'
ip out.
. a sheet or blanket
tie a single knot in
the window a few
k ,the knot out and
down hard just in. Then take a chair
puld get hold of and
and middle sash out,
he sheet or blanket
round at the top a
w it out. Then get
iwn on it.
»egln now to practice
you might need two
you and they are
tie You can pass
The Courier-Gazette
A Reader.

Mr and Mrs. William O. Dean
arrived home Sunday after spend
ing a week at the home of then:
daughter, Mrs. William Marriner,
in Augusta.

E.PA. Club meets w’ith Mrs.
Choris Jenkins, Wednesday after
noon
The Odds and Ends Cub wil meet
with Mildred Edwards Thursday
night.

Miss Mabel Spring was hostess
to the Shapespeare Society at her
home last night.
Tonian Circle of the Universalist
Church will meet Wednesday night
at tiie home of Mrs. Harry Levensaler
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Radcliffe
and Miss Marion Watterson of
Portsmouth. N. H., were week-end
v si tors at tlie home of Mrs. Rad
cliffe’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wal
ter G. Dimick.

zen bv Mr. Adam

lliam b Talbot gav>~

travelogue on
lens." She was as"albot. Mrs. Talbot
commentary io acdide.
* * *
s classes have seen
week: "China,” a
picture, and “The
nsion of the United
irical film.
• ♦ #
iwn Meeting speaksenior Problems of
ies are preparing a
U NO. which they
ire the Belfast Ro13. The speakers
iwden, Jr . Robert,
es Snow and ElizaTliey will go to theis the guests of Mr"
this city.

Supt cf Schools Robert B. Lunt
and principal of High School Joseph
E. Blaisdell have returned from at
tendance at the four-day annual
meeting of the American Associa
tion of School Administrators, held
at, the Hotel New Yorker in New
Ycrk City.

DANIELS’
DIAMONDS
Famous For More Than
Fifty Years

15-tf

Lewis B. Cucinotta

WEDNESDAY
MISS IT

PIANO Technician

12 MAIN ST.,

CAMDEN, ME.
DIAL CAMDEN 2444

fab11'1

S. 0. s.

S. 0. S.

S.O.S.

S.O.S.

S. 0. s.

S. 0. s.

EKE-SAT.

I DIFFERENT

COLLECTION

OF

SUPPLIES

for Overseas Sufferers
One million and a half JEWS still tottering on
________ the Brink of Death through starvation________

All their Possessions have been looted,
confiscated, or destroyed by NAZIS
.

«_____ _

.

-

...—

MBS HARRIET BENNER

Harriet E (Hahn) widow of La
fayette W. Benner died at her
heme, 83 North Main street at 3.33
yesterday morning. She had been
failing rapidy the past two months,
the end being hastened by a para
lytic shcck.
The deceased was born In Waldo
boro Oct. 20. 1844, daughter cf Ed
ward and Evelyn (Winchenbach)
Hahn. She was married to Mt.
Benner in that town, going imme
diately to Thomaston, where Mr.
Benner followed his vocation as
barber at the Knox Hctel for a
year or two before beginning his
leng career as a tonsorialist in
Rcckland His death several vears
ago severed a long and happy
domestic relationship.
Mrs. Benner had been a member
of Golden Rod Chapter. O E.S for
more than half a century, and
while health permitted it she was
an attendant cf the Congregational
Church. She was a quiet, homeloving woman, whose memory will
be cherished by those who knew of
her many kindly acts and of her
faithful administrations
as
a
mother.
Mrs. Benner is survived by cne
son, 'Floyd L. 'Benner of Rockland;
a sister, Mrs. M. R Coombs of
East Providence, R. I., and five
grandch ldren. Hugh and Lois Bcner of Rockland; Dorothy Daggett
of Thomaston; Robert and Freder
ick Daggett of Cape Porpoise.
Services were held at the
Russell funeral home Sunday aft
ernoon with a large attendance,
which included the following rela
tives and friends from cut of town:
Miss Ruth Coombs East Providence,
R I.; Mrs. Edward Hahn and Mrs.
Carly Ness, Dedham, Mass.; Mr
E. A. Smith, Lynnfield, Mass.;
Mrs. Henry Meyer, Beverly, Mass.;
Mrs. Joseph Damon, Waldoboro;
Mrs. Edna Dyer, Friendship; Clar
ence Freeman. Mr. and Mrs. John
Hewett and Miss Belle Mathews,
Thomaston; Dr. and Mrs. C. H.
Leach, Tenanrts Harbor; Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Benner. Brunswick;
Mrs. Nellie Benner. Rockport; Mrs.
Dorothy Daggett, Thomaston; Mr.
and Mrs. Mervyn Bird, Belfast; Mr.
and Mrs. Irving Sheffield. Augusta;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hunter, Ten
ant's Harbor
The bearers were: Charles Lake.
Walter Johnson, Lawrence Leach
and Carroll Merrill. Burial in
Achorn cemetery.
MRS. BENJAMIN F. YOUNG

Mrs. Grace A. Young, 69. wife of
Benjam:n F Young, and lifelong
resident of Lincolnville died Sunday
at the Camden Community Hospital
after a short illness. Mrs. Young
■ Wa.s active in all community projects
and was founder and president of
the Youngstown Cemetery Associa
tion.
Mrs. Young was the daughter of
Cynthia Heald and Thomas J.
Young. Besides her husband, she is
survived by two sisters, Mrs. Adeb»'de Heald of Lincolnville and Mrs.
Nora Aid of West Rockport.
Funeral services will be held Wed
nesday a 2 <p. m. from the Laite'
Funeral Home. Camden,. Entomb
ment will be at Mount View Ceme
tery. Camden, and burial in the
Spring at Youngtown Cemetery,
Lincolnville.
Rockland Lions are looking for
ward happily to tomorrow night,
which will be observed as ladies'
night at the Thorndike Hotel, with
some 25 visitors from Camden ex
pected. Club songs will be supple
mented by duets sung by Camden’s
talented vocalists Gil and Bob
Laite. Door prizes will be awarded
and Erskine York of the Camden
Cub will conduct a Chinese auc
tion. Nate has planned a nice sup
per. Dancing.
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Send Five Questions, $1.00 and
Stamped Envelope to
REV. RUTH MATHIAS
12 Third St, Bangor, Maine.

MARY GORDON

Give yourself o

[>

ILEVEL AND

OF TIME”

and Vicinity to Help Keep These Survivors

(OLD WAVE
PERMANENT!

,

I

J
tight at home! Soft, natural r
looking curls. Ask for

■J

ALIVE. Any Item You Will Contribute is a
fTV.U, AlITOMO[CK COMPANY
Hampshire
pC 31. 1343
$38,624.64
701.527 00
66 753.53
19.389 55
3.801 68
38.226.71

$868,323.11
782 93
$867,540 18
1945
$183,689.82^
327.1a
11 070.78

| Surplus, $867,540.18
ai-T-35
l'4l INSTRANCE
(ANY
N. Y.
31. 1945
$4,296,089 39
814.981.16
332 200 37
3.441.68
7.475.40
142.755.65

Mrttw/w
(with curlen)

-fi..

CARROLL CUT-RATE
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Life Saving Necessity to these Unfortunate

Thirty-Four Today

This And That
Girl Scouting Is Now Four
Years Along With the
Second Generation

By K. S. F.

In spite of some "tight creedist”
prayers are made, and go to the
same God, the same Jesus and are
heard.
* * * •
Did you know that some birds
run a temperature of 112 degrees.
The elephant scientists tell us ap
proximate man's temperature at 98
degrees.
* * * •
“Ycu see,” Jackie fibbed to his
mother, “that E’ on my report card
stands for excellent’ and 'D' is for
dandy’.”
“But,” said the mother, “that
nice little girl next door almost al
ways has ‘A cn her reports.’”
"Well,” continued Jackie, .“I
don't like to give her away, but ‘A’
stands fcr ‘awful’.’’

Maerice Reynolds

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Reynolds of
28 Florence street, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
Maerice Lillian, to Collins Franklin
York, son of Mr and Mrs. Milford
York of Belfast. Maerice is now
employed at the Home Metliods
Bakery and Mr. Ycrk is employed at
present with the Staples Transfer
* • * ♦
cf Belfast. Tne wedding
Jake: Does your*bride know any Company
date
has
been
set for Aug. 3.
thing about cocking?
Will: I heard her telephoning
DAVIS-ROBERTS
her ma inquiring if she had to have
Mr. and Mrs. Percy L Roberts of
soft water fcr seft boiled eggs and
guess she must ’a had to use hard Jericho, N. Y. announce the mar
water, for. oh boy! were they hard riage of their daughter, Barbara
Roberts to Wayne Lambert Davis.
cooked?
* * * *
The ceremony was performed
The salt in the oceans, if extract by the Rev. Duncan Dodd in the
Cliff
Methodist Church
ed, would be sufficient to cover the Sea
ent.re United States with a layer Saturday morning, March 9. at 11
o’clock in the presence of the two
Hi miles deep.
immediate families.
♦ ♦ * ♦
Following the ceremony, wedding
All that I have taught cf Art,
was served at the home of
everything that I have written, breakfast
the
bride
’
s parents in Jericho.
whatever greatness there has been
Mrs. Davis is Art Director for the
in any thought of mine, whatever
I have done in my life, hqs simply Gruman Aircraft Company.
been due to the fact that, when I
Mrs. Janet Winkler, who has been,
was a ch:ld, my mother daily read employed
as a secretary in the
with me a part of the Bible, and officer of the
City Manager, has re
daily made me learn a part of it by
turned
to
New
York, where her hus
heart.—John Ruskin.
band.
a
Coast
Guardsman,
has been
... *
transferred.
Some there are who do not know
that chccolate comes from the
seeds cf the theebroma cacoa and
this plant
native of tropical
America. In recent years its popu
larity has grown and thus the culti
vation of the cacoa has increased.
» . » »
Traffic hazards are less in parts
of Minnesota where they use lumi
nous paint to mark the reads at the
bad places
. • ♦ »
Someone once remarked that the
human race is divided into two
classes—those who go ahead and
do something, and those who sit
and inquire, "Why wasn't it done
the other way?”

There is a lot cf talk about the
American standard of liv.ng having
to be lowered during the emergency.
But we note that it always manages
to keep several jumps ahead of the
American standard of earning.
* *
Hew beautiful upon the moun
tains are the feet of h.m that
bringeth good tidings, that publishcth peace; that bringeth good
tid ngs of goed, that publisheth
salvation; that saith unto Zion,
Thy God reigneth!—Isa. 52:7

Girl Securing in the United
States is 34 vears old today. It has.
already had a wholesome lasting
influence on one generation of girls
and is four years along .n its ob
jective cf helping a second gener
ation grow up to be better citizens
and happier homemakers!
Lord Baden-Powell, who origi
nated the Scouting idea for boys
and girls, and Jul.ette Low, who
brought G rl Scouting to this coun
try, believed that Scouting could
and should be a great world force
for friendship and understanding
among the youth of all nations.
, The Girl Scout organization of
Rockland is made posS.ble by the
men and women who freely give
their rime and energy to help the
next generation learn to do a bet
ter job than we d.d. If enough
young people could be reached
by such youth movements, the
prospects of a Third World War—
and complete annihilation—might
be mere remote.
There are more than a million
Girl Scouts in the United States to
day but there are still many million
g.rls of Scout age who are net
served by this cr any comparable
youth organization. This second
generation crowds the waiting lists
of the Girl Scouts; not enough of
the r ciders have volunteered the
time and energy to find leaders, '
sponsors and meeting places fcr
them.
The children of the world arc
the future cf the wcrld. Scouting’s
second generation may well be civi
lization’s second—or last—chance.

Methebesec Club met Friday aft
ernoon at the home of Mrs. H. La
ton Jackson, with 22 members
present. Mrs. Dora Bird gave a
very interesting talk on Maine Art
ists and Musicians. Mrs. Maud
Blodgett told about* the Historic
Church at Damariscotta.

Mr and Mrs George Dyer of Port
land were guests at the Thorndike
i Hotel Sunday.

They are here,
those enchanting Coats for Spring. See
them in our Show Rooms.

Jellied ham salad with horse
radish sauce is a grand combination
fcr a buffet supper or luncheon.
To make the sauce, mix two table
spoons grated horseradish, two
tablespoons lemon juice, ti tea
spoon salt, 1-8 teaspoon paprika
and 2-3 cup whipped cream. This
will serve six.
♦ * ♦ •

♦

-■ ■

So easy to

To Wed In August

In speaking of the song, “The
Bonnie Banks O’ Loch Lcmond,” a
country teacher asked his pupils
5-tf for an explanation of the line,
'You"ll tak’ 'the high road and Ill
tak’ the lew road.’,
"Ones was going by air and the
other by bus," answered a boy.

This is an Appeal to the People of Rockland
JACQUELINE de WIT

Pane ?ev**n
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* *

The habit of beginning the day
with a qu el contemplation of the
spiritual realities is necessary if
we arc to grow in grace. The
habitual turning of thoughts to
ward good gives life much of the
joy we need. Try it.
* * * *
Teacher: “Can you give me a
good example of how heat expands
things and cold contracts them ”
Student: “Well, the*..days are
much longer in the Summer.”

EXCITINGLY BEAUTIFUL

Victims .

Gilbert’s
Individualized
Oil
*

ITEMS TO BE CONTRIBUTED
(New or Used in Good Condition)

Comfort Items and Medicines

Foods
Rutter. Oils. Fats (Canned)
Car>ted Fruits. Vegetables. Coffee
Condensed or Evaporated Milk
Dehydrated Vegetable Soups
Dried Peas. Beans. Rlre
Hard Candy. Chocolate
Kosher Canned Meats
Malted Milk Powder
Packaged Sugar.
Sweet Brea/ast Cocoa
Whole Milk Powder

Absorbent Cotton, Aspirin
C-ombs. Brushes, Pure Soap
Handkerchiefs
Razors. Blades
Sanitary Napk'ns
Sewing Materials
shaving Brushes. Cream
Toothbrushes, Paste
Vaseline, Zinc Ointment
Vitamins

Infants' aiul Children's Items

Permanents

Caps. Socks. Stockings, Shoes
Underwear, Sweaters
Aluminum Pans. Nipples
Baby’s Dresses. Shirts
Belly Bands, Bunting
Nightgowns. Wrappers
Petticoats, Blankets
Diapers

from

Honsehold Supplies

Complete
Nothing Extra
to Pay

Pillow Cases, Blankets
Sheets, Towels

This S.O.S. Collection is NOT a solicitation of funds, but of relief items. It Ls conducted throughout
the country by the Joint Distribution Committee, the Jew ish relief agency for aid to overseas sufferers.
In the State of Maine, it is sponsored by the Maine Jewish Council.

We
Specialize
in the Art

PLEASE BRING SUPPLIES TO THE COLLECTION DEPOTS

A&P SUPER MARKET. 462 MAIN STREET
PERRY’S MAIN STREET MARKET. 429 MAIN STREET

SAVITT’S, INC.

CLEARANCE SALE
OF WINTER COATS
The remaining stock of Furs and Winter Coats,

cloth and fur trimmed, has been sharply reduced in

of

Cold Waving

ECONOMY CLOTHES SHOP. 435 MAIN STREET
BURPEE FURNITURE CO . 361 MAIN STREET
LOBBY OF PARK THEATRE. 12 PARK STREET
FIRST NATIONAL SUPER MARKET, 331 MAIN STREET

THIS ADVERTISEMENT SPONSORED BY

V

price for immediate sale.

from

510.00

GILBERTS’ BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST

ROCKLAND

TEL. 142
l-T-tf

LUCIEN K. GREEN
& SON
A
FURRIERS

16 SCHOOL STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

*
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Fishermen’s Big Year

If AU Are “Kings”

ANDERSON - O'NEILL NUPTIALS

Broke All Records For Dollar
Value Income In this
Year 1945

Why Make It So Burdensome
To Ask For Regerendum,
Says Judge Pike

Maine fishermen broke all-time
records for dollar value income dur
ing 1946 according to the annual
fish landings report issued by Sea
and Shore Fisheries Department.
From all species of fish, Maine
fishermen grossed $12,106,699 for an
increase of $3,238,887 over the 1944
total. This value jump was due not
only to price increases but also a 26
million pound increase in landings
lor a 1946 total of 199,292 942 pounds.
Although most of the 49 species
of fish and shellfish listed in t he re
port displayed substantial advances
over 1944 levels, the lobster catch
proved to be the most outstanding
With a thirty percent increase in
poundage and a 60 percent up in
dollar totals. In 1945 Maine trapmen hauled 19 million pounds of the
shellfish which were worth $7,938,524. In 1944 the take totaled 14
million pounds valued at $4,675,290.
The $7,000,000 gross distributed
among approximately 5000 licensed
fishermen indicates a per capita in
come of almost $1600.
In, terms of production and
Maine’s seven coastal counties,
Hancock county led with 56 million,
pounds. Washington was in second Woodrow R. Anderson and bride iBarbara O'Neill). Wedding reported in
last Tuesday’s issue.—Photo by Frank Gordon, Ridgefield, Conn.
place with 48 million pounds and
Cumberland third with 45 million.
More than one quarter of the total
lighting stunt, conducted by Lecla
Limerock Pomona
3945 fish landings came into Han
Robinson and won by Una Ames'
cock county ports.
<
reacting. ’’Those Good Old Days,"
Other increases in poundage in
Scott Rackliff; tableau, “Laborer
’the report were found in round All But One Grange Was i and Maid.’’ arranged by Lillian
Whiting which upped from 1,700.Represented — Candle ; Rackliff; reading, George Washing
009 to 3.900,000 pounds; large cod
ton as a farmer, by Una Antes;
from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000 pounds;
lighting
Stunt
closing song, Hail to the Harvest;
redfish from 24,000,000 to 27,000 000
closing thought from the Scriptures,
pounds, herring from 71,000,000 to
Limerock Valley Pomona met Edna Young.
79,000.000.
The basket of fruit was wen by
Among the newer species of fish Saturday in St. George Tlie census Willis Young of Megunticook
and shellfish to find places on the showed all subordinate Granges ex
consumer market, tuna fish dis cepting Pleasant River, Vinalhaven, j Grange.
was served by the ladies
played a marked increase from represented. Guests were present : ofSupper
the host Grange.
317,66 pounds in 1944 to 404,761 from Knox, Kennebec and Sagada
In the evening a series of colored
pounds in 1945 and a total value of
pictures,
taken by Ralph Johnsen of
(89,047 Most of the tuna poundage hoc Pomonas.
Camden
when he was in the Haw
The 1946 Field Day will be held
was landed in Sagadahoc county.
aiian
Islands
was shown by Mil
Among the shellfish Maine fisher Thursday, Aug. 8 at the Camden ford Payson to Grangers and
men took more titan a half million Hills Park with Charles M. Gardner,
pounds of shrimp and the mussel High Priest of Demeter and State friends.
The next meeting will be with
rakers harvested 12.000.1KX) pounds officers as guests.
Wessaweskeag
Grange, South Thom
The following program was pre
worth $60 000.
aston, April 13, 1946.
sented:
Opening
song,
Sowing
the
While commenting on the in
creased production as well as con Seed; greeting, Eugene Rackliff of
Special Hamburgers
sumption. of Maine seafoods, Rich St. George; response, Harold H.
Two pounds ground beef, salt
ard Reed, Commissioner of the Sea Nash of Megunticook; vocal sec
and Shore Fisheries DepartmentI tions, members of St. Gecrge and pepper, 1 tablespoon minced
stated that he believed that during j Grange; recitation, Lois Daucette; onion, 4 tablespoons light cream.
the meat shortage the general pub pictures, “From Seed to Market,’’ 4 tablespoons chili sauce, 1 table
lic has developed a greater apprecia shown and explained by Charles spoon Worcestershire.
Mix ground meat lightly with
tion of the excellence of Maine sea White of the Bureau of Marketing
foods which should prove advanta Irish songs, led by Orett Robinson; salt and pepper, onion, cream, cnili
geous to Maine producers in the discussion. The Agricultural Outlook sauce and Worcestershire. Shape
postwar years. ‘ This with expand H. H. Nash, F. L S. Morse, O into patties Saute in hot fat in a
ing low rate air and other trans Robinson and Charles White; candle skillet. Serves 6 to 8
portation facilities the markets for
Maine seafoods are spread ng to all
the 48 states," he continued.
Reed also said that increased
lobster production and higher prices
are attracting more fishermen, and
dealers into the business which he
believes will mean that the Sea and
Shore Fisheries Department must
find ways to protect the supply of
lobsters through strict enforcement
of the conservation laws and added
emphasis on propagation.

I

Your Red Cross
watches over the
.comfort of hos
pitalized veter
ans and service
people every
where. H> Ip put
its 1946 Fund
Campaign over.
Give gene rously !

Rockland, March 7.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mush has been said about the
right of Rockland voters to have a
! referendum on, the adoption or rei jection of City ordinances before
I they become law.
•
I would like to ask the City Mana
ger and his legal advisors if it is
not true that the conditions exacted
by the plain terms of the City
Charter do not make the procedure
for a referendum so burdensome
that it will not be readily under
taken.
Section 1203 reads as follows;
Petition To The Rockland Oty
Council

I

GRANGE CORNER

Htm

ft ft ft ft

Itana frem all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Mrs Ruth Wiley of North Warren
lecturer, announces this program to
be given at the April 6th meeting of
Knox Pomona, which will be held
with Medomak Valley Grange at
Burkettville. Speaker will be Miss
Isabel Patterscn, nutrition consult
ant from the State Department of
Health and Welfare Other num
bers will include, 'the welcome by
Frank Sukeforth, master of the host
Grange; response by Mrs. Doris
Miller of Union;-roll call for Po
mona officers, "An original tongue
twister beginning with the first let
ter of their given names;’ question

For the Submission to the People
of the Question
Shall the proposed ordinance, a
copy of which ls hereto attached,
be adopted.
We, the undersigned, under oath,
depose and say that we are duly
qualified voters of the City of Rock
land. residing respectively at the
addresses placed opposite our
names, and we hereby petition the
City Council to submit the foregoing
question to the voters of the City
of Rockland.
Names
Residences
Date

box. each member to take in a ques
tion for ihe box. questions which
may deal with any subject for dis
cussion; and three numbers by the
host Grange.
Mrs. Wiley reports this program
given at the March 2d meeting of
Knox Pomona, which was held with
Weymouth Grange, Thomaston.
Speaker was Leroy Brown, poultry
marketing specialist of the State
Department of Agriculture, who,
spoke on a recent trip to the poul
try area in the Del-Mar-Va Penin- 1
stilar. Other numbers were, opening Name.......... Street and Number.....
song welcome by Earl IMaxcy, Sr., being duly sworn deposes and says
master of the host Grange; response that he is the circulator of the fore
by James Dornan of East Union; going petition containing ................
piano solo by Mrs. Ada Simpson; signatures and that the signatures
musical game; and two readings by appended thereto were made in
Mrs. Ida Goss of Union; closing his presence and are the signatures
song
Eighty-one members, and of the persons whose names they
eight visitors were present from purport to be.
Kennebec and Limerock Valley Signed: ..... ............................... ........
Pomona Granges.
Subscribed and sworn, to before

me, this

day ol

19

World Day Of Prayer

Justice of the Peace
Notary Public •
Observance At Universalist
Section 1202 requires 500 qualified
Church Was Carried Out
electors to sign a referendum peti
tion with a complete copy of the
Successfully
ordinance attached. The expense of
circulating and printing the petition
The interdenominational observ
must be borne by the proponents of ance of World Day of Prayer took
the referendum and its form must place Friday night at the Univer
be legally correct or it will go into salist vestry, with over 185 in at
the waste paper basket.
tendance. The sum of (37.20 was
The petition must allege and collected.
there must be proof that all of the
Ruth Ellingwood and Maude
500 signers swear that they are duly Blodgett
were leaders for the ritual,
qualified electors. Think of rtie
work that such a procedure will en. and at an impressive candlelight
tail. Every voter of the 500 must service, candlelighters were: Mrs.
appear before a Notary Public or John Pomercy, Mrs. Maldwyn V.
Justice of the Peace and make oath Parry, Mr.s. Jesse Bradstreet, Mrs.
that he is a duly qualified voter. A C. Stanley, Mrs A. Thompson and
condition so burdensome and un- Mrs. S. Munroe.
Those taking the children’s parts
necesary that it is doubtful if it
were Marion Talbot, Mary Worces
will ever be undertaken.
No other political petition known ter, and Jeanine Leach, the youth’s
to the law makes such an. absurd parts: Louise Tootill, Betty Crozier,
requirement. Even the State politi- ( and Roberta Sylvester. The offering
cal Primary petitions have no such speeches were given by Mrs. E. C.
requirement. The net result is that I Moran Jr., Mrs. D. Sylvester, Mrs.
there may have just as well been no ■ S. Johnson and Mrs. E. Trask Jr.
petition in the Charter for an, or-I Pianists were Mrs. Fa»th Berry and
dinance referendum as the one Miss Dorothy Lawry. Mrs. P. D.
proposed. If the chairman of the j Heming was the violinist and Mrs.
City Council has been correctly | Lydia Storer. choir director. Solo
quoted in our local paper, he said, | ists were Miss Norma Munroe, Mrs.
"Every man, is a King" under this. Thelma Stanley, and Mrs. Lydia
Charter. If so, why not give the Storer.
"Kings” an opportunity to pass up- j The choir consisted of Mrs. B.
on ordinances in a simple con Nickerson, Mrs. Lena Stevens, Miss
venient referendum not containing Maude
Nelson, Miss C. Simmons,
mandatory conditions never before
Miss
Ramona
Niles, Mrs. Nettie
heard of. It would seem that the,
voters kingly rights exist only in B Frost, Misses Glenys and Laura
imagination and have no reality in Munroe, Miss Virgie Penney, Ma
rion Blake, Mrs. R. Reams, Miss
fact.
Why such an absurd condition Mary Studley, and Miss Doris Mun
»
put into a referendum petition?; roe.
The only reason that is glaringly' The success of the endeavor was
apparent was to make a referendum largely due to the efforts of Mrs.
Ushers were
on ordinances well nigh impossible, i Ellen Hempstead.
Mrs. O. W. Holden, Mrs. Frank
Elisha W. Pike.
French, Miss Louise Kirk, Mrs. R
In an, hour and a quarter, the E Hemman and Mrs. L. Hastings.
present day American steel indus
try can equal total output in the Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
whole year 1860.
(.3.00 a vear

A
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SAVITT’S, Inc.

LINCOLN COUNTY JURORS

Drawn for service as traverse
jurors at the May term of the Lin
coln County Superior Court are
Jesse Bailey, Whitefield; Thelston
Barter. Boothbay; Ralph A. Brown,
South Bristol; Ruth Haggett, Edgecomb; Ahti Hervila, Somerville
Plantation; Frank Lailer, Bremen; '
Elsie M. ManX, Vellis C. Weaver and
Clyde C. Winchenbach, Waldoboro;
Simon E McDougall and Clark D.
Rowe, Boothbay Harbor; Beatrice
Morey, Damariscotta; Linwood E.
Palmer. Sr., Nobleboro; Chester W
Poole, Sr., and Lilia Rielly, Bristol;
Harvey A. Sprague, JefTersqn; Jane
Tucker, Wiscasset; Walstein K.
Weeks, Newcastle.

bring you another
Scott Fur Sensation!

Uf tht
Ualqn

Peymeaf
Fl..

4

GLEN COVE

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wood,
Carlton Wood and Sandra wood
were recent visitors ni Brunswick
and Bath.
William Lufkin, has returned from
Knox Hospital and is recovering
satisfactorily.
Mrs. Adah McConnell, State field !
nurse, visited Saturday in Bingham, i

SILVER
PHOTOSTATIC
COPIES

FOX
j

Military discharges, copied and
printed in sizes suitable for |
Veterans Bureau, employer and
school application use; also
pocketbook sizes.
Copies made of any document.
Birth Certificates, Marriage Cer
tificates, Records from the family
Bible, Legal Documents, etc.
24 HOUR SERVICE
Persons living outside Rock
land may send by registered mail.
Original and copies returned the
next day by same method C.O.D.

SIDNEY L. CULLEN
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND. ME.

At tho Almost
Unb«li«va6ly
Low Frke
of Only

PAIRS
Ym. real bon«>t-t>qoodn«M sil
ver lox ot this low. low price.
We didn't think it possible till
w* s(w them. Luxurious, qleoAtinq stiver (ox. so ‘plump, so
huge, you'd think the price was
more than double. Just another
reason why more women buy
thetr tun at Scott Furriers than
lrom any other store in New
England!
Limited quantities,
hrst come, first served!

TAX INCLUOIft
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